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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Saturday, September

THEY WILL ATTEND

PERCE PACTS OF

t'RGE OPEX RAILROAD

LIXES IS IRELAND
Dublin, Sept. S3 (by the As- dail
sociated
Press.) The
cabinet todav decided to ask
Robert Barton, its minister,
to see both sides In the Irish
railway dispute Vn an endear3" or to
keep the Irish services
open.
traders
Three Limerick
were fined from 2 pounds to
3 5 pounds by a Sinn Fein court
for selling British Jams and
soap. The fines were paid.
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Wight For Passage
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Borah Is Only Member of
on
Senate Committee
Foreign Affairs to Oppose
Report on Treaties,
'
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Eight Hours Continuous
bate in Upper House
en Over to Proposed
uor Legislation.

SIS

'

ELIMINATED

IN
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TO HAVE AMERICAN ON
ALLIED COMMISSIONS

N
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Relatives

ST. LOUIS PLAY

Hwi

was made known officially today that President Harding's
administration would raise no
objection to ratification of the
treaty with ' Gormany with a
reservation providing
that
there could be no American
In
the foreign
participation
bodies provided
under the
Versailles agreement without
authorization by
expressed
tongress.

Robert Gardner and Jesse
Guilford Take Measure of
Two Title Holders in Ama- . teur Tilt.

De-

Have Clash, Pre
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AuoclBted Pre.)
St, Louis, Sept, 23. Both Chick
(By

Jay.

Bi!

(Bf The Awoclntrd Press.)

Washington, Sept. 23. The sen.
ate after a continuous session of
nearly eight hours, adjourned to
night with the prospect that fur
ther consideration of the anti-beom would go over" for several
weeks. Opponents of the measure.
in the face of a night session
forced by dry leaders, were suc
cessful In their obstructive tac
tics, Senator Sterling, republican,
South Dakota, in charere of the
measure, finally movlnir an ml.
Journment.
Notwithstanding
the setback.
bill plan
supporters of the anti-beto make another effort to call
it
up tomorrow but the peace treaties
are to be brought up and it was the
expectation
tonight that
., . consideia
,.

3

CONTINUED WITH
AGENT FOR MISS

:

RAPPE ON STAND

three times

Alfred

FOR FATTY,

BRADY'S AMBITION

(By The Ansoclatrd Prem.)
New York, Sept. 23. Shot

PEACE TREATIES DUE
TO BE ACTED ON TODAY

Monday; Beer
Shelved for Weeks.

s

New York Importer;
PRISON
Drugs Involved. .
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ARBUCKLE TRIAL

of

Giv- -

Tax Revision Scheduled for
Consideration by Senate

10

FOI X1) GULTY OF
.
Sf.AVIXCi MOTHER
Bnonovillo, Iml., Sept. 23.
William DcffendoJi. aired 17,
was found guilty of tiio mur- - $
tier of his
moth- bv a "'V thl3 aftornrmn.
Z
The jury fixed
his punish- - s
ment at imprisonment for life
in tho statu liriaon. The case
went to tho jury early this
afternoon and the verdict was
reported
shortly before 4 6
o'clock.

sumably Over Affections
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Reservation Provides That
n
Given
PropProtection
erty of U, S, Shall Apply Political Abuse
Also to Nationals,
Head of Stockn
in
Reward
(By The AMortated Preso.)
Sept. 23. It
Knockdown Triu.
Washington,
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Dally by Carrier or Moll, S5c a Month
Single Copies 6c
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of Anti-Bee- r
Bill
Beaten In Senate

.

AND AMERICATO

24, 1921.

ly

her former chum, who then
ended her life with a bullet,
Miss Mildred E. llanan, daugh-

,

Semnacher, Manager

of Film Beauty, Tells His
Version of Party in Hotel
r
r
m oan rrancisco.
TESTIFIES THAT CLOTHES
OF DEAD GIRL WERE TORN

ter of the late Alfred P. Hanan,
shoe manufacturer, tonight
hovered
between
life and
death In a Brooklyn hospital.
With the outcome of tho girl's
injuries still in doubt, police
took up a back trail from the
scene of the nocturnal tragedy
into the world of "high life,"
blamed by Miss Hanan's assailant, Mrs. Grace Law;s, for the
uccumlated misery and heart-aeh- a
which impelled her to
take her lriend's lito.
"The pace is too fust and the
liquor lias driven nie crazy,"
stie had written li a letter addressed to her mother,

Court Takes Recess 'During
Testimony to Enabls
Regain His Composure,
(B7 The AeiorlVted Pram.)
San Francisco, Calif.,
Sept. 23.

Alfred Semnacher, reported to have
Evans, American champion,
and
told the grand jury in Los Angelta
Willie H. Hunter, British tltlehold- of
admissions he said Roscoe (Fater, were eliminated today In the
ty) Arbuckle had made, was called
of the national amaas the first witness today when the
teur golf championship, playing
preliminary hearing in police court
in a driving rain storm over the
on a charge of the murder of Miss
links of the St. Louis Country club.
Jesse Guilford of Boston defeated
yirginia liuppe was resumed.
Arbucklo entered the court room
Evans 7 up and 5 to play, and Robwith more apparent cheerfulness
New York, Sept; 23. A double
ert Gardner of Chicago
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than
5
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5
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tne
women
Briton
whicu
the
to play.
shooting
up and
and her mother, saying to the latNeither match was in much doubt
principals resulted early today 111
ter, "Hello, Mamma."
tiio serious wounding ui Miss Milafter the noon intermission when
Washington, Sept. 23. Favora
Aside from court attaches, atGuilford was 4 up and Gardner 8
dred Hanan, suid to be a daughter
ble report on all the peace treatle.1
torneys and newspaper men, less
of
tho
lato
Alfred P, Hanan,
up.
States
United
between
the
and
N
than half a dozen men were in the
Evans was not able to putt at
wculthy head of Hanan and Son,
Germany, Austria and Hungary
room,
shoe manufacturers, by Mr-- . Grace
any stage and after watching one
Was ordered today by the senate
Semnacher.
who
was
Miss
short putt after another refuse to
Lawt'8, a, distant relative cf Miss
foreign relations comittec.
Rappe's manager,
Guilford . sank his
go .down,-whilattended the
Hunan and a uaughter of Mis. M.
Senator Borah, Idaho, leader of
in
Hall
nnv
frnm
Mwton
tine
..
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Arbucklu's
v rt
party
at
suite
of
Francisco.
the
K
Sail
Mr.
Ditttnar,
the fight against the treaty of VerDistrict Attorney Mathcw Brady.
Hotel St. Francis, from which en
xw leaves
wont :
'.hen committed suicide.
the champions wnole game B.r..,
sailles, was the only member to
lax
revision
will
bill
be
taken
sued
the
death of Miss Virginia
up
stale. He was off direction with
The shooting occurred in liruokTo secure capital punishment or
vote against reporting the treahis wooden clubs, topped a brassie .uuiiuay.
S r.t least a long
ties.
prison term for Uappe.
Senator Stanley, of Kentucky, in iyi. us MissanHanan and John
Ho
the story of his arrival
or
two,
began
and,
although
pronounced
vmurgcu
burland,
exporter,
"Fatty" Arbucklo is one of the in San Francisco
Bofore reporting the three pacts,
address, declared that tU'iu
with Miss KaDtrfe
and Jerome aa similar contest
by Harry Varden
houso where present ambitions
of
Mathew
ui
apartment
the committee adopted a reservawas
IliU
and
Mrs. Bambina
waged
M. DelmonL
Travers the most exact iron playtin v had been visiting. Hol land Brady, district attorney at San
tion requiring that congress pass
which
years
ago
the
lighted
from
Los
er
he
went
in
the
spark
world,
Angeles.
to Jealousy Francisco. He is prosecuting the
eventually
an act for appointment of an
of the revolution and gave birth to attributed tho shooting
While
with
both
mldiron
anil
.n the
breakfast
case
astray
having
the
suid
that
and admitted,
ponce
against tho film comedian
American representative on allied
the republic.
I
Palace hotel, he eaid. about noon
mashie.
with with great vigor.
ho had quarreled
recently
commissions by the president with
"Advocates
of
tho
on
not
was
pending bill," Mrs. Lawes about Miss Hanun.
It
only Evans poor
September 6. Miss Kappe was
the advice and consent of the sengame that lost for him, for even he said, "think the morals of the
paged with a call to go to the St.
After firing three bullets into
LABOR ASKED
ate.
are worth more than Miss
won
community
would
have
an
to which hotel he drove
that
average
Francis,
Mrs.
Hanan's body,
Iiwes
Another reservation adopted by
them.
contest, as he went out in the the liberties of tho people."
then shot herself in the head dyiiij,
the committee, presented by Sena"Search
of
homes
for
37
in
evidence,"
and coming
morning with
Leaving them at the St. Francis.
tor Pomerene, democrat, Ohio, prohe added, "was worse than tha nistiintly.
accumulated forty-fohe said, he returned about 1:30 and
strokes.
, Miss Han.n's
condition was
vided that protection given the
APPROVAL
Spanish
a
inquisition."
Boston
The
called
proved
player
up Fred Flachbach on the
not
to
bo
but
United States government in its
critical,
"I would not be surprised." Senhouse telephone.
good mud horse, plunging his long
Flachbach infatal. One of the bulnecessarily
property Interests should apply
ator
ALL
OF
suid
at
"to
this
drives
Sterling
far beyond Evans' wooden
vited him up to Room 1220 he
point,
also to American nationals.
lets took effect in tho left breast,
see
the
advocates
ardent
this
to
his
Irons
well
shots,
tf
snapping
continued, where he found Arone in tho left side
The vote on reporting the treanear the
the green at nearly every hole and measure calling attention to tho and one heart,
bucklo, Flschbuch. Lowell SherOE ARM
ties favorably was 9 to 1, the supin the right arm.
fact-anit is true that Washas
as
well
the
though
putting
man, Ira Fortlouis, Miss Rappe,
to
to
of
was
treaties
unaule
the
Borland
porters
explain
including
the
of
seas
tho
not
were
Into
distiller; Franklin,
water
ington,
Mrs. Delmont, Miss Zeh Prevost,
greens
six republicans and three demothe iiolico how Mrs. Lawes learned
which the balls dug almost out of brewer, and Patrick Henry, bar- he
Alice Blake and Mrs. Mae Taube.
crats all of the members present
and Miss Hanan were visiting in
or
newere
their
Amnrintei!
friends
timcai
Trent.)
at
keeper
Tbe
sight
(By
and
he thought one or two others.
except Borah, who cast the sole
contraband Brooklyn.
The Boston golfer played about fariously smuggling
Arbuckle and Sherman, dressed
The republicans
vote.
Washington, Sept. 23. Laboror-gahlzatioloft tha ipartment about
negative
Thev
were
into
ever
the
Boston.
best
shot
Thev
he
shot.
Hhe
liquor
golf
and bathrobe and slipGreat
in
Britain,
1.S.5 u. m he said, and encountered
voting for the treaties were SenaResolution Presented and in pajamas
37 on the out half In the morning violating the law; there is no ques
pers, were eating at a table, Sem
tors Lodge, Massachusetts, chalr- - France, Italy and Japan, were
Mrs. Luwes as they stepped to the
42 for a good 7S tion about it.
was
in
came
home
and
It
generally
nacher
Later
The rest were In
added.
man; McCumber, North Dakota; asked to join in "world wide demstreet.
Withdrawn; Should street
and took only 38 strokes to reach violated,"
Mrs. Lawes
except Mrs, Delmont,
attire,
'Brandegee, Connecticut: Johnson. onstrations
Without
Pre-Judspeaking,
Not
on
was
the
Senator
democrat.
.disarmament"
where
Geor
for
final
he
Vat"i)..
the Case, according to the witness
turn,
( up.
........
California; New,' Indiana, and Armistice
fi.ed. tihe then
The heavy ralu that started at gia, interjected , that during the drew a plstoi and
day, when the armament
All of the party, except Mrs.
The- three
Minnesota.
Kellogg
Is filembers' Stand.
a moment regarding
In torrents recess of congress, murder and stood for
cablein
was
conference
assembles,
daybreak
falling
were
he
Senators
were
Swanson.
democrats
said,
she
eating, while
Samuel
when tho morning matches start- other outrages v.y been committed thorn, Borland said. Then
some were drinking liquor, which,
Pomerene,
Ohio, and grams sent out todayof by
Virginia;
a scream, pressed tho muzzle
ed. A terrific flash of fightning in his state by prohibition enforce
(Ilr Tbe Amortntrd I'roK.)
the AmerGompers, president
ho
defined
as
Shields, Tennessee.
and
head
orange
her
"juice "that
tho
of
Colorado Springs. Colo.. Sei)t. 23.
pistol against
shivered a tree nearby and both ment agents.
lie recited several
Senator Johnson,
California, ican Federation of Labor.
The Colorado Federation of Wo- could have contained giu or anyThe demonstrations
Gardner and Hunter missed their alleged cases, among them a raid fired.
by organwho was allied with Senator Borah
else.'
Mrs. Lawes wn a distant rela- men's clubB' annual convention hero thing
drives from the first tee and took upon a Methodist vJtnp meeting
in the fight against the Versailles ized latar In the various countries
Semnacher
testified that he
For four was precipitated into a lively debate
be held In conjunction with
six's for the first hole.
where automobiles and other places tive of Miss Hanan.
treaty, was said to have disagreed would
she had lived with Miss Ha- today brought about by introduc stayed perhaps an hour, having
years
In
labor
was
a
the
It
were
that
for
searched
by
organized
affair,
planned
dreary
large
liquor.
contentions
Borah's
with Senator
nan and tho latter's mother in in tion of a resolution urging all films something to eat and coffee to
galleries of the previous days givthat the treaties were likely to lni the United States. sent to C. w.
apartment in the exclusive Park featuring Itoseoo Arbucklo be bar drink.
The canregrams
ing way to a Bmall coterie which
volve this nation In European afr
Then he took Alice Blake out for
avenue district of Manhattan. Two red In Colorado. The resolution
moved along with the dripping
fairs. Senator Shields also was Bowerman, chairman of the parat a cafe, but learning J
weeks ago she moved to the hotel later was withdrawn,
members atherehearsal
IN
players under umbrellas that gave
one of the "irrcconcilables" of the liamentary committee of the Brit
rehearsal had been postponed,
Tho police taking the position that the oiga
Vanderbilt
nearby.
with
the crowd the semblance of a
Versailles treaty controversy, wlw ish Trade Union congress,
said that she had sent several
should not
are
the they returned in about half an hour,
patch of black mushrooms. Wom
today supported the new treaties. which the other cablegrams
said, finding a Miss Clark and
to case now before
From Top to bottom: Hcrliort en were among the onlookers and
the California ahe Miss
threatening letters recently
Senator Hitchcock of Nebraska, practically Identical, follows:
Campbell had joined the
Miss Hanan.
courts.
Hoover, John R. Lewis, (left), were drenched to the skin like
"American Federation of Labor
on
commitdemocrat
the
ranking
Clmrles M. Schwab and Ida
at tho hospital by do'
l.
The resolution was presented by party. He declared he could not
on the course.
else
Questioned
everyone
tee, was not present today bift has wholeheartedly for fullest orpossible
remember
if any one had left the
in interest
Gardner never gave the Briton
tectives, Miss Hanan doclined to Mrf. l. A. Miller, president of the suite.
inter
heretofore expressed himself as fa- disarmament
to
the
led
Mrs.
shooting,
Isn'
what
his
federation.
will.
and
took
up
for
national
chance
and
a
John
revenge
peace
say
good
McPherson,
voring the treaties.
Arbuckle's eyes mjved slowly
Prominent at President Hard- failure to lift the British title' last
but gave tho following description of Denver, made some startling ac- from
'
The reservation requiring an act fs possible to have demonstration
the witness to Isadore Golden,
ing's unemployment conference In year when Cyril Tolley defeated
nf thn nffnlr:
cusations in connection with her
of congress and senate confirma- of English people in Bupport of this Washington
next
will be him at the 37th hole. The winner
"Mr. John Borland, a Dart speech in favrr of the resolution. the assistant district attorney, who
tion for participation of American Humanitarian purpose wun a view these four delegates.week
conducted
the questioning, and
en
Hoover will of the title in 1909 and 1915 showed
mouth university graduate, and
Later Mrs. Miller told the convenhaving thtrn prevail upon the be
representatives on allied 7commis- of
Lewis is president of his championship caliber by scor
in the import and export tion the resolution had been sug- back again.
gaged
sions was similar to No.
of the british government as we are try the chairman,
"Do you remember the testimony
Mine Workers. ing
business here; Miss Dorothy Gatt- - gested hy Mrs. Thomas G. Winter,
In the morning Will Not Return to
prevail upon ours and all SchwabUnited
original Lodge reservations to the Ing to to
WashingIs chairman of ,the Bethlethe coroners
,
Insist upon the fullest
round.
schalk, Brooklyn, and I, had dtneel president of the General Federation you gave before
Versailles pact. The new reserva- others
hem
.Tar-beSteel
li
m
jury?" asked Golden.
corporation. MIss
The English player was never up
ton for Two Weeks; Plans at mv home last nisht. At ii P.
of Women's clubs.
tion was drafted by Senator Lodge limit of disarmament at Washing'
in
a
never
noted
on
"I'll
indus
at
automobile
Miss
in
authority
we arrived
forget it," replied
but once, winning the third hole
A protest "in the name of 20, 00.0
my
with Incorporation of suggestions ton conference.
trial problems.
to
Continue- - Vigorous Gottschalk s home.
,
with a par three when Gardner
club women of the state" against Semnacher.
Senators Johnson. and Brande'by
Golden
then
read inquest testiGott
Miss
In
"Wo
remained
his
After
travtook
three
the
for
putts.
ARM.
taking
FIGHTER BREAKS
placing
gee. The resolution of ratification
appropriation
Work for Reclamation.
mony of Semnacher that "all were
schalk's apartments for two hours, eling libraries in the fourth-clas- s
one hole lead, he promptly dropped
Of the German treaty with the res23.
Milwaukee, Wis., Sept.
drinks."
we
dlscuBsed
having
which time
it at the fourth and went two down
was telegraphed to Attorney Genervation as' finally, evolved
Ritchie Mitchell, Milwaukee light
The witness asserted first the
Senator Holm O. Bursum re- during
the gonoral topics of the day. Mr. eral Victor E. Keyes.
by losing the next two. He recov- elected
vides:
short-han- d
weight boxer, broke his right arm
to
senate
for
the
last
of
sevTuesday
Borland
147
looking
one
reporter must have
hole
spoke
ered
at
I "Resolved
the
The convention decided to meet
s
yard
of the Just above the wrist in the third
of
his
bean
wrong because all were eatplur anartments in Brooklyn, and
by the greatest percetage
enth.
next year at Estes Park.
senate present concurring therein 1 session of a
as
ever
a
a
for
matter
candidate
of fact, but he addaffairs.
hnsines9
given
ing
Hunter also won two other holes ality
that the senate' advise and consent bout with Ernie Rice of England
ed later that he himself might have
"We had Just emerged from the
but one cost him a par and the either branch of congress, arrived
to the ratification of the treaty be tonight. The state boxing combeen mistaken.
other a birdie and that was all he In Albuquerque last night for a vestibule when I saw Mrs. Lawes
tween the United States and Ger- mission chairman stopped the bout
visit with friends.
He has been stop from an areaway on the left
Semnacher explained his omis
could do in the winning line.
many, signed at Berlin, August 25, In the middle of the fourth round
The
AuoclnUd
(By
Binco
Prem.)
sion
election
and
of Mrs. Taube's name at the
the
neat
ap
i
resting
uuug
of tne entrance, ine
1921, to restore the friendly rela- - when It was seen Mitchell .was us
GO
I
to the fact that he did not
pears to be entirely over the strain heard was three pistol reports.
Denver,
Colo., Sept. 23. Julius
Inquest
on
arm.
left
his
ing only
(Continued
EVENTS ARE
Page Two.)
of that event.
know her name until later, when he
Epstein and Louis P. Pardue were PACING
dropped to the sidewalk and when
from
1
The senator stated last evening I got up saw blood running
saw a newspaper picture of Ar
today sentenced to attend ehurch
OF RACING that
FEATURES
buckle leaning out of a hotel St.
he would not start back to my arm.
vury ounaay ior six months as
Francis window in company with
I ran for a nunnrea ieei bhu
ON CLEVELAND TRACK Washington for two weeks, believ
TWO-MINU- TE
AiMWlfiled
Th
(By
punishment for gambling and
I then heard another
Mrs. Taube and others.
Pre.)
ing that be was entitled to a brief collapsed.
23
Associata
the
me
Paris,
house.
The
Sept.
(by
Borland
Keeping
gambling
vacation.
Golden said, "we are here to learn
picked
shot fired. Mr.
(Bf Tbe AaMelated Prew.)
sentence was Imposed by Judge
I'ross.) Hungary must In the (he truth," to which Frank Domln-gue"I propose to visit parts of the up and carried me to the steps of ed
Columbus, O., Sept. 23. Grand state
withdraw
A near future completely
George W. Dunn of the county circuit
street.
Schermerhorn
on
and
constitu
find
what
house
Arbuckle's
a
my
attorney added.
racing here today was fea- ents desire," he declared. "I am policeman came running up. Mr. from Burgenlnnd, or West Huncourt, following a plea jof guilty
we believe It."
10 ine cnarsre Kvinptirn in th. mm tured by pacing events and unusual
to
the
Austria
.awarded
gary,
an
to
by
him
am'
get
Unlike Arbuckle's first arraign
going Into Sierra and Dona Ana Borland asked
in many respects counties
against the men waa taken last performances
bulance. I was brought up to this treaty of Tiranon, or be forcefully ment, when unshaven
at least.
brought forth before the four
expelled by the allies, she was no- morning prisoners filled theMonday
Is all I can
Friday, but passing of sentence were
I
that
"When
to
and
I
return
Be
tbe
capital
hospital
dock,
fields of aide wheelers had finished.
was deferred until today.
tified today by the council of am- well dressed women
,
get into the harness vigorously
today pressed
The chief event was the Hotel will
Cajling the men before him, Judge
endeavor to' determine bassadors here.
serve the people of this state.
to
In
their
faces
Be
their
steel
bars
the
against
,
Hartman
of
2:11
stake
Dunn announced that thev hud
$3,000 for
The council handed Ivart
I am going to work for reclamation whether Mrs. Lawes was a drug
to get a better view and hearing of
pleaded guilty to violating he laws pacers. Jim B., a big winner in the and I think that something can be addict, fhe police showed Interest
president of the Hunga- the case.
a note In
oi me state and that the court, on Great Western circuit, was Installed done to
It across. I will be the In an Incident preceding the shoot- rian peace delegation
The liquor on the table at the
which Hungary was invited' entireconsideration, had decided to fine as favorite, but Jimmle McKerron servant put
of this ing described by a woman neighof
all
tho
people
party "came out of bottles," Sem
had
rest
the
of
the
and
favorite
the
each
to
evacuate
of
them
within
sentence
$400
ly
and
Burgenland
Gottschalk's.
of
reMiss
means
bor
ASSOCIATED
commonwealth and that
nacher testified regarding the ap
PRESS.)
(BI THE
field at his mercy.
them to six months in Jail.
This woman, who was looking a brief period. It Hungary refuses, pearance of the room
on his return;'
and democrat alike."
Washington, Sept. 23. The na at noon' throughout the nation to
The Horse Review futur tv for publicans
"The Jail sentencn
out of a window, saW she saw Mrs. the allies, she was Informed, would
The
his
senator
grati.Hon will pause for two minutes on be devoted to prayer and reverent pended. however," he will he sua. 5 year-old
expressed
had
pacora.
be
$2,000.
purse
to
use
force.
on
on
a
obliged
(Continued
down
continued,
doorstep,
Page Two.)
for the deatf.
two starters, but it furnished fication for the huge majority given Lawes a sit
'Armistice day to honor the un- memories
The body returned from France "on condition that you report. reg- but
cup to her lips ajid then
the season's fastest heat bv a 8 him at the polls. He was partic-In raise
known of the great war.
street.
Detectives
into
the
on the cruiser Olympla will reach ularly once a month to this court. year-olit
dash
over
results
the
pleased
d
pacer when Belmar step ularly
Detailed plans for the ceremony vvasnmgton after nightfall No giving a full account of yourselves
found tho china fragments and lathis home county of Socorro,
ana letting tne court know what ped a mile in 2:03
in Mrs. Dawes' bag, an empty
at Arlington National cemetery "on vembcr 9 and will He In state In you
er,
had
I
"When
left
my
majority
won
aaoy uinter. tne favorite
doing. In' addition, you
that day when the body brought the capitol building until 9 o'clock will are
It drug phial.
2:13 class pace after dropping reached the figure of 1,972.
the
bo' required to bring a certifiArmistice morning. November 11
( back from France Is to be buried
might as well have been 2,600 it RELATIVE DENIES THAT
RON-UNIOshowing that you have attend- the first heat to Direct Light. Urlko every
were made public by the war de- - It wlU then be escorted by a great cate
N
vote for me had been brought
ed church services 'recrularlv
on gave tne talent a severe Jolt in the to
JEALOUSY IS CAUSE
the polls. The people of that
mourning party to Arllng Sunday."
2:09 class pace'when he defeated
yunmeni loaay ana included a official
ton
the
vote
line otsmarch bethan
cemetery,
proclamation
by President Hard
He paused to ask the two men Mary O'Connor, the favorite. A $20 county seat cast a heavier
San Francisco, Calif.. Sept. 23.
ing calling tor the
halt ing guarded ' throughout Its length what their church affiliations were. auction ticket in Urlko was worth they did last fall, when the division Mrs.
M. E. Dittmar, of San Fra.i- of the county is taken into considby troops. The mourning party will Parduo said members of his fam- $390.
.
told newsparcr men today
include all living holders oftho ily attended the First PreRhvtnrinn
cisco,
eration."
Five events, including the freethat she was the sister of Mrs.
congressional medal of honor who church and Epstein replied -- that for-a- ll
.
are
scheduled
Sat
pace
for
Lawes, and that Jealousy was mil
may desire to come, one war vete he was a Jew.
J
',...
urday's program.
the
motive
for
the
shooting.
Anti-Truran out of every ten thousand who
st
This may seem a neenllnr un.
Mrs. Lawes and' Mildred Hanan
served- from each state in the great tence," added the
It Is PERSHING RECEIVED
"but
judge,
Mrs.
cousins
were
marriage.
by
an
officer and an enlisted the view of the court that If vnu
waj
' THE FORECAST. .
man from each unit of the armv are
Lawes being the aunt of the present
(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
sincere In
statements of
IN
ELYSEE PALACE
Mrs. Alfred Hanan, Mildred's step
Denver, Colo., Sept. 23. New and navy and representatives of the regret that youyour
Indianapolis, Ind.. Sept. 23. A poration of Virginia, and besides
have defied the
Mexico: Saturday and Sunday, American legion and other vete laws or
mother.
suit
to
the United the union officials and members,
enjoin
BY FRENCH LEADER
tnis state, regular church
"I can' onlv ascribe Graces act Mine Workers oi America from names the Jackson Hill Coal and
partly cloudy, possibly local show rans' organizations and of the vn attendance will
help you reform
Ditt- further efforts to
ers in nortnwest portion; not much rious patriotic societies.
Mrs.
to
insanity,"
temporary
the non- Coke company, Rowlands Power
;
your ways.
t
Paris, Sept. 23. General Permar said. "She has been 111 for a union coal fields organize
cnange in temperature.
from American military nosts
of Mingo county, Consolidated Colliery company and
was
received
shing
was
President
almost
by
Arliona: Saturday and Sunday, everywnere Jn the world minute
constantly West. Virginia, and Pike county, the Lower Vein Coal company, all
long time and
Millerand in the Elysee palace toEDERAL GRAND JURY
was filed in the United States dis of Indiana, and others with interunder the care oi a nurse.
generally fair, except possibly local guns or mourning will sound from
day. Ambassador Herrlck accomHanan were trict court for Indiana here late to ests Identical in the central comshowers In northeast portion; Ut sunrise until after the burial cere"Grace
and
Mlldr..;
REFUSES
TO
INDICT
conversaThe
the
panied
'
general.
There day on behalf of sixty-tw- o
monies in Washington.
ile cnange in temperature.
companions.
Inseparable
coal petitive field, as defendants. Judge
tion with President Millerand was
was not' the slightest lota of jeal- mining companies
Plans for the ceremony were
and operato.-- A. B. Anderson, of the district
DEMPSEY'S TRAINER described,
as
most
and
Is
not
water
was
contaminated.
nubliO?
Grace
still
made
City
friendly
hv
them.
between
Mnlnr riannrol
IjOCAL
ousy
having properties in the Thacker court, is out of the city and no date
lasted ten minutes.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
according to the results of the tests In love with John S. Borland. In
Harbord, acting secretary of war
Williamson coal fields of the was set for a hearing.
(Dy The Anoclatiid Prem.)'; '
General Pershing will be the made yesterday by the health de- fact she wanted Mildred to marry and
nours ended at s p. m. yesterday, and chief of
two
counties.
In
absence
It Is asserted in the complaint
staff,
Mass..
Boston,
SeDt. 23. The guest of War Minister Barthou at
Injunction against
today
'
AH
water
recorded by the university:
of Secretary Weeks and General federal
partment.
him.
drinking
the "clieck off" system, by which that the miners' union Is an "unreturned
grand
Jury
luncheon
war.
today
the
of
in
in
ministry
should
distilled
be
boiled
or
82
Highest temperature
Thev wer Hravn n a no bill, refusing to Indict Teddv The
the operators withhold from the lawful combination and conspiracy,
Pershing.
function was attended by order to bo perfectly safe against
Lowest
62 under General Harbord's personal Hayes, trainer
PAL MOORE WIXS.
pay of the union miners the dues acting in violation of the Sherman
for Jack Denipsey, many of the most prominently
. 20
111.. Sept. 23.
typhoid fever infection,
Moore and assessments of the organiza anti-truRange
Pal
Aurora,
supervision and provide with the hoavywelght
law, the Clayton antimen
boxing
of
champion,
France.
military
Mean
Is
The health department making of Memphis easily won a newspaper tion, is also sought In the suit, trust law and
detailed completeness of army or- charged,' with
In violation of sound
Illegal
transportation
t 71 ders In the field for
Humidltv at
teats
a. m.
forty-eigof
the
hours
every
over
decision
ra ..hue of motion picture films of the
Midget Smith of New which aharges a conspiracy on the public policy," and the court is
SONORA JUDGE KILLED.
water
45 of the solemn ceremony with which Dempsey-Carpentitoand
la
1n
umldlty at 8 p, m.
pos
a
cendoing
York
bout
verythlng
here
of the operators of the
asked to enjoin the organisation
match at JerNaco. Ariz.. SeDt. . 23. Rosendn
to purify it. The contaralna. night. Mike Dundee of Rock Is- part
Trace the nation will nav Its trUmt. - sey
reclpltatlon
tral competitive coal field and the "from further continuing In any
last July. The nictures Tanto, recently elected municipal sible
tlon Is very slight, but Is enough land outboxed Gene Watson of Ban miners'
"iRAiinurii winu velocity ai..
the men whoe Identity, as well as were City
non
to
union
eliminate
exhibited
way or .manner whatsoever Its
or Naso, Sonora, waa killed that an epidemic
privately to wound-a- d
'irection oi wind
South whoso lives, were lost on the batunion competition.
might be started Francisco in a ten. round
activities against the plaintiff or
war veterans at tho Parker Hill Judge
by lightning early last night In the by drinking it without
naractcr of day ..Partly Cloudy tlefields of France.
It
In tho from seeking further to obtain the
The suit was brought
purifying
flooring the coast fighter
.
hospital recently,
rear of his home.
Dy neat.
In the first round.
name
corof
Borderland
Coal
the
,j f,
objects of said policies,''
.......
'A
'

H. B. Henlng, editor of the Even
Herald, was knocked down
within a few doors of his printing
office on Thursday afternoon by
prominent
Frank A. Hubbcll,
stockman, according to the report
The Incident folof an observer.
lowed the generous heaping of political abuse on Hubbell's head by
Hening during the past few years.
Mr. Hening is said to have been
walking along NortW Third street
from Central avenue toward the
plant bf the Central Printing company. As he came opposite the office of Ihe Frank A. Hubliell company, Mr. Hubbell stepped out end
confronted him.
report
that only the briefest of remarks
between them,
were exchanged
after which Hubbell slapped Hening with his open hand and knocked him down.
Hubbell started after the editor
as he scrambled to his feet but was
tnablo to catch him, according '.o
reports of the fray.
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EITEL FRIEDRICH, LUDENDORFF
CENTRAL
GRAND JURY COMPLETES 31 CASES PRINCE
VIEW REUNION OF GERMAN FRONT TROOPS EAST

SEEK INJUNCTION

AIID RETURNS

MUST

'HE

UNITED

WORKERS

tion; Say Union Is Unlaw-

criminal cases inthirty-on- e
vestigated by the grand jury which
turned in its report to the court
Of the sixteen indict
yesterday.
ments found, ail out rive are se
cret. The jury examined mty-iiv- e
witnesses in .connection with tno
investigation.
The
visit lor in
spection purposes was made to the
various ether
the
and
Ju.il.
county
county offices. Tlie report of the
jury as handed to the court by Jury
Foreman E. N. Boule, is an follows:
Honorable Mayo E. Htekey, judge
of the Second Judicial district, Sir:
Your eiand Jury, seieciea ana
impanelled to serve during the Sep
tember, 1921, term of the aisirici
court, in accordance with your instructions, has conscientiously inthe, complaints
vestigated
hrnueht before us by the district
carefully exattorney and we have
amined all the witnesses in the
various cases brought W our attention.
. ,
Wa have Investigated tniriy-on- e
oases and have examined fifty-fiv- e
witnesses; we have found true ouis
in sixteen cases and no Dins in
fifteen cases,
Work Needed At dan.
Your erand Jury has visited the
county juil and the county offices.
We find that the Jail and premises
are being kept as clean and sani
unaer uie
tary as is possiblecommend
the efWe
ficient wav in which the county
particularly that
jail Is kept, noting ana
oiner bmuiv-mewalls, floors, Deas
are exceptionally clean and in
a sanitary conaiuun, wn-ception, however, the grena jury
of
recommends that the system
the
plumbing now in use is not confor the
proper equipment conditions
which
tinued sanitary
should prevail in the county jail.
in
connections
We found that
toilets were leaking and causing
damage and may, if left in this
the
condition, cause disease among We
prisoners confined therein.
and
plumbtoilets
the
suggest that
ing be so changed that it would
eliminate the various pipes and
nniiBPtinns that are now in use
and would also suggest the con
tne
centration of the toilets in with
southeast portion of the Jail,
in
Jail
our
county
a view of putting
cjinitnrv and Droner con
dition. It is further recommended
that some system or neai ue in
stalled and we respectfully suggem
system
that the "Areola" heating
be Investigated, for In our opiniona
it would be difficult to install
hot-ai- r
furnace on account of the
for
necessity of having to excavate
the proper Installment of a proper
system, wnicn woum emmi w.
ctriornhlA exnense. while me one
semi-annu-

V

Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 23.- - -- Suit
against the
nsklng an injunction
United Mine Workers of America,
Its officers and members, was filed
in the United States district . ourt
of Indiana here late today by the
of
Border Land Coal corporation
Virginia to prevent the union from
with
the
employes of
interfering
the corporation in the Thacker and
Williamson coal fields of Mingo
county, West Virginia, and Pike
county. Kentucky.
It Is asserted that the mine workers organization is an "unlawful
romblnatfon and conspiracy i.cting
antiIn violation of the Sherman
trust law, the Clayton anti-trulaw and in violation of sound public policy."
The plaintiff asks that the court
furenjoin tho organization "frommanther continuing in any way or
ner whatsoever ifs activities and
policies against the plaintiff or
from seeking further to obtain the
objects of said policy."
The plaintiff avers that It brings
tho suit on behalf of Itself and
sixty-tw- o
coal mining companies
and operators having their mining
plants in tho Thacker and William-Bo- n
districts.
The court is asked to adjudge as
Illegal and void contracts heretofore entered into between the operators of the central competitive
field and the operators of other
unionized districts and the United
Mine Workers' organization, which
contracts, it is averred, provide for
a closed shop and the payment or.
the "check off."
st
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STARTING HOME
Camp Perry, O., Sept. 23. With
tho completion of the national rifle team match, the feature of th
National Rifle association tournateams were
ment, the eighty-seve- n
prepar-in- g
breaking ramp tonleht and
to return to their home stations. The Second and Third Infanschedtry regiments, which were tomoruled to start on their hikes
row, will not break camp until
Monday.
The Second Infantry will hike to
Fort Sheridan, 111., and the Third
Minn.
infantry to Fort Snelling,
Final bulletins on the national
rifle team matches, which was
won by the United States marine
corps with a score of 3,219, places
the Indiana national guard in
tenth place in class A, with a total
of 3,0r,0. The next ten high teams
constitute class B and finished as
follows:
Minnesota national guard, 3,046;
Arizona civilian, 3,046; Illinois civilian, 3.036; Minnesota oivlllan,
3,032; Washington national guard.
3.028;
Michigan civilian, 3,026;
of Columbia
civilian,
District
Massachusetts
civilian,
3,014;
3,012; Iowa civilian, 3,012; Delaware civilian, 2,999.
The Montana civilian team finished in thirty-fourt- h
place with
y

DITtT TRACK RECORD.
Snrinirfield. Mass.. Sept. 2S.

Fred Horey, driving an automobile
in a race against time, broke the
record on a half
world's three-mil- e
mile dirt track at the Eastern
States exposition today. HI time
was 3:09. The old record. 3:09
was made by Leon Duray last

'

ILL

5,

wm

all'
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nt

answer the pur
pose and would no aoum evt
as. efticient service iur vuiioiU'- -j
less- . .
Kent ne system aecueu.
now
stoves
of
the
condition
The
in use are such mat n wm
......
soon
...ikcn ovnpnriitura very
in nrrtor tn nroDerlv heat the ja:l
for the protection of the inmates
therein. We, tnererore, recum
"
that some sort or neaung
We desire to "Press
Installed.
courtesies
the
of
our appreciation
extended to us by Antonio Ortir, the
We
sheriff of Bernalillo county. offices
have inspected the various
in the county court house and
Id

j"

""'

p'

found same in excellent condition
with the exception of the linoleum
s
on the floor of the county clerk
the receipts
bffice, also found that
of the treasurer's office are not
for
properly protected against fire,
rTIs ofthe lack of vault space n to the
fice. We also call attention
celling of the probate
plaster In thewhich
needs attentitfti.
court room,
We believe that the county officers
are attending to their respective
duties faithfully and that good
work is being done by all.
School Attendance Good.
The grand Jury is pleased o relaws with report that the school
ference to the attendance of children are being observed. The grand
of
jury finds that the carrying
deadly weapons indiscriminate!?

extent that the peace and tranquility of the people are, being endangered and we strongly recommend that the officers make specthe laws
ial effgrta to enforce
touching the matter of carrying

deadly weapons.
Suggest Policing Dances.
The grand Jury finds that many
quarrels and breaches of the peace
have resulted from the carrying on
of dances, without proper policing
of the same and we strongly recommend that the proper officers be
required tot police these dances in
order that crime and disorders may
be prevented.
We desire to call attention to tho
fact that many Justices of the peace
are remitting cases (for consideration by the grand jury, which are
not proper cases for such consid
eration and should ne aeiermineu
by the Justices of the peace them
selves.

PEACE PACTS OF CENTRAL
POWERS AND AMERICA
TO RECEIVE SUPPORT
('Continued from Page One.)
tions existing between the two nations prior to the outbreak of war,
which
subject to the understanding
is hereby made a part or this resolution of ratification, that the
United States shall not be represented or participate in an body,
agency or commission nor shall
any person represent the United
States as a member of any body,
agency or commission in which the
United states is autnorizea 10 par
and
ticipate by this treaty, unlesa
until an act of congress of the
for
United States shall provide
such representation or participation."
Senator Johnson insisted that
the reservation should Include
"participation" as well as repre-

sentation.

Th resolutions of ratification
forj
and reservations as adopted treathe Austrian and Hungarian
ties were similar.
The Pomererle reservation was
to article one of the German treaty, referring to protection of American property rights as provided de-in
the Knox peace resolution, and
clared that "the words United
States shall be construed to Include
the United Statesandits nationals."
This reservation also accompanies
the Austrian and Hungarian pacts.
Senator Borah Indicated that he
would carry his fight against ratification to the senate floor, where
debate is expected to begin within
a few days.
The committee voted to have the
treaties considered in open session.

CLASSES AT
HIGH SCHOOL ELECT
OFFICERS FOR YEAR

UPPER

The organization of the Junior
and senior classes has been effect
ed and all classes assigned their
seats in the assembly for the year.
The senior officers were only nomi
nated, as the faculty must assist In
the election of the officers for each
graduating class.
Nathan classman was elected tne
president of the Junior class from
a Held of four canmaaies. mere
was a tie between Samuel Goodwin
and Laura Shaver for vice president and Richard Lewis became
the new secretary.
Pansy Hicks
was chosen treasurer. The Juniors
hold their election with the ballot
system and have an election board
Those nominated for the senior
class officers will probably be
elected the first of next week. They
are: For president Thomaa Cooper. Woodford Heflin; vice presi.
dent. Cuyler Furgeson. Charles
Deerlng: for secretary, Edna Lip
per, Myrtle Brown; for treasurer.
Howe Eller, Joe Whitehouse, Ad
rinn Morris. Helen Grunsfeld.
The members to the staff of La
Rlata have not yet been elected but
probably will be next week.

BE PAVED

TO CITY

True hills were found In sixteen of by citizens is going on to such an

the

ful Combine.

2,964.

16TRUE BILLS; ALL

COUNTY BUILDINGS ARE EXAMINED

Suit Started to Prevent Interference in Mingo Sec

RIFLE

September 24, 1921.
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City Commission Authorize?
the Advertising of Bids
fc
for Work; Must Be Finished Before Winter.

PIGGLY WIGGLY stores are spreading
through every nook and corner of the nation the vital message of Money Saving
and Time Saving.

City commissioners at their meeting last night authorized City Manager James Gladding to advertise
10 lb. sack new crop Pinto Beans
65c
1
for bids 'for the' paving tt East
5 lb. sack new Rolled Oats.
29c
ientral avenue from High street
r
o the city limits. Several types of
'.
2 lb. sack Pearl Hominy
10c
The
aving will be up for bidding.
100 lb. sack Cane Sugar
$7.25
ids will be received within ten
;ays.
100 lb. sack White Potatoes (strictly No. 1) , .$3.00
'
Paving on East Central avenue e
lbs. net Jewell Compound
$5.25
45
hang-in10 the city limits has been
10 lb. bucket new crop Native Honey
fire for some time. A protest
$1.49
hearing was held April 20, but action
5 lb. bucket new crop Native Honey
79c
was deferred at tne request of the
1 lb. blocks new crop Native Honey (comb) . . ,30c
property owners. The matter was
revived at the" regular meeting ot
5 lb, good Roast Coffee, whole beans or ground, 75c
the commission last Wednesday
32c
Premium Hams, lb
Swift
evening by Dr. A. G. Shortlo, who
23c
Picnic Hams, lb
advised the commission that a number of property owners were anx. . . .43c
. ;
Premium
lb,
Bacon,
ious that the paving be oOmp.loWd
48c
Mistletoe Butter
before winter.
.48c
The question as to whettier tie
Bloom Butter, lb
Clover
work could be started in time
,50c
Meadow Gold Butter, lb
be completed before danger from
51c
Duke City Eggs, doz
frost or freezing, prevented the
commission from authorizing the
40c
Fresh Crated Eggs.
meet
their
bids
at
for
advertising
74c
35 oz. jar Peanut Butter
ing, which was adjourned unui me
A.t
32c
matter could be investigated.
16 oz. tumbler Peanut Butter.
Prince Eitel Friedrich, at left, and General Lndendorff, reviewing the the adjournad meeting last night,
35c'
New
Preserves
12
tumbler
oz.
Fig
immediate
if
that
it was decided
parade of German soldiers.
91c
Manse
Old
can
action could be obtained the work
i2
gal.
oE
55c
The soldiers and officers of the German army who served at the could be started without danger
1 qt. can Old Manse
winstreet torn up an
front during the entire length of the war, recently held a reunion. having' the
34c
Manse
Old
1
can
cold
weather
stopping
pt.
Prinra EitelFriedrich. one of the former kaiser'B sons, and Gen. Lnden ter, due to
work.
12 gal. can Aunt Dinah Molasses (for cooking) 40c
dorff, one of Germany's greatest war leaders, were the principal figurw theThe matter will De luny aecmeu
40c
,
at the review.
ing)
hefnre the contract is awarded, as
to
1 qt. can'Aunt Dinah Molasses (for cooking) . .21c
the commission does not want
of freeztake even a slight chance construo1 pt. can Aunt Dinah Molasses (for cooking) . ,13c
LEAD PRICE
ARBUCKLE TRIAL GOES
weather stopping the
1 pt. De Lux Marshmallow Cream
New York, Sept. 23. The Amer- ing
ren.
once
is
sianeu.
it
tlon
ican Smelting and Rev'ining com- lieved that arrangements can bo
ON WITH AGENT FOR
.31c
1
pt. can Hipelite Marshmallow Cream.
pany today advanced the prices of
for rushing the paving
59c
1 quxt. jar Hipelite Marshmallow Cream
MISS RAPPE Ofl STAND lead from 4.65 to 4.70 cents per made
time.
record
in
through
5c
Whitemore
pound.
Marshmallows,
Extra
pkg.
Special
1227 Miss Rappe became sick at
(Continued from Page One.)
of
her stomach when given a glass
"Some of the labels said whisky, water, the witness went on. Arothers gin, and mineral water, and buckle was still in his pajamas, he
Borne unlabelled contained orange stated. He told of gathering up her
garments, some of which he said
Juice."
"The people were walldnc around were in a waste basket, torn.
the room and Miss Blake and Miss
The garments he left in Room
Prevost danced together, and. 1 1227 where Miss Rappe and Mrs.
and Sherman Delmont were, Semnacher testified,
believe, Arbuckle
danced with the ladies," he added. and then Joined the rest of the
AT
Pressed further, he said his mem party In Room 1220.
Subsequently, he said, he had his
ory about Arbuckle was "vague."
Before Semnachers second de baggage brought to the St. Francis,
including Arparture half an hour later, Fisch-bac- h and the entire party, in
205 N. First St.
of the new bowling
the comealso left the room, Semnacher buckle, had supper
teams in the preliminary -- tournaxu.
dian's rooms.
said.
me
i.
From time to time, he explained, ment which will open at
Semnacher said he went out w'th
3, neia a meeuns
Ira FortlouiK returning about 4 he visited Miss Rappe. Arbuckle C. A. on October
mane
to
nnai
clothes
in
last
piano iu.
night
evening
e'oiock, finding the party stin went down stairs
Sem-n- a the tournament.
They checked ne to take part in .such a conference
Prompt. Cure for Diarrhoea.
drinking,
dancing and enjoying after supper, according to
'I have used Chamberlain's Collo
line-uof the six teams emerc, for at least a week, it was saiu
ehcr's testimony.
phonograph music. Arbuckle was
of
achedul'
of
Justice.
and
the
Diarrhoea Remedy a number
the
at
department
today
The torn garments he put In the and arranged
present, according to Semnacher,
'
of times during the past ten years
he said, game.
Meanwhile, oniciais auaeu,
but he was not sure about Mrs. pocket of his automobile,
The sohedule arranged permits Daugherty will carefully consider and am pleased to say that it has
for exhibition to Miss Rappe and
Delmont and Miss Rappo.
s in never failed to effect a prompt
team in
He paid no attention to further also to dust off his car. On reach- one game between each will con- the scope of the department
cure," writes B. T. Blddleman,
the tournament. Play at which quiry Into the kian to determine
movewnts in the room, and soon ing his homo in Los Angeles two
davs later. Semnacher added, he tinue for about six weeks, A. bowl- fully Just what federal actlonj ir Macedon, N. Y. Try It when in
left to oy cigarettes.
M C.
need of siich a remedy. You are
any in tne matter is jusimeu,
He came back again in about put them in his dresser, where time the regular V.
sure to get good results.
for the ity what steps are necessary., .
half an hour. The party was still they remained until turned over to ing league tournament
The
started.
be
will
ohampionshlp
in progress, the witness continued, the Los Angeles police.
excellent
DENVER.
Into
AT
FALL
was
ad
been
put
At this point the hearing
alleys have
but about ten minutes later two ot
Denver, Colo., Sept. 23. Stephen
condition during the summer Seathe women went Into Hoom 1219 journed for the day.
discontinued.. T. Mather, head of the national
was
while
son
play
was
(where Miss Happe later
captheir
and
service, and George Hi. uoea-wiThe teams entered
found).
John park chief engineer of that service,
tains are: Santa Fe shops.Charles
"My best recollection is that on SYNOD
he
tjday. We want good clean cotton
Requadt; Railway clerks, service. were in conference
my return the door to Room 12111
in
Secretary Albert B. Fall, of theSunwas shut," be testified.
Roatrlght; government
Denver
in
bankers.
rags, good size, no small
George terior, Is expected
Roberts;
Paul
'The door closed behind the two
it was said. Secretary Fall is roieces. Bring them to the
Bollman:
Railway mall clerks
day,
women and from two to ten minnot on his way to Estes Park from
I
PEAGE-utes elapsed without sound.
Harry Lathrop; Independents,
Loveland today. He has been in
yet selected.
'Arbuckle was in Room 12 20,"
"all-stWyoming.
The development of an
declared.
Semnacher
"My recoltourof
the
team out of the ranks
lection is the women came out from
nament flayers Is expected.. This
Room 1219 in excitement," oem
LEGAL NOTICE
BY
team would represent the Albunacner continued,
M. C. A. and play games
Y.
NOT1CK OF SUIT.
come
we
all
should
querque
said
"They
teams.
It Is
No. 12940.
with
in. aa Miss Rappe was ill." he said.
a
sena
team
to
to
able
be
State of New Mexico, County oi
An attorneys' debate over the
A resolution expressing the deep hoped
for
In the District court.
Bernalillo.
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management, Btated the night af the federal forestry department
has
was circulated by
the netltion
specially deputized every ranger
E workmen without suggestion of
in Arizona for a period of sixty L
officials.
Employes of
comDanv
days to devote his entire time and
mine corroborated his testithe
to
ho
attention
game protection,
mony.
added.
It was brought out by cross examDF BIG ination
that the men had a meeting
11EI)UCE RAIIj service.
at which a majority voted for the
23.
The
Denver, Colo., Sept.
wage reduction.
commission today
public utilities
James Perrettl, camp marshal,
granted permission to the United
testified that he had torn down a
e
Railway company, operating
notice posted at the company store
miles of track between Mack,
calling upon the men to strike
Colo., and Watson, Utah, to cut Its
against the wage reduction. The
service from daily to
Pr.M
Tb
AnocliHtd
)
(By
notice, he said, was written on
trains. The road has lost 110.000
Chicago, Sept. 23. Disclaiming stationery of the local union of the
In the last six months, acco-dlnAmerica.
any intention to attempt suppresto the petition of its owner, the sion of the Chicago Tribune and United Mine workers of
Parber Asphalt company.
administrathe
city
declaring that
tion of Chicago had stood for free
The people of this city know
speech when It was dangerous to do
so, Chester E. Cleveland, special
for the city, today began
good merchandise
YEARS OF counsel
his answer to the arguments by
for- tho
counsel
which
Chicago
As
priced.
proof of this we wish
Tribune sought to have thrown out
of
court
the city's $10,000,000 libel
to state that we sold all of

mfiXVi)

;

v

--

;

,

1

1

Nestor
Montoya
Congressman
has received a who from Washington giving the information that
lierthold Spitz, now holiling a temporary appointment as postmaster
of Albuquerque, lias been nominated for the permanent position.
On September 21, the congressman received a wire from Washington advising him of the results
of the postoffice examination.
In
the tests, Mr. Spit;! ranked first,
H. R. Hammond sucan l and Fred
13. Heyn, third.
Upon receipt of tho information,
Mr. Montoya wired to Washington recommending the appointment
r.
,? Mr. Spllz as permanent
Yesterday he received the
In
him
that the
wire
reply telling
nomination had been made to congress.
Mr. Montoya has received the
results of examinations held nt
Portales and Gallup and at other
offices, appointments for which
will be recommended by the congressman either by wire from Albuquerque or personally as soon
as he returns to
nsningion,
which will be in the early part of
October.

mil

x

A Saturday Special

$2.25 Women's
SilkH ose 4) .79

-;

COWBOYS "SET" FOR RODEO HONORS

BEST BUSTERS BATTLE THE CATTLE

DISABLED "BOYS"

BAM THE

s

0

SHOW OPENS

MONEY

GIVES

If!

OCTOBER EIGHT

.

Victor-America-

na-tlo-

LIBEL JUDGMENT

sixty-thre-

lv

g

properly

THREE

TRAIN

our

Orbon Base Burners except one,
in two days at the special prices.
14

inch

AHflPPY ENDING

16 inch

suit against that paper.
Earlier In the day Weymouth
Kirkland, of counsel for the Tribune, had ended an eight hours aN
gument In which he asserted that a
city had no right to sue for libel,
that to grant such right would

Jeopardize liberty of expression and
be against publio policy.
Mr. Cleveland began his answer
by asserting that the opposing
counsel had Interjected much material that did not properly belong
inan argument on a demurrer. He
nld that the only question before
the couit was whether the city was
entitled to recover any damages
that it would be the province
poorly. On top of all this, about and
of the trial Judge and Jury to dethree months ago I contracted termine
whether the full $10,000,-00- 0
rheumatism in my back and right
could be assessed or only part
leg, which caused me awful suf- of It.
fering and got me to whera I
"This milt," said Mr. Cleveland,
couldn't do a bit of work.
"1. not by nor behind any political
aut just three bottles of
but Is by the city of
drove away the rheumatism organization
and its 3,000,000 citizens.
completely and put my stomach In Chicago
are not asking the suppressuch good condition that' I now They
sion of any publication of truth,
eat heartily of Just anything I want fair
comment, or .criticism. But
and nothing ever hurts me. I have
that.thl. defendant
gamea considerably fn weight and they, maintain
newspaper should not have the
feel like an entirely different
deliberately, falsely and maTanlac has helped me sojmuch right
to: tell Ilea."
liciously
and so quick that my husba'nflT.who
'
The attorney, argued that in ownhas riot felt good for a long time,
ing $350,000,000 worth of property
has started taking' it, too. It cer- and
in spending $50,000,000 a year
tainly has .been a wonderful thing, to administer
, the
municipality
for me and my, gratitude is
stood in the maket places in exi
same
as a private
the
capacity
actly
Tanlaa is gold in Albuquerque By
. ,. . .,
the Alvarado Pharmacy and by all corporation.'
the leading druggists everywhere.
Journal want ads get results
(Adv.)

naa no Idea Tanlac could do
so mucn ror me In so short a time,"
said Mrs. Dorothy LeMoyne, 3839
24 th St., San Francisco
Cal.
r or nearly tnree years my
siumacn was so disordered that
everything I ate would sour, causing gas, bloating and Intense pains.
I ate very little and slept very
1

$65.00

$75.00

We' Hope to Have New.
Few Days.

;
,
j

Stock"

in a

THBxFOAJJ MAN ,s 00 frIend of th Orbon Base Burner, as It
uses the cheapest grade of hard coal at 9.75
per ton, Instead of
114.50 per ton. an actual saving In six months
of 128.50. This
fact proves that the fuel saving sales talk of higher priced
Base Burners Is without foundation.
This Base Burner is made In large onnnUHn.
,
i.v,i
trade and sold to you at one profit only, and that a small one.
why pay more for a Base Burner that Is no better than the
oona wim every burner if you want It.
yiuvn.mce wruien
,x
yuur uraer now.

pec-so-

WHITNEY

HARDWARE

R. F. MEAD, Manager.

CO.

The Winchester Store

-

n.

.

".

Rheumatism Due
To Waste Products
In The Blood

For Genuine Relief Your
Blood Must Be Purified.
As the blood circulates, it has
two functions to perform.
First:
to carry nourishment to all parts
of the body. Second: to take up
the waste products and cast them
out through the proper channels.
When waste products accumulate
In the system, they are a menace to
life. They cause a lowered vitality,
many forms of skin disorders and

rheumatism.
There Is no disease more painful:
nor a disease that will lead to as
much serious trouble as rheumatism. Genuine relief can be had
only by correcting the baeio trouble
waste products.
Thousands and1 thousands of
men and women during the past 50
years have cleared their blood of
waste products with S. S. R It is
the ideal remedy for rheumatism,
because it removes the poisonous
waste matter which Is causing the
trouble. There are no bad after
effects and the result Is wonderful.
Begin taking S. S. S. today and
write for 66 page illustrated book
let. "Facts About tho Blood" free.
Personal medical advice, without
charge, may also be had by send-

ing a complete description of your
case. Address Chief Medical Director, Swift Specifio Co., 730 S. S.
S. Laboratory, Atlanta,
Oa. AU
good drug stores sell 6, S, S.

to-da- y.

1ST RATION

J

c

AWYERSDEBAT

JUSTICE

Hun- hosiery section
dreds of pairs of Women's pure
thread silk hose, "Burson Brand"
lace effects. A fashioned hose m
black and cordovan, all sizes.

OF

(!!. The Aiiclnli'1 rre.n.)
Haverhill, Mass., Sept. 23. Vice wise to find out what it has done."
President Calvin Coolidge brought
The vice president then recited
from Washington tonight an offi
and added:
cial view of the present administra- enactments
"On the executive side of the adtion. He was speaking at a rally ministration
the accomplishments
In the interest of Col. A. Piatt An are even
more surprising.
The
candidate
fori president chose
drew, republican
to act as heads of
congress in the Sixth district.
the
various
a
list
of
.lepartments
"There has not been a time In t
who have daily risen in
recent history when each branch secretaries
the
confidence
of
A
the
people.
of the government, when the presi- new era
has been
In our
dent, when each house of congress, dealings with toreign begun
Our
nations.
kept so plainly to constitutional
to them have been
functions as under the present ad- communications
exactly to the point, incapable of
ministration." he said. "There is being
misunderstood and unapolo-getlleadership, there is advice, but
in their Americanism."
there Is no system of rewards and
freedom of action
punishments;
and harmony
prevails. Steadily, CASPER'S CLAIMS IN
carefully, deliberately, wisely, the
RECLAMATION WORK
country is being restored to peacetime conditions, not the peace time
PRESENTED TO FALL
conditions of 1914, but of 1921. All
less
is
with
this being accomplished
Casper, Wyo., Sept. 23. Canper's
loss, less sacrifice, le?s suffering, claims
to recognition by the reclathan that experienced by any other mation service
of tho Alcova-Caspcountry which entered the war.
surveys of which
wise are nowproject, checked
"It is on sueh a record of
being
by the
policy, of sound action and xtraor-dinar- y government and state engineers,
that the were heard in person here
accomplishment
administration asks your verdict." by Secretary of the Interior today
A. H.
He reviewed legislation enacted or Fall, Arthur P. Davis, director of
acts
executive
mentioned
proposed;
the reclamation service; Frank K.
disposed of or pending, and added: Weymouth, chief engineer of the
"It has been charged that these service, and K, E. Koddis, district
obligations are not being met; that counsel for the reclamation servthe present administration is one ice. The government party arrived
of little accomplishment; that the here last night in a private enr and
congress ha wasted Its time In the left this afternoon for Mitchell and
discussion of trivial proposals and Scotts Bluff, Neb., to inspect profailed in the solution of tho larger jects now In operation.
problems.
While no definite promise of the
"The present congress has been fulfilment of the local
project to
In session about five months.
It cover approximately 125,000
acres
had before it questions more dif was held out, government officials
ficult even than those which arose promised
with the
during the war. Before deciding state and serious consideration of
that this administration Is lacking the project when complete reports
in accomplishments
it would be'a,e submitted by the engineers.

one-four- th

Orbon
Base Burner

M

There will be quite a stir in our

Coolidge Reviews Legislation Enacted or Proposed;
Says There Is Leadership
Without Punishment.

-
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PIKE

RACE

LANDS
HOSPITAL
AND
ONE IN COURT
aim Conway, student at the vocational training center, is in the
hospital with several broken ribs,
and R A. Peters, of Evansville,
lnd., is under arrest on a speeding
charge as a result of what official
claim was a closo race on thu
Fourth strept piko yesterday. Fet-or- a
was driving a limousine and
Conway a stripped speedster.
Conway claimed to officers that
ho was forced from tho road into
a ditch where ho upset and
knocked a telephone polo down.
Officials say that he was traveling
t a high rate of speed and accidentally slipped over the edge of
the paving. He was brought to tho
city nnd taken to a hospital for
ONE

IN

trcatmnt.
Sheriff

that

Ortiz stated last

will bo given a
...... i ...
t. ,..!.... itf
"..T III'. UilhR 111n illlflliB
?T.

night
hearing
.

V.

"Ms $2.00 Shirts

fiood Advice.
When 5'ou do not relish your
food and feel dull and stupid after
eating, take a dose of Chamberlain's Tablets. They will cleanse
and invigorate vour stomach and
bowels, make you feel like a new
man and give ynu nn appetite liko
a twIve year old boy.

Men's $3.GQ Shirts in a
Specisl S2I0 a!

$1 .95

A

Men's Fancy Percale Shirts an exceptional value at $2.00 we made a
purchase of 50 dozen and secured
them at a price which enables us to
sell them at 95c.

special purchase of 100 dozen.
Fine quality imported English madras cloth and satin stripe crepes.
Neat patterns that business men
like. Also included are wider striped

patterns.
The shirts are from a manufacturer who makes only high grade
shirts. They are perfect fitting. All
shirts that sell regularly at $3.00.

$6.00 and $7.00 Autumn Hats
FOR MEN AND YOUNG MEN
Browns, grays, tans, pearl and blaclf, velour finished
soft hats in every dimension of crown and brim. Either
silk lined or unlined, genuine Russian leather sweat-bandOffered for a few days only at the special
price of
s.

$3.98
E FASHION
220 W. Central.

-- -

Keep nn nsiortme.nt of International Live Stock and Veterinary
I'repn rations on hand for emergencies. l'nr over thirty years successfully used by farmers and
stockmen everywhere. Sold by Vaio
Mro.s., 307 North First street.

IRT
.traordinary

SEE THESE TODAY

1VH

Cli'llan's court. A chareo of speeding has not yet been filed against
Conway.

no D
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PITTSBURGH DEFEATS PHILLIES,
YANKEES WIN FROM CLEVELAND,
HEX

YANKEES

FIRST GAME

CHI

OF;

National League,.
W. I.
. . .91 66
New York

..87

Pittsburgh

SERIES

St. I.ouis

Boston
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Chicago

7S

69

0"

BS

73
79
88
50 100

.72

American League.

Pet.

.619 New York
.696 Cleveland

..........
...........

St. Louis ......
Washington
Boston
Detroit
Chicago

D

W.
92
Z

74
........ 71
........

631
.497
.459
.401

(By The Asvieliitfd

Prei.)

New York, Sept. 23. Splendid
strong hitpitching by Hoyt and enable
New
ting by Huth and Tippot an
York to win the first
with
o
series
Cleveland. Hoyt was in trouble In
fourth, when
only one inning, the
tta two runs on
Sewell'a
triple
r.nrririf.r's sinele.
......
nitrh Tn the last rive
.
rifvoimir! only cot three
men un .nr.tk
Covelrrliio also pitched well for
Cleveland but met with his usual
i,.i, oirnlnnt the Yankees,
who have defeated him five times
in fix games thia season. n
i.
ii.,r,v,.,,i ih vpnr's series from
tndnv's victory being
RCVOI1 fOl'
rHMli aa tltrninSt
-- c
llltJII
. t incuni
una Huth pmereed from a
three
knocking
hatting slump,
doubles and drawing a base on
n
suuicu
balls in four times up.
after ench of his three hits, though
running
after
lame
up
he pulled
to second on his third
fonr-gam-

..i..i.i .n.ri

!'.

r.

First Inning.

was n
Jamieson
Cleveland
strike out victim. Wambsganss safe
on Fipp's error oi rn:
Wood struck out and Wambsgnnss!
stole second. Smith also fanned.
New York Miller fouled out to
O'Neill. Wood made a sparklinc
catch of Peck's hoist. Ruth strolled
Meu-sto first on four pitched balls. ambs-cansforced Ruth, Scwell to

Louia-Ne-

York,

w

Made To Your Measure

BY JOHNNY BUFF
63
65
72
72
73
78
89
93

9;

10--

0;

St.

'

li. Pet.

...........
..71
68
.
.......
Hoyt,
.
u3S Philadelphia
......60
Splendid Pitching by
Philadelphia
and Stick Work of Ruth
Yesterdry's Remits.
Yesterdays nesults.
Chicago,
0.
Philadelphia,
and Pipp Cause DownPittsburgh, 2; Philadelphia,
St. Louis,
Boston,
Chicago, 13; Boston, 5.
2.
Cleveland,
fall of Speaker's Tribe.
New
York, 4;
postponed,
....... ....67
69

4-- 2

HERMAN LICKED

THE DOPE COLOMIi
.635
.626
.517
.607
.498
.477
.394
.350

INHUi

GO

Jersey City Youth Wins the
World's
Bantamweight

and Save All

Title; Awarded Decision
Over New Orleans Boxer.

1.

5.

4; Detroit, 1.

Prtu.)
New York, Sept 23. Johnny
Whew They Play,
flyAmerican
Buff
of
Jersey City,
Bt. Louis at Boston; two game..
won the world's
Where, They Flay.
two
champion,
weight
at
Philadelphia;
Chicago
New York at St. Louis.
bantamweight title tonight when
games.
Boston at Chicago.
at Washington.
Detroit
he received the Judge's decision
Cincinnati.
at
Brooklyn
Cleveland at New York.
Pete Herman of New Orleans,
over
at
Pittsburgh.
Philadelphia
a
a v.. thai.. ffftAAn
round
- .
mo.
2
pounds)
Buff weighed 11
bout
pitch
Coveleskie,
Hoyt, 7;
and Herman 117 4 pounds.
Umpires Dineen, ConHoyt.
Round One They met in the
nolly and Owens. Time, 1:38.
center of the ring and exchanged
1.
Wasliington, 2; Detroit, Wash
light body blows. Herman landed
23.
Rent
two rights to the body. Eufv
OF
ninth
a
'LEAD
missed a right for the head but
ington nosed out Detroit by
connected with a light left. Buff
inning rally.
The box score:
landed a right In Herman's stomDetroit.
ach at the bell.
A.
AB. R. H. FO.
HONOR Round Two They sent
sparred for
FOR
a left to
an opening and Buff
Young, 2b
.4
the
body. They fought lightly In a
Jones, Sb,
2
clinch. Buff caught Hermann on
Cobb, ef..
4
Veach, If.
Phila- the Jaw with a left and came back
Defeats
4
Pittsburgh
Buff
with a right to the head.
Heilmann, rf.
2
HerBraves Yield 16 missed a left to thewasbody.bleeding.
Blue, lb
delphia;
4
ss
left
eye
man's
Merrltt,
2
Hits and Make Five Er- Herhman missed right uppercui
Bassler, c
4
and they were sparring at the bell.
Leonard, p
White Sox Win.
Washington,

rain.
. .
Only three scheduled.

c

t&

PIT ESiRROW

n'v,itn

Profits

"Go-Betwee- n"

(By The AMoaiaUd

ll

GUMS

FOG

was
rors;
Herman
Hnmirl Thrco
29 1 6x26 8 0
short with right hook. Buff sent
Totals
run
Associated
Pren.)
(By Tht
x Two out when winning
hard rignttotnestomacn.tn riemian
tha Atom- .air.rnl rffrhtn
Pittsburgh. Sent. 23. Pittsburgh
scored.
Washington.
narrowed New York's lead by win ach. Buff landed left and right to
Ali. K. xi. fU. A. if
and Herman counierea wim
ning while New York was Idle be- head, to Jaw.
5
Buff had the better
Judge, lb
cause of a postponed game. Score: right
4
of the infighting at the bell.
Harris. 2b
Philadelphia.
Round Four
They exchanged
Milan, If
AH. K. tl, fU. A. J!i.
hard rights and lefts to the body.to
1
4
Rice, cf
Lee, rf
Herman landed two hard rights
Goslln. rf
2
Second Inning.
J. Smith, 2b .. 4
a Shanks, 3b....
body
0
jaw, then peppered Buffs floored
4
Cleveland Gardner crashed
3b
Rapp,
forced
with rights and lefts. He
Sewell
2
Gharrlty, c....
Williams, cf
single into right.
bul
to
Jaw
to
the
a
Buff
with
right
O'Rourke. ss.,
McNally
11
Gardner at second,
Konetchy, lb
the New Jersey boy was soon on
4
If
Ward. Johnston popped to McNal- Mogridge, p. .
King,
Coveleskie
his feet. Buff crashed two lefts to
3
ss
O'Neill walked.
ly.
32 2 9 27 11 0 Parkinson, o ..
Herman's jaw.
1
Totals
fanned.
Henline,
Round l'lvo
They exchanged
0
New York Pipp sent outeda W
uleadows, p .
wo
in
??
body blows and clinched.
light
0
then
who
gather
to Wood,
xMiller
s
Herman slammed right to the jaw
Ward's fly and nlno took McNally Washington
e
hitsHarr1 and followed with rights and lefts
30 0 4 24 1
Total
Summary:
lofty drive.
Three-bas- e
Blue.
stomach. Herman's right then
Third Inning.
is, Veach, O'Rourke, Sacrifice-Sha- nks. x Batted for Meadows In ninth. to
found Johnny's Jaw twice and
Cleveland Jamieson walked to
Pittsburgh.
HerBassler
Hoyt
Double
play
they exchanged left hooks.
AB. R. H.
first. Wambsganss sacrificed,
man sent right to body.
II
0- - 0
2
Uase on oa
Blue.
If
McNally took Woods
Morritt.
to TIPP.
a
Herman started
Round Hlx
4
roller and threw him out on out Mogridge, 6; Leonard, 4. smi ck Carey, cf
with right to body and Buff sent
Ward threw
Maranville.
out By Mocmuge. i;
d .zzling play.
,.4
return. Bull'
right to the Jaw in to
Smith at first.
Robertson, rf.. 4
took
chin and
landed with a right
10-3
. ..
Boston,
2b
New York Wambsganss
St.
Louis,
Tierney,
threw h m
followed with hard right to body.
23. St. Louta and Barnhart, 3b..
4
Boston,
Rchang's grounder andSmith.
Sept.
toMiller Boston divided a double-headAt close quarters they exchanged
out. Hoyt hoisted to
Grimm, lb . . . 3
Jaw.
3
rights and lefts to Herman
fanned.
Both games wore marked by Gooch, o
day.
used a
Round Seven
Fourth Inning.
Hamilton, p .. S
heavy' hitting.
into
Buff sent a
left
singled
Jab
effectively.
R.
Cleveland Gardner
First
game:
Score
second hit. Gardner St. Louis ...002 122 12010 17 0
31 2 8 27 14 0 straight right to Herman's Jaw
Totals
right, , his a.n.nii'a
Both missed
1
2 9
and they clinched.
thrpn hase hit to Boston
.020 000 000
innings:
By
f
W11U
ft
on
aonrpil
000 000 0000 rights for the head. Herman stagShocker and Severeid, Philadelphia
kcn,nll
Batteries:
out Johnston
101 000 00X 2 gered Buff with a right hook and
Russell and Walters.
pitch. Hoyt
Pittsburgh
. . threw
lnnir dnnhle to left Bush,
e
R. H. E.
hits Lee, they fought furiously at close
Second game:
Summary:
Score
went
0 nAti.win
9
6 11
TtireA.haM hiquarters at the bell.
Coveleskie whiffed. Jamieson
St. Louis . . . SOO 002 000
0
Round Eight Herman crashed
16
10
base Maranville.
Stolen
out Pipp to Hoyt.
King.
to Boston . ...000 510 13x
out
s jaw ana jonnnj
filed
a
Peck
Double
York
Sacrifice Tlernev.
right to Buff comuliment.
plays
New
Van
js.oip
Giiuer,
Batteries:
on
But.
rotiirnnd th
Jamieson. Ruth went to secondover Severeid; Karr and Walters.
short
a two base hit that hopped
kinson. Smith, Konetchy. Base on found Herman's Jaw with
to
out
nun
filed
wiw
Meusel
Powell's head.
balls Off Meadows, 2. Struck out right. Herman caugni was short
Philadelphia, Bent- Chicago,
23. Chicago
right hook and Buff
Smith and Ruth raced to third.
Meadows, 1; Hamilton, 3.
By
Twu.ll!,.,
to
with left uppercut. They fought at
double
to Phila
Ruth scored on Pipp's
a double-headclose quarters, Herman landing
5.
center. Ward flied out to Wambs- dropped
Chicago, 13; 93Boston,
delphia today, xne visiiom wcij
HlTtAPTl
hard rights.
hltS
.
Chla.n
Q.lt
ganss.
"
"
outfielded In the first game and
i.iiilbuI
N'Iimv Thev
exchanco
Tiniuui
Fifth Inning.
second.
out-hthe
in
a
Cleveland Wambsganss singled
Jt. a. & to give Chicago a victory. Thomas rights to the stomach. Buff sent
eame:
First
Score
sacrificed
left to the Jaw followed Dy nam
000 000 0000 7 4 made a nome run. score;
sharply to right. Woodfiled out to Chicago
landed
4
7 2
rights to the body. Herman
Boston.
Pipp tn Ward. Smith
Philadelphia .002 010 01X
Buff counR. H. PO. A, E. a right to the Jaw and
McNally. Gardner breezed, out.
ana
AB.
W
Ikinson
Retteries:
Hcnam;
s
McNal-lv'tered with a right to tho head.
1
New York Smith took
Powell. Cf
to Heimack and Myatt.
Both landed hard lefts to the Jaw
1
.
hich fly. Rchang walked
2b
jh.
Second
game:
Chrtatenbury.
Score
at the bell.
2
f'irt Hovt forced Schnng at sec- Chicago
001 000 0001 A 1 Cruise, If
Round Ten
They staggered
2
ond, Coveleskie. to Wambsganss
.040 001 C4x 9 4 0 Boeckel, 3b
each other with rights and lefts to
4
Sewell took Miller's grounder and Philadelphia
rf
connauy
Nicholson,
Batteries:
Thompson,
touched second.
10
4
Holke, lb
and Schalk; Harris and Perkins.
-- tr.u. .
tA j,taw" nnri Huff Innrleti
Sixth Inning.
0
1IU.
Ford, ss .
a sinleft to the body. Buff missed two
Cleveland Sewell cracked out
3
C
O'Neill,
to
lined
EMULATES RUTH
1
rights ana Merman a jeii, ior uiv
gle to right. Johnston
McQuillan,
head.
Meusel. Sewell went out stealing.
0
MINNEAPOLIS
FOR
out
Cooney, p
tossed
Ward
Peck.
Round Eleven Buff staggered
to
Schang
to tin
the champion with a right
O'Neill at first.
87 5 10 24 It
Totals
to
out
UDPOrCUte
With
fouled
fnllnwln?
,ir
New York Peck
off
double
a
thi
to
bounced
a
landed
Herman
right
Sewell. Ruth
AB. R. li. FU.A
scored
Wambsganss' hand. Ruth Meusel
body. Buff missed a right for th.
2
5
lTlnelr
rf
head. Herman nooitea nun wim
on Meusel's single to left.
a w i f
ntinn-tnt- f
in.
Elliott, ss
with hnrd riehtfi to
going to second on tho throw'
2b ... 4 2 2 1
Klueman.
drive
hot
on
the' Jaw, and staggered Buff with
scored
ripp's Coveleskie
Meusel
2
2
5
t
3b
Kelleher,
tn renter for one base.
lens ai mo
Z
Z
2
5
rights ana Twelve
Barber. If
took
Ward's drive,
Herman
down
knocked
Ronnd
1
...
cf
Thomas,
and
ball
the
the offensive and caught Buff with
Wambsganss taking
7
2
1
4
golb
Grimes,
sent
hard
at
out
Pipp
first,
him
Herman
left to Jaw.
throwing
6
1
0
6
out
Daly, o
to booy. iney exi'iiuiiBcu
ing to second. Sewell threw
rights
Kaufman, p
hard hodv blows. Herman missed
McNally at first.
SevBth Inning.
They exchang
33 13 It 27 9 1 a right to the Jaw.
Totals
fanned.
Cleveland Coveleskie
ed lefts to jaw. JBUH lanuBu nam
By Innings:
one in re
took
and
Ward tossed out Jamieson at first
Jaw
to
the
left
5
100 004 TOO
Boston
Wambsganss
on a prettv play.
. .
204 402 01X 13 turn.
Wood's
took
Chicago
strolled to first. Pipp
Round Thirteen kuii Bent nara
.Two-bas- e
hits
Daly
in refirst.
one
touched
Summary:
received
and
and
chin
to
grounder
left
Christenbury 2. Flack, Thomas,
New York Wood came over
Buff's left found Herturn.
Three-bas- e
Kaufman.
2,
Cruise
Holke,
took
Schang's
Into rlcht field and
man'. aw and Herman landed two
run
hit Nicholson. 'Home
staggered
high flv. Hoyt lofted to WambsChrlaten-bury
rights tox body. Buff 10
Stolen bases
Thomas.
ganss. "Miller walked, rock flied
Herman witn Jert hooks
jaw m
SaGrimes.
Cruise, Barber,
out to Jamieson.
bell.
the
Thomas.
Grimes,
crificesElliott,
F.ighth Inning.
Ronnd Fourteen Herman could
Klugman to not evade Buff's left hooks. Her
Double
Ward threw out
Cleveland
9
"u
Grimes, uase on mum uu .u..-- man sent light lens 10 cnin
Smith at first, reek threw out
McQuillan 2. Innings pitch both landed right on the Jaw. Her
Gardner at first. Miller gathered
2.
Hit
6.
by
ana
Cooney
ed
McQuillan
In Sewell's sky scraper.
man landed right to jaw
New York Ruth doubled along
pitcher ay Mcyunian i, ou 2. caught a left noon on nis cum.
sent
out Kaufman 6. McQuillan
xtfrtsM.iilf
- - Armnn
the left field foul line, his third
ii - iV'UJIlti
Meusel sacrificed, CoWild pitch McQuillan
left to Buff's Jaw and took a right
Ruth
veleskie to Wambsganns,
to the neaa. iney
scored on
left to the body. Buff
going to third. Ruth
fly to Jamieson.
Pipp's sacrifice
hooked Herman with right Bu"
Jamieson.
Ward filed out to
sent rights ana lens w i.cu.
Ninth Inning.
Herman fought like a tiger at the
Cleveland Johnston fouled out
kil'
O'Neill.
v.
out
tn Its
tuft
to Meusel. Ward threw
Coveleskie.
GOLF
Speaker batted for
and
time
again by his lightning
feet
Peck.
to
filed
Speaker
like work and aggreB8ivenea.
Cleveland.
rounds, four
had the better of tenone
AB. R. H. FU. A.
was even.
were Herman's and
TnmiftSnn. If
The New orieans uuy
ALEXR
2b
Wambsganss,
unable to use hie right effectively,
his
Wood, cf
and while Buff missed oftener and
Smith, rf
were clean and hard
blows
.
Gardner, 3b
'
PrM.1
jnm TV- .worried Herman.
Sewell, ss
best In the
.hnmail
tt
Ottawa. Sept. 28. Miss Cecil
Johnston, lb
when, on the offen
"wonder
round
the
fourth
Leitch
of
England,
O'Neill, c
sive he ciippea
girl" of golf, today detnronea jaiss
Coveleskie, p
Alexa Stirling ot Atlanta, Ga as to the Jaw, upsetting him. Buft
xSpeaker
.AmnM'a flh.mnlA. tt CaftftdfL. in was up Immediately, however.
"
24 8
Herman, who
the dominion's annual tournament
31 2
Totals
from Kidmatcn Deiween weight -championship
The semi-finCoveleskie
x Batted for
Dick Wade.
TlaltlmnrK
in a 20reare
who
two
the
young women,
17.
ninth.
In
Orleans
New
In
sex
at
ot
their
best
round
as
the
fight
New York.
Dick Wade, slugging outfielder garded
m iaw.u- .seventeenth
on
a
aeciBon
nAA
a
trom
at
th
tho
It
lost
AB. R. H. FO
with the Minneapolis team in the
conicv
a 0 0" 1
green wltn a victory Dy tnree ana VLr.x.
u-- tr
inn.. .f
Vork. but won li
fuuca ittut noswiawvii) a u mw
(z
ot Great
pecktnpaugh, ss 48 0 0 20
hitter. Bunny Brief one for the champion
as a home-ru- n
he received th
when
back
again
J
Ruth, If
leads the Association, but Miller
over
mw
ner
decision
wu.ii ...
will
Miss
aeiena
Judges'
Stirling
Meusel, rf
and a teammate, Reb Russell, are omln
States ehamnlon. round bout in Brooklyn a fov.
2 11
TTnlt4
0
3
Pipp, lb
battling it out for second honors. and. In view of the fact that no weeks ago.
4 0 0 2
,
Ward, 2b
Wade's hitting and his fielding may American has been able to defeat
The first preuminaiy uou.
3
0 0 2
McNally. b
Is believed she stopped in the first round aftei
next
0
land
0
It
him
in
2
the
five
her
for
majors
years.
.......
o
spring.
Schang,
0
1
0
8
will play Miss Leitch again In that jihnny Murray had been floore,:
Hoyt, p
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
thrice for a count - of nine eacb
27 11 1
Miss Leitch tomorrow win play time by "Red uapKansas City,
At Toledo,
Totals .......28 4
Miss Mollie McBrlde of Montreal in ,re New Tork featherwelghte.
At Columbus, 4; Milwaukee, 6.
By Innings;
000 200 0002
eauy.
At Indianapolis,
the final round of the Canadian
3; MinneapoBattling"
tiairn 127. Or
4
01X
102
000
5.
tournament Today Miss McBrlde xorK ana.
kt
lis,
vrV
j ' eight rounds
e
E; St Paul, 7.
In
defeated
Miss
Leitch
At
the
fought
Edith
Louisville,
Wash.,
Seattle,
Summary:
UlU to a draw.
uml.fl..!
..1 n
;
O'Neill. Ruth (3). Pipp. Three- Edith Leitch Is a sister ot the 3rlt- WESTERN LEAGUE.
Stolen base
bflsn hit Sewell,
K
S.
Omnilt.
rMtv
At
IiEAGrB.
Alrhhnm.
COAST
Sacrifices Wambs
lsn cnampion ana intenas to enter
WamhacsnsK.
At Joplln, 9; Sioux City, 9; ten the United States tournament with
Oakland, 4; Sacramento, 0.
ganss. Wood, Meusel, Pipp. Left
her and Miss Doris Chambers, anPortland, 6; Ban Kraneisco, 5.
5; Cleveland, innings, aarxneBBj.
on bases
.
3:
At Tulsa, 11; St. Joseph.
other English woman who played
7. Bass on balls Off Hoyt,
Vernon, 2: Salt Lake, 0.
.Via
In
ho Angeles, 6; Seattle, 0, j
.
At .Wichita, 13; Des Moines, i.
Struck out By
Coveleskie,
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Be of good cheer, people of Albuquerque, because no longer are you to suffer,
under the grip of the high Clothing Prices. You, too, are to be offered the same op-

portunity given the people of other sections of the country, made possible through
our original FROM MAKER TO WEARER movement, and that is to buy your,
fall suit and overcoat direct from the maker, thus eliminating all retail profit.
In This City, Albuquerque, Beginning Today

5;

Two-bas-

-

AND CONTINUING FOR EIGHT DAYS ONLY.

t-

0-- 1.

4--

24th

-

We offer a profusion of handsome and 'distinctive patterns in every 'desirable
color and weave.

ilade To Your Measure Guaranteed

it

...

SUIT'S.

13

Retail Values

...

$35.00

....

...

'

play-rElll- ott,

two-bagg-
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Retail Values
$35.00 to $50,

,You can make your own selection

Retail Values

$50.00 to $65.00

fnm the largest display of woolens ever seen

You can be your own salesman because each bolt of goods is plainly marked
with the wholesale price. Don't forget you are buying at absolutely the wholesale
makers of
prices from one of the foremost tailoring concerns in the country who are
the finest hand tailoring only, but with the retailer's profit cut out, and by our direct
mill buying and our mammoth manufacturing facilities," we can offe these excepsuit rr
tionally fine hand tailored garments at these ridiculously low prices. Your
and
to
workmanship,
fit, style
overcoat will be made with a positive guarantee as
be on hand
will
of
our
master
direction
designers.
Experts
under the personal
thorbusiness
here to take your measure; men that are practical men and know their
You can place your order for delivery at your convenience, but to those
oughly.
who nee'd their clothes at once we are prepare'd to make
here.

DELIVERY

DETHRONES

STIRLING

All Wool

iV

8 DAYS

Gerard Tailors
Albuquerque Display Room,
In Armijo Block, One Door

v

207 West Central Ave.

East of Switzers Barber Shop

Every Garment Bears The Union Label
v

All linings guaranteed two years.

7

Sale starts promptly at 8:30 this morning and continues 'for 8 'days only.; To ac
commodate the working man, we will be open evenings until 9 P. M.
W. Van Bureii
Main Offices and Shops of Gerard Tailors are located at
'..
St., Chicago, 111, Other Shops at: Clinton, Iowa, and Denver, Colo.
330-32-- 34

0
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WHITE SILK BRAID
IS EFFECTIVE ON
GRAY CREPE GOWN

house-warmin- g.
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FFICIEfJT HOUSEKEEPING
By LACRA A. EIRKMAN.
LETTERS.

Bride-to-B"Thank you for
your printed list on "The Bride's
Trousseau and Household Linen."
After studying it I gave it to another girl who is basing her Hope
Chest on it. I am writing now to
ask what the wedding bouquet for
an October bride should be made
of? And what flower should be
used for house decoration?"
Answer: 'White roses, sweetpcas
or lilies of the valley, separately or
combined, are used for the bridal
bouquet. White chrysanthemums,
asters or cosmos with maidenhair
fern, autumn leaves or the green
foliage of the flowers, are suitable
house decorations.
A Reader: "Please give recipe
for mixed pickles containing cucumbers, onions, etc."
Answer Mixed Pickles: Twelve
4
large cucumbers,
peck green
tomatoes, 4 large white onions, 1
medium-size- d
head of cabbage, 3
stalks of celery, 2 red peppers, 2
green peppers, salt, 2 quarts cider
vinegar, 8 wnoie cloves, l blade
mace, 2 bay leaves, 3 hot Italian
4
peppers (if yeu like them),
pound dry mustard, 2 ounce of
table
ground cinnamon, l
4
spoons black pepper,
pint of
grated horseradish and 2 pint of
olive oil. Chop cucumbers fine
after peeling, then chop green tomatoes, onions, celery, red and
green peppers and the cabbage (do
e:

"My girl friend

is gcttins inarried. What shall I
give her as a wedding present?"
Answer: 1 would suggest one of
the following: Silver salt and pepper shakers (or glass with silver
tops), card ttay of silver,
vase or silver vase, sliver picture
frame to stand on her bureau,
dish to hold olives or salted
nuts on dinner table.
Two Chums: "Would you please
write ftn article on furnishing one
room as a light housekeeping room
so that It will look homey but not
Also please
be too expensive?
write another article on furnishing
two rooms for light housekeeping.
We don"Mike the idea of just bed,
dresser, gas range and table. We
would also like to know what to
4m si, it llnehanHB
1ilnph hnvafl "
Answer: Next Monday (September 26)1 will publish an article In
this oolumn entitled: "Furnishing
Rooms for Light Housekeeping."
This article will describe both one
and two rooms furnished InexpenSend
sively for this purpose.
envelope
stamped,
on
"The
for my printed article
Carried Lunch," which suggests
lunch-bo- x
foods suitable for all
four seasons and which gives recipes for a few unusual foods
cut-gla- ss

cut-gla- ss

if

(I

given

at

Y. W. C. A.

All

FE

at

8 p.
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WESSON OIL
SNOWDRIFT
7
,
Isle of Pine Grapefruit, large size.
,25o
California Grapefruit, medium size
lOo
,
. ..r.
.Sflo
Sunkist Lemons, large size, dozen.
. .v. .
. .
.IRo
California Bartlett Pears, pound
Jonathan Apples, extra fancy, pound.
,15o
r.
:.
Delicious Apples, extra fancy, pound..........
...15c
California Tokay Grapes, pound
Egg Plant, large size, each
8 lbs. for $0.25
COLORADO WHITE POTATOES .
35 lbs. for 1.00
COLORADO WHITE POTATOES
100 lbs for $3.00
COLORADO WHITE POTATOES
41o
Curtis White Meat Tuna Fish, 1 lb. can....
23o,
Curtis White Meat Tuna Fish, V, lb. can
.13o
can
Meat
Tuna Fish.
lb.
Curtis White
.410
lb..
Curtis "Tuna Supreme" In Olive Oil,
In Olive Oil,
Curtis "Tuna Supreme
lb, can. ..-- . . .. .22c
..
Silver Band Appl eClder Vinegar, pints'.,
18o
Band Apple Cider Vinegar, pints
.20o
Perkins Distilled Table Vinegar, quarts.
r. . .9o
K. C. Baking Powder, 10c size...,,...
.
13o
K. C. Baking Powder, 15o size
.220
25o
size
C.
K.
Baking Powder,
2
.........:.--...:.- .
K. C. Baking Powder, 50c size
. . . .rr. . .12 Wo
Sunshine Graham Crackers, 18o size,
18o
size
Sunshine Vanilla Wafers,
Sunshine Arrow Root Biscuit, 18o size.
Sunshine Krlspy Crackers. Salted, 18o size....-.-- ,
'4c
,
....12 64c
Sunshine Fig Bars. 18o size
Sunshine Soda Crackers In 4 lb. caddies
DUKE CITY EGGS. EVERY ONE GUARANTEED, doz., 60o
ALVARADO EGGS, EVERY ONE GUARANTEED, doz., BOo
RANCH EGGS. EVERY ONE GUARANTEED, doz.....B0c

...

........
.........
....

..-rr-

........

...........c ........
...
........... ........do

...........

For skin blemishes

.- -.

..,. ........

,.....,:.,.

..........

"RESiriOL

.12o
.120
12e

Why not let the transfer company deliver you- - orders.
deliver any size order anywhere In the city for 25c.
They will Groce-Tote
will save you many times the delivery
The
on
any sized order any time. And you ret S. and H.
charges
Green Stamps with all Groceries.

The Highest Crade Macaroni
Beg Noodle, Spaghetti and

ther Macaroni Product

Soolhinq &nd Healing

It reduces irritation
'

andusualhr restores
theskin to its normal
healthy condition
TrialfreQ

DepU2T

Resihol

BaHimoreJU.

Sept.

23.

ANOS-LE- S

one-ten- th

a Journa' Want Ad.

REMEMBER

With

You'll Always Bo Better

at

States and island possessions this
city is putting on the finishing
touches for the national Red Cross
convention here, October
pre
paratory to the renewal of mem.
borshlp activities to be launched in

JNovember.

and Internationally
Nationally
prominent speakers nave been ason
signed places
the program for
the four days of the convention.

EXHIBIT TD BE

Six sectional

HUNG

IN

Several pictures from the eighth
annual exhibition by the Santa Fe
artists which was hung at the Museum of New Mexico during the
Santa Fe fiesta will be shown In
Albuquerque on next Friday. The
Woman's club, which brought the
exhibit here, will hold an open
meeting In order that the public
may view the pictures. It was announced at the meeting yesterday
afternoon.
Arrangements to bring the exhibit here were made with Sheldon Parsons of Santa Fe by Mrs.
H. F. Robinson, chairman of the
art department of the club. The
exhibit, after being shown in Albuquerque, will be taken to Roswell
for the annual meeting of the Richard Headrick
playing
state federation of women's clubs.

Nuthlng, now, I sed. Wich I
wasent, and Reddy sed. Aw, you
poor fish, for 2 pins Id give you
sutch a crack you wouldent find
your frunt teeth for 8 months.
Being a pure Insult, and he kepp
on going past, and Puds Simklnses
slssey cuzzin Persey started to
come up the street, me thinking,
Heck, I alnt going to stand for eny
insults like that, Im going to Insult
Persey for revenge.
Wich I started to do a soon as
he came up, saying. Hello Persey,
youre looking more like a dry
prune tnan ever.
You must be thinking of your
self, aint you? sea persey.
Being a heck of a kind of a an'
ser wen a persin alnt lxpectlng it,
and I sed, Aw wats you giving me,
you poor simp of a shrimp. Dont
look at me in that tone of voice,
you Frentch fried onion, I sed.
Who do you meen, yourself? sed
Persey. Me thinking. Gosh, some
peeple dont even know how to
take a insult. And I sed. Hay, who
you think youre. tawklng to, youre
so dum you dont know weather
youre coming or going or falling
over backweras.
Who dont? You 7 sed Persey.
Aw shut up, Is that all you can
think of to say, you ignorent mun- kev face imitation of a cheese san- wltch, I sed.
O, is that wat you are? sea Per
sey.
And he quick wawKea away
with a independent ixpression wile
I was tryln; to think how to insult him next, and I kepp on setting there feeling werse insted of

Stan-law-

FIFTEEN MILLION

F00 GROWERS

ing was guest of honor tonight at
a banquet given by the American
ambassador, Myron T. Herrtck, at
club.
the Inter-Allie- d
General Pershing made official
calls today. He signed the regis- I
ter et Elysee palace and made an
Millerand tomorrow.
The Temps in an editorial says:
"Paris greeted General Pershing
with a most cordial welcome. The
great American soldier's mission In
France is such es touches deeply
the. bearti p all Frencli citizens,"
--

v..

m

h
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SELF-SERVIN-

iii

G

109 North First Street

Opposite the Y. M. C. A.

LEGAL NOTICES
EXECUTRIX 'K KrvriffeT
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico,
In the Matter of the Estate of J. P.
Glrard, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the 6th day of
September, 1921, duly appointed
Executrix Of th"
estato nt 1 T
Glrard, deceased, by the Probate
Court at RarmiHiln
. .
PAiint.,
w
VIIUII, .UU
qualified as such Executrix.
merely wish, for having
an persons naving claims against
the estate of said decedent are
e- herebv
lore
notified
r,A
ruinii n
present the same to the underaign- ea in tne manner ana within the
time prescribed by law.
(seal)
jul,ia M. GIRARD,
Executrix.
ataUXnyldeptStores Dated September 7th, 1921.
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Saturday Spe. 19 lbs.
Monday is Wash Day

bars of P.

10

w?iy,

Potato 2h
& G.

Soap

...$1.00

Monday is Wash Day

16

bars of Sodate Soap

Wash Day

20

bars of Eob White Soap

16

bars of Crystal White

W
Monday

is

only
Monday is Wash Day
Soap only
Monday is Wash Day
only
Monday is Wash Day
only
Monday is Wash Day
Powder, each package
Monday is Wash Day
package only
Monday is Wash Day
can only
.'

$1.00

$1.00

$i00

One bar Fels Naptha Soap
8c
Large size package Pear-lin- e
24c

Star Naptha Washing

only
Wool Soap

26c

Flakes, each

Sunbrite Cleanser, each

' 6c

6c

For Saturday's Baking Boss Patent Flour, 48 lb.

sack

only

$2.27
Boss Patent Flour, 24 lb.
$1.20
Diamond M Flour, 48 lb.
$2.00
Diamond M Flour, 24 lb.
t
$1.05
Swans Down Flour, 24 lb.
$1.00
Star Flour, 48 lb. sack
$1.80
Star Flour, 24 lb. sack
$1.00
Anchor Flour, 12 lb. sack
48c
Anchor Flour, 6 lb. sack
25c
lb. bag for only.
.36c
lb. bag for only
36

For Saturday's Baking
sack only
For Saturday's Baking
sack

only

For Saturday's Baking
sack only
For Saturday's Baking

sack

only

For Saturday's Baking
only

For Saturday's Baking
'.

only

For Saturday's Baking
only

Baking
only
Yellow Corn Meal, a 10
White Corn Meal, a 10
For-Saturda-

....

Sugar, 16 lbs.

$1.09

...

. . .36c
Fancy Lemons, each dozen only. ... .T.
.35c
Fancy Oranges, each dozen only. ...
16c
Fancy Grape Fruit, each, only
Golden Dew Maple Syrup, each large can only, 90c
Golden Dew Maple Syrup, each medium sized can
45c
only
Golden Dew Maple Syrup, each small can only, 23c

The Highest Grade Macaroni J
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and I
other Macaroni Products)!

We
Sell

mease
CTi

on linn

III
ILnri
VJU
IT

I

W
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BY NOON TODAY IF YOU CAN.
Brinsr, them in, or phone them, if you are a
so they will reach us by
noon
if you can possibly do so. WhileSaturday
we can take
copy at the want ad counter up to 5:30 o'clock
Saturday afternoon, from 4 o'clock up to closing time is the congested period and you may
not be able to reach the Want Ad Department
by telephone after 5:30 p. m.
sub-senb-

Cite
Albuquerque Morning Journal
Phones 13 or 66.

PerfectSkosldert and Arm:
Nothing

II

m

equals

tht

beautiful soft, peaily
white
appearand
Gouraud's
Oriental
Cream readers to the
shoulder
and arms.
Coven skin blembha
WU not rub off. Far
Y superior to powders.
Send 15c.

Trial Sit

ht

FE80.T.H0PK1N3
ft SON
New York

v

Take a Course That Will
Tralto-

ir

--

A

M

f

f

i

m

You Confidence

.v

d make us lose the good we oft might Win by fearing to attempt."
P"Pared. yo can't accomplish when the opportunity comes.
V,
JMS
"chooJ
" tQ1" business weas will prove to you that all our courses are thoroughly practical,
and that we ' teach
you find It In a busy office.
NIGHT SESSIONS la all departments.
?AI iFS,
MAYf. manager.
E. L. HOSKING, Principal.
;
AJ

-

.

V

I

Campbell's Soups, Tomato, Vegetable, Chicken
each can only
,
j0c
Empson'8 Sauerkraut, each can only!
Wassau Fancy Wisconsin Peas, each can only' igc
Early June Peas, each can
' 15c
Essex String Beans, each can only only
17c
Kuner's Stringless Beans, each can only
. !l4c
J. S. B. Fancy String Beans, each can "only
32c
bac City Red Sugar Corn, each can only
12c 1
Tiny Tot Fancy Sugar Corn, each can "only..! 18c
s
Libby Extra Sliced Pineapple your last chance-la- rge
sized can, No. 2'2, each can only
27c

""

(By The Associated Press.)
Paris, Sept 22. General Persh-

appointment

camera-

Worrell, nationally known pageant
writer and producer, will ba presented. Tho pageant will visualize
the history, achievements,
ideals
and plans for the future of the
American Red Cross. More than
2.00U men, women
and children
will participate, in addition a
chorus of fifteen voices directed
Huby Prof. Horace Whitehouse.
manity ia the leading figure in the
Mrs. Worrell received
pageant.
hor inspiration for the pageant
from 'the glorious stained glass
memorial windows in tho national
headquarters tif the American Red
Cross at Washington.
Miss Louise Franklin Baehe, who
has been in the service of the Junior Red Cross for two years, Is the
author of the Junior Red Cross pageant, "The Junior Court of Service," to be presented by 1,000
children, augmented by a chorus
of 100 children's voices. The .pageant will bring before the audience in tableau form the manifold
activities in which the Junior organization members are engaged
today.

GANNOT WOli

GEN. PERSHING GUEST
OF HONOR AT BANQUET

meet President

the evenings of October 7
and 8, a pageant especially written
fur the occasion by Ruth Mougey

Leading Woman for Lytcll.
Virginia Valll will again bo loading woman for Bert Lytcll when
the star begins work on the prizefighter role In hia next, Metro special, "The Right That Failed."
This Is Miss Valli's four!h appearance opposite Mr. Lytell In pictures. She had the principal feminine part in "The Man Who," "A
Trip to Paradise" and "Junk."
"The Right That Failed," from J.
P. Marquand's story in the Saturday Evening Post, is to bo a Bayard Velller production for Metro. Read Mrs. Ccrley's Letter and
Lenore Coffee wrote the scenario.
Benefit by Her Experience
It is to be made at the Metro studios in Hollywood.
Edmund, S. C "I was run down
with nervousness and female troublt
Begin "Little Minister."
to
sehertuled
is
Betty Compson
and suffered e?'
begin work today on Sir James M.
ery month. I was
Barrie's "Tho Little Minister," Miss
not able to do any
Compson, of course, playing thos
work and tried a
stellar role In this Fenrhyn
lot of medicines
production.
but got no reliuf.
I saw your medicine advertised in
a little book, and I
had not taken two
bottles of Lydia
El Pinkham's
Vegetable ComOF
pound before I
could see it was helping mo. I am
keeping house now and am able to do
all of my work. I cannot say enough
GRAIN IS REftDY for your medicine. It has done more
for me than any doctor. You may print
this letter if you wish. "Elizabeth
C. Corley, care of A. P. Corley,
Anwclntril VrcfU.)
(TSf Th
Edmund, S. C.
Washington, Sept. 23. Advances
Ability to stand the strain of wnrlr
of $15,000,000 for agricultural pur- is the
privilege of the strong and
poses, announced yesterday by the healthy, but how our hearts
acne for
war finance corporation, will be the weak and sickly women strueclin
made available to grain growers with their daily rounds of household
having membership fh tho equity duties, with backaches, headaches,
exchange, operating: nervousness and almost every moveIn Minnesota and North and South ment brings a new pain. Why will
not the mass of letters from women
Dakota, officials said today.
The agreement ontored Into be all over this country, which we have
and ex- been publishing.convince such womeh
tween the corporation
change was said by officials of tho that Lydia E. Pinhkam's Vegetable
former today to provide that the Compound will help them just as
fifteen million dollars credit will surely as it did Mrs. Corley ?
be available for use as soon as the
wheat crop is in warehouses ana
The Summit of Excellence.
receipts can be placed as security
for the actual loans.
Every possible method is being
an
used
in an endeavor to prepare efThe
today
corporation
nounced approval of applications fective remedies which are pleasfor advances totaling J4,i&u,i)uu cot-to ing to the palate and plnomt In
assist in financing exports of
effect. People now know that it
Is not necessary for a medicine to
ton and tobacco.
be disagreeable or nauseous to the
taste or harsh in its action In order
to produce the best results. The
modern remedy must be easy to
take and gentle In action; It must
soothe
Instead of Irritate. The
point of perfection has almost been
reached In the preparation of
Chamberlain's Tablets. They have
superseded the
harsh cathartic In many homes and for constipation, biliousness and stomach
.
troubles are excellent.

better.

to

offering

ice.
On

man.
Little Richard Headrick, one of
the stars of the picture, "The Child
Thou Gavest Me," has again been
signed by Louis B. Mayer to play
a prominent role In "The Song cf
Life." Little Richard is an adorable child, the kind one loves to
look at no matter what he does on
the screen. The photograph shows
that ho has apparently added triumph over a movie camera to his
present list of accomplishments,
which includes swimming, diving,
playing the violin and acting like
a diminutive Edwin Booth.

gr

conferences,

chapter representatives an opportunity for an iritorchanere of views
relative to the practical application of the various) phases of the
poaco time program, will be held
simultaneously during the convention. Among the subjects to be discussed are: Post war service, nutrition service, volunteer service,
nursing service, public health nursing, health service. Junior Red
Crosa and peace-tim- e
home serv-
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the millions of women In India less than
of one per
cent can read and write.
Try
Of

8,

LITTLE,
BENNY5

artist.

MEETING

Columbus, O.,

HUT

salt-alter- nating

The title of the article is "Future
New York, a Practical Prophecy.'
It deals with the plan of a prom!
nent architural firm in New York
city to rebuild the business section
of the city according to a pyramid
al plan which would give a max
imum of light and air to each
floor. Mr. Ferrlss has some re
markable drawings of New York
buildings in the current number of
Century magazine.
Mrs. Sims has been in the east
for the past three months. She is
making her home with a brother
in Rutherford, N. J., and is
a number of newspaper writing
feature
stories and magazine articles there.
She does not exnect to return to
Albuquerque for some time.

COOS

RED

TUBERCULOSIS

thousands of dolegates
coming
from all sections of the United

m.

eating?

DEMONSTRATION

UNION! L

BISHOPS AT DENVER.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 23. The anOr. QIbm
nual synod of the bishops of the
hat poilttv
Protestant Episcopal church for proot h it ablt to euro
by Inhalation
the sixth
province will convene tubereuloili
any cllmat.
here Sunday.
The Right Rev. In For
further Information
Thomas F. Gailor, bishop
of Tenaddreni TUB T. F. GLASS
nessee, will preside at the opening tNHAI.A VT CO,. MASON
session.

Convention to Open October
4 In Preparation for Re
newal of Memberships in
November.

street.
"Big Sister Party" at university,

semi-dres-

Mrs. Alida F. Sims, former soci
ety editor of the Morning Journal,
is the outhoi of a feature article in
the New York Sunday Tribune of
last week on achitecture for New
York. The article is illustrated
with a half page drawing by Hugh
Ferrlss, a well known architectural

OF

Saturday.
Bridge party in honor of Miss
Katheleen Long at home of Mrs.
D. M. Stevens.
Miss Evangeline Perry will en
tertain at bridge this afternoon for
guests.
D. A. R. meeting at home of Mrs.
A. D. Ogle, at 323 North Twelfth

Mrs. T. G, Winfrey will be leader
of the art program which will be
given at the club on Friday afternoon.
In speaking of the work of the
Santa Fe colony of artists Dr. Ed-L. Hewitt, director of the art
"The people of
museum, said:
New Mexico have a priceless opHere
passes before their
portunity.
eyes from day to day and year to
year a panorama of esthetic efforts
of a characteristlo group of artists
whose works are challenging the
Interest of the whole country. The
museum wants to put before the
public in the most favorable light
possible a view of the art that is
being produced In the southwest."
The exhibit includes the work of
Julius Roslhoven, Randall Davey,
Warren E. Rollins, Gerald Cassidy,
William
Penhallow
Henderson,
Olive Rush, Willard Nash, Sheldon
and
Parsons
other
artists of note
very wide, square kind,
'
to the wrist. This idea reaching
is being in the southweBt.
carried out in many of the newest
modes designed by Americans, a WOMEN AND GIRLS TO
straight, simplo frock with wide
REGISTER
FOR GYM
sleeves forming a trlmmimr.
Whito silk braid, rows and rows
AT
CLASSES
"Y" TODAY
of it, trim the gown. Deep cuffs
from wrist to elbow
reacning
Registration for the gymnasium
formed of the white braid and a
similarly formed band trims the and dancing classes to be conductskirt at the hips. A single row of ed by the Y. W. C. A. during the
the braid marks the neckline Hnd coming winter will take place .it
a white kid belt marks the waist- - the recreation csnter this morning.
Hne. A gray and white crepe hat Mrs. W. A. Gekler, new part t .ie
with a narrow brim completes the recreation secretary, will be at the
outfit, which is suitable for after- headquarters from 9 to 12 o'clock
s
noon and
wear. It Is to answer questions and to accept
demure in both, color and style, registrations.
The clisses that will be offered
making even the famous vampire
are a gymnasium class for women
look sweetly and soulful.
on Wednesday mornings, swimming
a
for women on Monday
not use core). Mix these and place play hour for children from 3 to 8
a layer of them in a stone crock; years old on Saturday morninp.s
cover with a thin layer of
and a rythmic dancii
r'ass for
these two layers until children from 8 to 14 on Saturday
the vegetables are used up. Press mornings. Work In all these classes
down, cover with a plate and a will begin next week.
weight, and let stand overnight.
Next morning squeeze vegetables in
cloth till dry. Put cider over fire
with whole cloves, mace, bay
leaves and hot peppers; mix dry
mustard, ground cinnamon and
black pepper and add this to the
vinegar also. When vinegar is boil
ing pour it over the chopped
drained vegetables and let stand
till morning, then drain off this
vinegar liquid, heat it to boiling
point and once more pour it over
vegetables for 24 hours.
Repeat
process once more, then heat vinegto
ar-liquid
again
boiling point
and add to it grated horseradish
and olive oil and pour it over veg
etables. When cold, put In Jars
and seal. (You may substitute
I was eating Jelly beens on my
other vegetables forfcthose men frunt
steps and I was Jest eating
tioned In this reclpo, If you wish
last one wen Reddy Murfy
as cauliflower for cabbage, beans the
went
past, saying. Hay, wats you
for green tomato, etc.)

ILLUSTRATED ARTICLE '
BY MRS. ALIDA F. SIMS
IN NEW YORK TRIBUNE

COLUMBUS SCENE

CHILD BOTH MAKES
AND TAKES MOVIES

Social Calendar

"Thanks awfully! But I shall be
totally spoiled If I listen to you
two any longer. There come some
CHAPTER 95.
Juanlta had planned a dinner of my guests, so you won't have a
chance for more compliments.''
followed by cards for her
The guests arrived In Quick sucShe seemed very much
was to be a dinner
cession.
excited over It, and said she was 16 covers,It then four tables of
of
bo anxious to show the bungalow bridge.
The women all looked
as the reason when I spoke of It. charming, but 'Juanlta eclipsed
all. Not a woman but raved
"They'll all go mad with envy them
over her Itouse, her gown, and not
when they see it," she said.
"If they are mad enough to give a man but looked his admiration
me an order I'll do as well for of her as well.
fcH
She was a charming hostess al't
M
K
them," I replied.
m
that night at dinner she
"You mean you would like to ways, but
t
fv
iJ
it
evscintillated.
No
wonder
fairly
take .another house to fix up?"
"I certainly would! You know eryone is fascinated by her, I
p,
we are poor folks, Juunita, and thought as I watched the admiring
' a
If
the
want a home of our own. The eyes about the table,herheard
i
brilliant
upon
compliments
more money I can earn to help sallies In
;1
reresponse to some
Dick, the sooner we can build. He
Is so well now I have no compunc- mark that was made.
''Yet some way I was uneasy, why
tions at keeping too busy to be
-- ':
i I
with him all the time and watch I could not have told. I was enover him as I did when he was 111." joying myself, although I was per"Well, wait until after my party haps even more quiet than usual.
and you'll have all you can do. You For years now I had not been
one loses the
certainly , are a wizard at your much in society, and
gift of repartee, of persiflage, of
work."
The night of the house party we the light tossing back and forth
went over early, at Juanita's spe- of conversation very easily.
Dick, however, was brilliant. It
cial request. When she came into
1 f
&m
at
the living room I fairly gasped. was just the sort of an affair
work
which
he
shone. Then hs
She had a newdress on, a wonder1
ful filmy affair. But it was not had helped him in many ways
only the beauty of the gown she in choice of words, in many in
had dressed up to the room. She facility of expression. He told sevlooked as much as if she belonged eral good stories, always looking
as did the draperies, the floor at Juanlta for approval, where in
It the old days, when we used to gol
cushions or the lamp shades.
was marvelous, the effect It pro- out, he always used to turn to me.
But if I gave it a thought it was
duced.
"If Nan is an artist In her line, that it was his way of paying his
you sui'ely are an artist In dress," hostess a delicate compliment.
While the men were smoking
Dick said in response to a. question
of hers regarding the lighting of the women discussed the house.
Juanlta had thrown it all open, evthe room.
No expense had been spared to ery room.
"Mrs. Williams is very artistic,"
make everything complete, and as
we looked about my attention was one of the ladies, a Mrs. Hibbard,
"But none of us would
distracted a moment because of remarked.
dream of making her work still
the looping of a curtain. I changed more
perfect by dressing to suit
it, then turned just in time to hear
the room."
Dick say:
I thought I detected a bit of
"A fit setting for your beauty."
"Why I should have felt hurt I venom In the speech and replied
moquickly:
can't explain, but I did. For a
"It was a very great compliment
ment something very like jealousy
flashed over me. Then as I looked to me."
"Thank you, Nan!" Juanlta said,
at Juanlta, I too felt she was like
By Eloise.
a Jewel In the setting that har- darting a quick glance at me.
Here Is an Idea which Is very
Then
the men all had to see each
and
monized with .her brilliancy
room. Before we sat down at cards pleasing to the eye. It is white
her beauty.
"That's a pretty speech.j Dick," I had promised to see Mrs, Hib- trimming on gray. The gown,
which is elegant in its simplicity,
she remarked carelessly. '"Wasn't bard the next afternoon.
"It is inexcusable to talk shop is worn by Theda Bara. It is an
it, Nan?" She turned to me, showat a dinner party," she had said in afternoon frock made of lovely
ing she knew I had heard.
"Vprv! Aril it is true. You are an undertone, "but will you run in gray Canton crepe on straight lines.
some
sort."' and see me tomorrow afternoon ? The sleeves are the striking fealike a brilliant jewel of
ture of the frock. They are the
A SETTING FOR BEAUTY.
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THE AMENDMENTS.
Several days will elapse before the exact results of the constitutional amendment election are
known. It appears that number one, giving the
women a right to hold office, and number eleven,
providing for a $2,000,000 road bond Issue, have
Number eight, limiting tax levies, seems
carried.
The fate of the
to be overwhelmingly defeated.
remainder of the amendments will remain unknown
until the official canvas is made.
It seems inconceivable that there could be a
large difference of opinion among people as to tho
corporation commission amendment and the budget
Both wore in the interest of free and
amondment.
efflciont government.
That the people in largo
numbers allowed themselves to be fooled by the
plausible talk of the representatives of special privilege, is discouraging to those who are interested
in progress. These amendments may have carried.
They should have carried so overwhelmingly that
the result would not be in doubt.
The land office amendment met with the most
strenuous opposition. Just who spent the money
in the effort to defeat this amendment is not yet
known. It is safe to say that all such expense will
bo a final charge against the school children of this
state. Under the name of Staplin, advertisements
against the amendment were carried in the newsStaplin is one of the very special of tho
papers.
A
special beneficiaries of the present regime.
pleasant fellow personalis', he sells himself to the
system.
Nolson Field belittled himself and his office by
an eleventh-hou- r
letter to those who are dependent
upon his favor for their leases, asking them to vote
The land office furnished
against the amendment.
the stationery, postage and clerical hire. On election day the land office force was the most active
body at the polls in Santa Fe county.
All this activity may eventuate In the failure of
the amendment. Desperation seized the land office.
The people must not get a look behind the scenes.
Either the republican party will do something
at once to clean up this land office mess or It will
be the cause of party defeat next year. A little
more public education on this subject and the people will refuse to sustain those who trifle with a
great trust fund. Can the party leaders see this In
time to avoid disaster?
BIG BROTHERS.
The Big Brother movement has proven a very
valuable factor In the civic life of many'communi-tie- s
in the United States. It has never played any
Important part in Albuquerque activities, as far as
we can learn.
At the Rotary club dinner on Thursday, Judge
M. E. Hlckey, speaking as Juvenile Judge, asked
for volunteers to aid that court in handling its boy
problem. The Judge asked for ten men who would
act as big brothers to boys brought Into his court
for delinquencies. He wants men who will do precisely what the name Indicates be big brothers.
Most boys charged with delinquency have an
alibi. It Is r.sually the fault of the parents or due
to the lack of parents. Really incorrigible boys are
rare. The most incorrigible have a point of appeal
If some one would take the time to find it. None
but mentally defectives are really "born criminals."
Saving boys is the most delightful and
pastime in the world. A little sympathy
and advice; a little help to find a Job; a little encouragement to decency and you have saved to society a useful citizen.
Incidentally it saves the big brother from Ingrowing. It keeps him young and his heart warm
and his sympathies alive.
Judge Hickey did a service when he brought this
matter tothe attention of the men1. It is fortunate
for the community that Judge Hlckey is a boys' man.
hoart-eatlsfyi-

RELIEF IS COMING.
With the campaign over, we can face facts without being accused of partisanship. The $50,000,000
fund of the War Finance Board to aid stock growers is available anl is being made use of. The talk
that the conditions surrounding loans are such that
stockmen can not avail themselves of it Is untrue.
Investigation by the Journal shows that these
loans are being mado every day. The banks of
New Mexico and El Paso have been relieved of
$2,000,000 or more of livestock loans by the War
Finance Board. Several millions more of loans are
In process and will be completed soon.
This is relieving the strain on the banks. The
funds formerly "frozen" in these loans are being
thawed out. Definite relief is in sight.
Victor Culbertson, big cattle grower of Silver
City, tells us that the price of livestock in New
Mexico Is beginning to stiffen. It looks as though
the crisis has passed. The improvement will be
slow but definite. A more hopeful atmosphere Is
bound to follow.
BUDGET PROVING

VALUE.

taxes prevail in time of peace. We did not pay
American Zino
, 8
culty obtaining supplies. In trii
38
Anaconda Copper
connection, it was pointed out that
cash down for the war and we will be paying for
86
Atchison
today for the first time in many
It for a generation to come. There is ;no way to
Baltimore & Ohio
weeks the primary receipts were
39
avoid that situation and be honest We have the
Bethlehem Steel "B"
smaller
than a year ago.
654
with Board
Corn and oats reflected the Forent-Room- s
Butte & Superior
debt and we must discharge it. Yet because bonds
14
By WALT MASON.
Canadian Pacific
114
wheat advance. New Orleans ex FoK RENT Furnished room and boanl.
must be paid and government carried on it would
Central Leather
218
28
Wwt Oold,
porters in this were said to be out
be unwise to pay no attention to economies because
& Ohio
56 Mi bidding Chicago for corn in cen
FUH KEN'i
ial..fOina poluu KliU UualU.
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man being. It is an awful thing Chesapeake
what could be saved in that way would constitute
Mil. & St. Paul.... 26
1207 Bam iVniral
southern
Illinois.
tral
and
Chicago,
to know that by your careless Chino Copper
a
Provisions
had
23
downward
hut a small proportion of the sum we can not avoid
slant
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Before you venture forth in style driving you ve laid a fellow ,mortal
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Colorado Fuel & Iron....... 24Vj in line with hog values.
West fruit.
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Phone
paying. Every dollar that Is conserved is of value. In your new bus or lorry. Just paste low, and kept mm trom surviving, Crucible
Steel
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Closing prices:
FOR KENT Room and sleeping porcu.
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this maxim In your tile: "Play When once some fatal accident is Erie
Wheat
With board. I S3 East Central.
Dec, $1.37; May,
safe, or you'll be sorry." Because charged up to your speeding, you'll Great Northern
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J 34
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York,
Sept.
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fools
ride away in hearses. All day the
Washington correspondents comment on the re vances, for only murderers
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"Oh!" exclaimed Uncle Wiggily. Utah Copper
izes that unless the matters coming before the conBy Howard B. Garl
Zinc Firm. East St. Louis spot, THE plac. to recuperate" modern ao- "Did you did you want anything,
ference are handled with the utmost tact and skill
commocmtion.
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Mr. Bear?" The two squirrel boys
FOK KENT
Koom and sleeping
Copyright. 1921, by McClure
they may precipitate a highly dangerous situation.
Antimony Spot, $4.50.
ran and hid in a closet, leaving
puictl,
with
board
for
New York, Sept. 23. Liberty
Newspaper Syndicate.
On the other hand, the nations will now have the
convalescents; gentleUncle Wiggily to do the best he
Foreign bar silver, 68 c
men only; private home.
Phone 2148-Mexican dollars, 62 c.
could by himself.
"Did you wish bonds closed:
$88.38; first 4s,
opportunity to take the most advanced step in their
FUU KENT
UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE
Nice rooms wllb sleeping
anything, (Mr, Bear? ' asked the 4$89.48 bid; second 4s. 4 $89.48; first
history toward insuring the peace of the world, reNUT CANDY.
porches with board, for convalescents.
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$89.64;
'is,
Dunny.
Mrs.
Heed.
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South Broadway, phone
which
of
lieving the burdens
"Yes!" growled the shaggy crea third
military expense under
$93.64; fourth
521.
"Uncle Wiggily! Oh, Uncle Wig- - ture. "I want
some of that candy $89.88; Victory
Chicago, Sept. 23. Butter Mar DKLJUU1FUL
$99.30: Vic
they the now laboring and settling questions that
SLEEPING PORCH auj
ket easy. Creamery extras, 43c;
I smell cooking, and then I want tory 4S, $99.30.
threaten to grow Into causes of wars. While Mr. glly! Could you please come over to
bedroom, with board. In rnrnfli..h.,t.
nibble your ears!"
to our house?" chattered Johnnie
standards, 37c; firsts,
ed borne; reasonable: also tnhi
In
will
not
the
hn.H
directly
wisely
participate
Harding
NEW YORK MONEY.
Uncle Wiggily twinkled his pink
seconds, 30 32c.
the little squirrel boy,
conference as a member, his responsibility will be Bushytail,
Re J2U East silver. Phone 1422-Eggs Market unchanged.
one day as he scampered up to the nose very fast. He always did when
A CLEAN,
well furnished
York, Sept. 23. Prime mer ceipts 8.515 cases.
no less great as he considers dally the progress that noilow stumn bunealow where the he was thinking hard. And he
room.
Ilfmhln
tti,. K.l..a.
was thinking now.
Fowls, board if desired; forgood
cantile paper, 6
Poultry Alive, lower.
to 6 per cent;
is being made toward the main object of the gather- bunny rabbit gentleman lived.
English cooking
"Very well," said the bunny. "I exchange Irregular; sterling de- 1926c; springs. 21c.
Come over to your house? Whv.
23 South Edith.
mnoit,
"c
Reing and confers with America's representatives.
Market
weak.
Potatoes
what's
the matter? Is the chimney suppose you'll take "the candy first. mand, $3.73; cables.
GfMtl' ,KVH FOR HEAL'I'HSEEKEHd
$3.73,
The people do not begrudge their president his on fire or has your brother Billie Mr. Bear? Nice, sweet nut candy?"
ceipts 54 cars; total U. 9. ship
Ufi Wl reduCA nor Ml.. D.n,.n.h...
Easier. Sixty and ments
879; Idaho, Wisconsin .hite, 15, to tun and $65 per
"Yes, give me candy!" howled 90 Time loans
outings. They rejoice to find him keeping himself fallen Into the well?" asked Mr.
6
6
to
six
month; modern
cent;
days.
per
2.50
Wisconsin
"Then
white
bear.
nibble
$2.40
the
cwt.;
I'll
accomm
your
laaimns and flr.t.l.. k...j
Longears.
fit for his work.
months, 5
per cent.
No. 2, $1.75 cwt.; Maine cobblers, with nurse set vice; maka
reservations
"Nothing as bad as that!" laugh ears!"
Call money Steady. High, low, $2.50 cwt.; Minnesota sand land now Caaa (In Oro BIS
Uncle Wiggily poured out more
West Hold.
ed Johnnie, showing his teeth,
rate and last loan, 5 per Ohlos, $1.852.10.
ruling
to
and
it
stir
FOR
up.
began
candy
which were strong and white for
HEALTH SEEKERS
Furnlsue'd
to 6 percent.
is to mix in the nuts well," cent; closing bid, 4
rooms with sleeping porohes. hot unit
cracking nuts. "We are going to he "This
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
cold running water In each room, steam
said.
nave a good time over at our
BOSTON WOOL.
n
hiat excellent hnnM tr..
"Hurry!" grumbled the bear.
house, Uncle Wiggily,
and I
Kansas City. Sept. 23. Butter, bells, large sun bath house; trained tiuree
Wiggily handed over a plate
APPLE AND ELM.
thought perhaps you and Nurse Uncjo
Commer
23.
The
mi
Boston,
Sept.
nueuuance, prices reasonable.
of candy. Hardly waiting for it to
Casa
eggs and poultry unchanged.
Jane would like to see it."
"euro, til ann nu West Oold.
took a very large cial Bulletin tomorrow will say:
"What is it going to be?" the cool, the bear bite.
The apple spreads wide skirts around,
The demand for wool continues
THE
a
ALAMOGORDO
then
And
MARKETS.
and
LIVESTOCK
SANITARIUM
impolite
at
bunny wanted to know.
Squatting homely on the ground,
Alamosordo. N,v MaiA
look came over his face. fairly steady and in fair volume,
were going to make nut can funny
Glad to take a lazy chap
room for twenty more tubercular
although still somewhat unevenly
closet.
were
Hidden
Livestock.
as
patients.
the
in
Clilrngo
they
mother-la"Mother
Johnnie.
dy," explained
On her ample
The demand includes
distributed.
location, uioae to nature.
Chicago, Sept. 23. Cattle Re
is bdillng up the molasses, sugar Billie and Johnnie heard the bear's practically all grades, also from
nurses.
Rates
Eagor to provide him sweet
h..l
4,000. Low grade beef staeis medical attention and tnlnlt., nursing,'
ceipts
and chocolate while I'm here. As teeth gritting. '
general
scoured
to
Striped wholesome fruits to eat,
and
both
coarse,
Oh, wow! suddenly yelled tne fino
and better grade cows and heifars hi per weex. i'or reservations
soon as I get back I'll help Billie
wrlta
little
show
Prices
change
greasy.
sic-teeth!
to lower; good beef steers )ry Immediately to the Manager, H. L.
crack the nuts, taking off the bad chap! "I've brokenmemy
But the elm, remote and high,
was full for the week, being generally firm. scarce and steady; canners and cut- Hoover. Sanitarium.
xr..
That
you
gave
ilnmn..,
candy
and
we'll
in
them
the
shells,
on
the
put
her
sky,
Lays
fingers
"The tendency to lower priced ters, bulls and calves steady. Bulk Mexico.
of hard nut shells!"
candy."
Strains for stars, and dreams and broods,
In
reflected
beef steers, $6.00 8.75; bologna FOR SALE
"Oh, was it?" asked Uncle Wig- goods, which is being
'What's that?" cried Uncle Wig
Intricate with many foods.
Poultry-Eg- T
veal
softly like. "Why, so it was!" the demand for medium to low bulls mostly $4.15ifi4.35;
"Put nut shells in candy? gily,
gily.
Yet If you persist to woo.
still
is
wools,
must
OR SALE
pronounced.
on
a
with
went
"I
grade
he
laugh.
calves largely $12.60 12.75.
Frying chickens and rabbits.
I never heard of such a thing!
I have made a mistake
She may net a star for you.
Phone
and put the Foreign markets have been rather
Market
Hogs Receipts 22.000.
don't call that fun!"
Carolyn C. Wilson in The Pagan.
shells in the candy and left quiet, but are generally firm for opened mostly 10c to 15c lower, WILL BUT poultry of all kinds, payln
'Oh, no! I mean put the nut nut
wools."
good price for turkeys: will eit tnr
the meats! How funny of me!" gOod
later trade fairly active, steady to them.
meats in the candy!"
laughed out
Wisconsin. Missouri and average 10c lower thun
Poultry Co..
he said as the bear ran nway with
Johnnln.
yesterday's average. phone The Albuquerque
817 South Arno.
23 24c:
New
Half
blood,
I
But
that
England:
think
his
broken
teeth.
$8.25; bulk lights and light
Top,
"Well, in that case I'll come all tho while the
22
SALE Nice Ilarrtd Rock springs.
23c; quarblood,
bunny gentleman
butchers. $7.90 ifS 8.20; bulk pack- FOR
over," promised Uncle Wiggily. Intended to
sdo per
dressed, 88c; fat
hens,
piny a trick on that ter blood, 21 22c.
ing sows, $6.6006.90; pigs steady, 28e: Amnmipound;
he called.
k.H- - n .a.
Hello, Nurse Jane!
HOW HE HATES TO PAY TAXES!
S9. I
basis:
Scoured
don't
(ft) 7.50.
bear,
you?
bulk
$7.25
be
desirable,
"Don't
come
me
to
want
with
sure
sea
to
you
them,
sis North s.nn'
as
it may seem, there are a considerable
12 months, 65
Strange
Texas
nibble
Fine
didn't
the
bear
.
Anyhow,
Few
12,000.
Sheep Receipts
phone
number of Germans who regard Wilhelm as a "glo- over to '.he Bushytail squirrel any one that day. Uncle Wiggily 75c; fine 8 months, 50 55c.
sales strictly choice native FOR SALE Fresh dressed springs, 88c;
house and have some nut candy?"
rious exile."
Holland doesn't. Birmingham
Fine staple choice, 80 early
made some good candy, with
Territory
butchto
lambs
and
fresh dressed fat hens, I to 7 pounds,
"Thank! you! But I can't go,' soon meats
shippers
city
in and no shells, and 385c; half blood combing, 68
nut
30o pound; we can supply rou with beters, $8.509.00;
strong to 25c ter
explained Nurse Jane. "I have to the
blood
liked
it
2c;
very
combing,
boys
squirrel
poultry, because wa handle poultry
wash the face of the clock and see
packer early sales, $7.60
AND GETS IN THE PAPERS OFTENER?
And If the toorti brush 5055c;
and plenty of It. Free delivery.
quarter blood combing, higher;
are clean, as I ex- much.
8.00, about 25c lower; no western only
The
Babe Ruth is still slightly ahead of Ellhu Root that its hands this
at
talcum powder
the o40c; fine and fine medium fat Iambs sold early; fat sheep slow
Co., phone
Albuquerque
Poultry
afternoon. But doesn't shoot
852-317 South Arno.
somIn the matter of home runs scored and international pect company
fine
a
fine
and
make
turn
it
and
clothing, 6065c;
mosquito
talking lower on
hop along, Wiggily."
70c about steady
65
next
New York Eve- you And
tell
medium
I'll
about
French
ersault,
you
Justiceships refused, respectively.
combing,
III send you a piece of
feeder lambs, top yesterday $7.25.
WANTED Salesmen
Pulled delaine A, 85c; AA. 75
ning Tost.
nut candy," called back Johnnie, Uncle Wiggily and the molasses.
WANTKD
A
salesman
0c; A supers, 60 70c.
as he and Uncle Wiggily hopped
livestock.
Kansas
City
for Albuquerque territory: good salary
27
Mohairs Best
combing,
23.
Cattle
over
and
the
llelds
the
Sept.
Kansas,
City,
through
and
Address Frank Donnelly
expenses.
YES, GET IT OVER WITH!
22
26c.
beet
0c;
carding
Receipts 1,600. All clasess steady. ArnftTfllo, Texas, box S9J.
"New Tests Verify Einstein Theory."
That's woods on their way . to the squirrel
Fed steers. $8.60 9.40; grassers, WANTED 10 salesmen 5 natlvs Amer
good news. If it's all settled we won't have to dis- house. before
DUN'S WEEKLY REVIEW.
reached
the
ican English speaking and B Amerl
Long
they
$4.756.75; cows, $3.0004.50;
cuss It any further. Philadelphia Record.
$4.006.00; odd vealers, cans. Experience not necessary unlim
New York. Sept. 23. Dun's Re heifers,
ited opportunities.
Apply 9 to 13 at
$10.00; good heavy calves. $5.75
view tomorrow will say:
118
(ISv Tlie Aseuclute
South Third Bt.
rress)
8.00.
WE NEVER HAD GOLDEN DISHES.
Irof
slow
and
"After a rerlod
New York, Sept. 23, The stock
2,000,
President Harding set a good example in refusFairly WANTED Representative of good charHogs Receipts
market today Registered numerous regular improvement, added mo- active,
acter, honest and willing to work;
ing to eat from golden dishes. Let us haste to folmostly 10c to 15c lower than must
to
business
mentum
recovery
on
furnish bond and own car; would
the
a
substantial
and
gains
large
low it and stick to
old
average, some lighter consider
man with experience la gen
varied turnover. Shorts sought the has materialized with the advanc- yesterday's
to
200
Atlanta Constitution.
kinds
more;
store.
The Fltts Manufacturing Co.,
eral
'
advance during the forenoon and ing season. While reports from weights. $7.807.90;
top, Pueblo. Colo.
packer
are
and
industries
trades
towards the close, final prices separate
of
7.80;
bulk
$7.00
0
sales,
$7.80:
WHERE IS IT MOVING?
showing irregular recessions from not yet of one tenor, encouraging pigs mostly 25o lower; best kinds,
CARPENTERING
"There were many women present," concludes a
features are increasingly promi- $8.25.
top levels.
twelve-roun- d
y
the
about
PHONE 1551 J, for carpenter woiX. C.
dispatch
The further reduction of redis- nent and the outlook for continued
2,600.
Sheep
Sheep Receipts
P. Roberts, 81R East Santa Fa.
bout in New Jersey. And still the world do move.
counts at important reserve centers, gains is favorable.
Except in cer- 25e lower. Western wethers, $4.40;
UXlil
Minneapolis Tribune.
channels, where ewes, $3.60; yearlings, $5.40; lambs PETTI FOKU THE ODD JOB
coupled with the encouraging views tain speculative
Any kind nf work,
phone 1A78-of Governor Harding of the federal prices have fluctuated widely, curwestern $8.00 8.40,
steady,
conWANTED
Odd jobs carpentering, paintreserve board respecting financial rent developments are along
HE'S A GOOD SAILOR. '.
ing and roof repairing. Phone 1456-and trade prospects, were note- servative lines, suggesting a purHigh seas prevented President Harding from
Denver Livestock.
excesses
ROOF
HOUSB
OR
FOR
to
the
unwholesome
on
Atlantic
he
avoid
Yet
PAINTING;
additional
in
factors
Rethe
pose
Mayflower.
worthy
City
reaching
Denver, Sept 23. Cattle
reasonable prise.
work;
came to Washington on a tidal wave, New York
and to establish conditions on a ceipts 100. Market
strengthening of quoted values.
down and weak. Qenripe T. Brown.
1020
South
Broadway.
The market derived Its greatest sounder basla. Evidence of such a Beef steers, $5.00 6.00; cows and
Evening Post.
impetus, however, from the promi- policy appears in 'the prudent ac- heifers, $3.005.00; calves. $6.50
FOR
SALE Real Estate
nence of rails. Investment shares, tion on the part of most interests,
9.50; bulls, $2.003.00; stockers AKl Yul interested In buying a una
especially those of the transconti- who are still limiting commitments and feeders, $4.005.50.
acre
tract
of ground in the Beautiful
nental and coal dtvlsions, were closely to actual and well defined
vaive me ca.ndy!H Kowleii more
Hogs Receipts 10. Market nom- Rio Grande Valley, where you may raise,
responsive to the very favor- requirements following 'months of inal. Top, $8.00; bulk, $6.50 8.00. chickens, keep
a family cow, have Elecable statements of earnings recent- readjustment and liquidation. The
IN PEACE AS IN WAR.
Receipts 1,100. Market tric Lights and water with most of the
how- 15cSheep
of
number
lines.
submitted
the
Harriman
transactions,
spot
by
ly
This property Is reCity conveniences.
to 25c
.Lambs, $7.00
place the bunny rabbit gentleman
One block of 5,000 shares of ever, is enlarging and there is also 8.00; ewes.higher.
feeder stricted to Am err! can families only.
(From the Cincinnati Enquirer.)
$3.C03.75;
began twinkling his pink nose.
Close to Schools and on good road. Have
Much has been written concerning the bonus
"I can smell that candy boiling Southern Pacific changed hands at less "hesitation in some Instances lambs, $5.00 6.00.
room for Fifty Families. Address Box
measure, both pro and con, and President Hard- now, Johnnie," said Uncle Wiggily. an advance of 1 from yesterday's with regard to anticipating . the
2. care Journal.
final price and kindred issues future. Recognition of the fact ARIZONA
ing's appearance before congress, recently, in op- "I know it will be good!"
MEN
COPPER
unemployment has
gains of one to two that existing
position to it subjected him to unusual censure from
House
WANTED
"It will be better when it has scored extreme rails
following at a appreciably curtailed the public
MAKING MARKET FOR
many quarters. But the position the president takes the nuts in," said the squirrel chap. points, Junior
WANTED To buy from owner, four or
consuming power makes for cauis praiseworthy; it means that the welfare of the
A little later Billie and Johnnie more moderate pace.
in highlands; state
PRODUCT
Industrials continued to be fea- tion in forward purchasing."
0F MINES location and house,
nation is uppermost in his mind. That there is no wore cracking nuts in their strong,
eare
price. Address B.
and
g
reason to doubt his interest in the
Weekly bank clearings,
ot sharp, white teeth, while Uncle tured by steels, equipments
Journal.
Assnrlntnl
Press.)
The
former service men is evidenced in his recent ad- Wiggily sat near them picking out oils, with the usual sprinkling of
(By
WB WANT houses to sell; if your price
dress to several hundred doughboys at Atlantic City. the meats and putting the hard, unclassified
specialties. Including
Blsbee, Ariz., Sept. 23. If you
is right we will find a buyer for you;
He said:
shells in a bowl by themselves rubber, food, leather and tobacco CinCAGO BOARD OF TRADE. can't find a market for your prod- results count and ws get them. J. D
dry
shares. Mexican Petroleum steered
"The men who came back wounded and im- to be thrown away later.
Keleher.
Ill West Oold Phone 410.
Chicago, Sept 23. Indications uct, make one. This is the underrising a
Mrs. Bushytail,
paired in ability to carry on the vocations of life
the mother its recent erratlo course,
had
a
new
a
business
of
Bized
voluntary FOR RENTOffice Rooms
lying principle
export
deserve the fullest aid in our power to give, and I squirrel, was very good to her two halt point, reacting two points and of good
organization recently formed in FOK RENT Office rooms, over
propose to use all influence I have to tee that they little boys. She often boiled su- closing at a fractional gain. The bullish effect on the wheat market
to
firm.
closed
stocks
backward
few
Prices
comprised
Si 9
today.
obtain it.
West Central
Arizona copper district.
gar, molasses and chocolate up for
net higher, with December theFor months
"But I am not concerned to much with those them to make candy, as she was Consolidated Textile, Sumatra ToFOR RENT Office rooms; heat and
a
been
has
copper
to $1.28 and May $1.31
bacco and Food Products, the latter $1.27
who came out of the war unimpaired.
water; above liaison's store. Central
They have now doing.
c to
c drug on the market. There is a avenue.
the compensation ot supreme service and experi$1.31. Corn gained
Inquire J. Korbsr's Auto
"Well, boys, it is nearly fin- at a new low record. Sales amount- to
c.
o
c
to
to
metal
.
of
the
copand
to
oats
to
and
shares.
ed
c,
635,000
great
ence."
surplus
ished," said Mrs. Bushytail, as she
All call loans, including renewals, In provisions the outcome was un- per mining Industry of this state
There is no doubt here as to the president's po- stirred the boiling sweet stuff on
SPECIAL NOTICE
6 per cent, but slight changed to 80o lower.
sition. The meaning of such language is unmishas stagnated; men have been
the stove. "All you need to do is were made at were
Wheat pricea began to show an
WE CAA save yuu money oil eleulnt.al
takable. At a time when tax legislation is in con- to put in the nut meats. I'm go- concessions
reported for
out
thrown
of
employment; great
service. Call up and get our estimates.
upward tendency as soon as the
fusion, when the national debt is stupendous, he ing next door to see Mrs. Twisty-tai- l, merchants' paper and bank acceptand
ances. Italy again was the only market opened,
although pieces ot expensive machinery are
realizes the danger in granting a bonus. But, rethe pig lady.
QILDERBLEEVB ELECTRIC CO.
valat
took place
lying Idle and depreciating in
gardless of all financial, difficulties, he declares that
"I'll help them finish the can- important exception to the higher moderate setbacks was
at the top ue without producing. anything for
trend shown by foreign exchanges, times, the finish
disabled service men must receive the fullest aid dy," said Uncle Wiggily.
AND CONTRACTORi
ENGINEERS
level of the day. Offerings were the owners. Now comes the Copper 1720 West Central,
lt the power of the government to give. This posiBy this time the nut meats were although sterling receded later. .
phone 17Z0-The bond market again turned light at the start, and this fact en- and Brass Research organization,
tion should be indorsed by all patrlotlo Americans. all picked out and put in a dish,
There should be no delay in proving to these men ready to be mixed in with the su- upward under the influence of couraged buying in which a strong headed by R. L. Agasslz, president Cliambcrlnln's
Cougli Kemcdji8
I'lcnsnnt to Take
the nation's appreciation of their services through gar, molasses and chocolate. But lower discounts. Liberty issues commission house acted as leader. of the Calumet and Hecla Mining
The finest quality of granulated
showing Later the signs of improvement In company and numbering among
compensation that will aid them to become some- Just as Uncle Wiggily was ready to led, all except the
call for Its members virtually all the great loaf sugar la used In the mamifao
thing more than the weavers of shawls, the makers do this, suddenly the door of the strength. Rails and some indus- export demand, especially
trials also improved, but interna- hard winter grades to be shipped copper mining companies ot the ture of Chamberlain's Cough Rem-erl- y
of baskets or the stringers of beads.
squirrel house opened.
of
Gulf
were
Mexico, be- United States.
The president knows the quality of the men who
and the roots used in Its prep"You didn't stay very long, Mrs. tionals
irregular. Total sales, by way of the
came home unimpaired.
came the chief stimulating influHe knows that the same Bushytail," spoke the bunny, as he par value, $12,700,000.
The purpose of the organization aration Klve It a flavor similar to
ence. Milling demand, too, was Is to create new uses for copper so maple syrup, mnklnj? It quite pleasClosing prices;
fighting quality that carried them through to vic- poured out some of the candy.
said to be picking up, and there that the surplus now on the mar- ant to take. This Is of much Imtory remains with them. He Relieves that the bonus Then he picked up the plate of nut American Can
was talk that even without re- ket may be cleaned up and a de- portance when a medicine must be
they desire is the opportunity to work. He believes meats and by this time he had American Smelting & Ref'g.. 86
41
faTobacco..
saw
American
once
Sumatra
this
that
that it
juvenation of export trade some mand created for the ore still
given to youna; children. It
opportunity is given them they will looked around and
107
serve in peace as they served In war.
mous for Its cures.
domestio mills might find diffi- wasn't the squirrel lady who had American Tel. & Tel
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$6,380,-278,00-
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The way to save Is to save may be a trite saying,
yet It is the only method and" It is the one which "REG'LAR FELLERS"

Budget Director Dawes Is puruslng. He was named
for the post he occupies for the purpose of delving
Into expenditures and finding where unnecessary
cutgo could be lopped off. He Is succeeding. He
lias found $350,000,000 that can be saved to the
The greater part ot this Immense sum
taxpayer
will be clipped from the war department, navy department, shipping board and railroad expenditures. Thla saving is to apply to the current year,
not next year or the year following.
A few years ago this sum would have been a
large proportion of the total annual expenditure,
but then we had not had the war pile up our Indebtedness mountain high. It is well worth saving
how, but, as great as it is, it will not have the appreciable effect on the total of taxes that we might
wish for. Tet It shows what can be accomplished,
and If General Dawes In looking over the ground
this year is able to discover $350,000,000 the
of which may be avoided, he vindicate
the value of the budget, and demonstrates his own
Because the-- ' amount is comparatively
efficiency.
small in comparison with the total required by tho
government doea not lessen its value. That effort
Is made to diminish the outgo is the essential feature. It establishes a policy of retrenchment.
Occasionally some complaint 1 beard that war
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FOR RENT.
UlKhlands.
house, hot water heat,
completely furnished. . .$85.00
- Room apartment, with
$45.00
porch, furnished
4- - Room
house

3-

..$40.00
furnished
apartment,
$32.00
furnished ; i
Room house, furnished. $27.00

3 -- Room
8

Ijowlands,

apartment,
furnished

WANTED
on good first mortgage.
Tell us what you want we may
have it.

"

0,

T. KINGSBURY,
Phone

210 W. Gold.

IDEAL HOME,

'
.

Consisting of seven rooms, sleeping
large screened
porch,
porches,

steam heating plant built-ifeatures, garage, lawn, xshade. 1'rtce
and location very attractive. See
ACKERSON &GKIFFIT1T,
REALTORS.
Phone 414. Insurance. 120 S. 4th.
A HOMEY HOME
Four large rooms, sleeping porch
to accommodate three beds; a fine
lot, 100-f- t. front; large Bhade trees,
A home you
outbuilding, garage.
Reasonable terms.
will like.
Gill & Wooton,
115 S. Second fit.
Phone

THIS BEAUTIFUL

Good location, $5,000; terms.
Lots and ranches ,for sale
Rentals. J. L. PHILLIPS, Real

Estate.
110 S.

FOR

.

SALE

'

Phont

Third.

354-V-

-- Miscellaneous

rooms,
shade.

and

Is
$1,500

SHELLEY REALTY CO,
Fhone.tsS-J-

.

Sit West

Gold Ave.

LOT

& CO.

807--

House,

A NICE HOME. Five
large basement, garage,
This is a new house,
really a good buy,
cash; balance terms.
TO LOAN, $2,600.
Shelley sells 'em.

723-- J.

Has three apple trees, two shade
alfalfa. In
trees, cherry trees,
Fourth ward, Zapf's Orchard addition. Price only $660. $20 cash,
then $10 per month. A savings account and investment.

BEFORE

'

A BARGAIN, 12 rooms, bath,
extra toilet, in one of the best,
rooming house house districts.
This is a money maker and can
be bought right.
i

Phono 640 to See It.

Frame

SHELLEY'S BULLETIN

BUYING

FURNISHED

BUNGALOW

In the Fourth Ward

For Bale
rooms, bath, 2 glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, 1 screened
porch, Gas, Lights, Water, Concrete walks, Trees, Lot 88x142
This homo is available NOW
make a reasonablo first payment and move in. Then $50.00
per month including Interest
Call us for appointment.
jJIECKMANN RBALTT CO.
KI2AjTORtf
Real Estate, Insurance. Lonni
309 w. Gold Ave.
Phone .TO
5

FOR RENT A sleeping room.
GUTHRIDGE & BELL
Edith.
814 West Gold Ave i )H RENT Furnished room.
Phone 1023

112 North
618 Went

$7,500,00

fceven-roomodern house with
two sleeping porches, large basement, steam heat, corner lot.
Owner is living in house nd Is
over
$100.00
receiving
per
month in rental from rooms. It
will make you a good home and
12 per cent on your investment.
A. L. MARTIN CO., REALTORS
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
22S W. Gold
J?hone 156.
m

OPPOSITE CITY PARK
We have been requested by the
owner to push the sale of this
modern home. This
means we want an offer. Don't
overlook this opportunity. Splendid location, south front, large
grounds and plenty- of porches.
Let us show you, then make your
offer,
six-roo- m

-

J, D, KELEHER,
Phone
SUW. Gold.

410.

--

NEW BUNGALOWS
Modern 3 rooms and porches 2
way between city and university
2 blocks from street car line at,
Bargain Prices. If you want e

nice small home get us show
you them.
W. II. McMfLLION
206 West Gold

-

good
range, shades,
etc. Only $3,700. terms.

Mcdonald a worsham.

CO,,

BARBER-MAITLAN- D

Finishing a new bungalow each
week until December.
Oak
floors throughout, built-i- n
features, glassed sleeping porches;
all brick houses; ideal location:
prices right; terms arranged.

well-buil-

City

Property

ATTRACTIVE OFFERINGS
Submitted for Tour i'rompt
Acceptance By

Pond & Michener,

117 West Gold.

Phono 507.
house with
glassed-iporch on South Sixth
street. Every modern built-i- n
device to make this home attractive and comfortable. Price
is $5,230 and cart be had on
terms.
Very modern
mission
style home,
breakfast
room, double garage, and twe
lots. Only $4,00.)
with easy
terms. Located in Highlands.
Close in

five-roo-

m

n

five-roo-

m

fire-plac-

East

ver avenue on lease, $85.00 pet
SUDDEN SERVICE.
Is a beauty with lawn,
The Red Arrow (all over the West) ran month. This
dera sudden service on Kodak finishing garage, etc.
Work
to people who demand quality.
In before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
Leverett-Za- pf
& Co,
Work In before t p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
Second Street and Gold Avenue.
THE BED ARROW,
E. Las Vegas
Phone 640.
Albuquerque
(We want s representative In TO'JR
territory.)

A LIFETIME HOME
Pressed brick, cement basement
and walks, bIx rooms, bath, hall
and porch, new and
t,
on
corner lot In good locality. For
and
terms
see
price
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 B. Silver.
Phone 1522--

Improved

$2,000

Buys a good 4 room house, full
size lot, shade and fruit trees, good
A REAL ROME.
etc., located on North
In the Fourth ward, 6 good, large
street. The terms are right.
rooms, and sleeping porch, nearly Eighth H. F. GILMORE
new, white finish, hardwood floors,
Real Kb! ate and Insurance.
built in features, breakfast room, 214 W. Gold.
Phone 442-turnace garage, priced to sell,
R. McCLUGHAN,
204 W. Gold.
Phone 442-- J.
FO'R RENT
Real Estate, Investments, Notary
Auto
and Fire Insurance. Beautiful brick home on
Public,
Sil-

better take a look at this steam
heated, seven room brick house.
with 176x142 ft. of ground. This
place is well located in the Fourth
Ward and has lawn, shrubbery
fruit trees and lots of outbuildings
A BARGAIN
on lot. If you are in the market
FOR RENT Rooms
Five rooms,
bath and sleeping
for a nice home it will pay you to
see this before buying.
FOR RENT Room. 120 Bouth Walter. porch, front and back porches,

y

SEE THESE TODAY!!!!!!!!!!!!
An Al home, Fourth
ward, paved street, fine neigh
borhood.
Fourth ward, one of
$8,600.00
the best In the city.
New
$7,000.00
pressed brick
in Highlands.
If you are
thinking of buying a home, we
have them.
FRANKLIN & CO.,
Third and Gold. . Phons 657.

DO YOU WAN; AN
INVESTMENT, ...

$1050,00

CASH

adobe plastered, with
sleeping porch, also large front
porch, this little HOME is completely furnished and is all
for some one to move right Inready
and
enjoy, the balance of the purchase
price can be paid for at the rate
of S3K.AA nni mnnth .QiM,afA
Second street, close to car line. Call
A, U, SIAKhS,
Real Estate ami Insurance.
319 W. Gold Ave.
Phone 168.
Four-roo-

"iMiiit'iNi'C rsAtusi' MVicsrihe.'

as.

Modern

I

y

IiEVERETT-ZAP- F

REAL ESTATE,
Loans and Insurance.

by us.

Oversize and
Overservice
The best tire for the least
money In the state.
Tire Repairing and
Retreading.
niGIXLAM, TlllK
RCBBER
tt'OKKS.
Broadway and Gold. I'bone 230

..$70.00

$6,000

e

ments made

NO.MA6GIE- - HE
CAN'T AFFORD
A WIFE- -

TO

CENT

V,

A REAL BARGAIN.
Eight rooms, modern; furnace
heat; fire place; all kinds built-i- n
features; large cement front
porch, screened; large screened
back porch; walks, shade and
In good repair. This house is
located close In, In Third ward,
and can be bought for unly $5,
000, with good terms.

RANCHES.
We have some very fine ranches
close In, located close to good
school, and can bo bought on
very good terms. If In the market for a ?ood ranch; either
large or small, let us show you
what we have.

IWWN

MV LAST

V

ANOTMIEflr--

A GOOD BRICK HOUSE.
Six large rooms, modern; small
basement; three good porches;
garage; lull sized lots. This
property Is located Just two
blocks from Central avenue;
jloso In In the highlands, and
can be bought right for a quick
sale. This place will make a
dandy home or can be made Into
two apartments, with very little
expense.

1

IM

NOTICE
ven
TIrpa are a
tire; all adjust-

Beautiful

HEIGHTS

LOAN

Just Listed

address

Care Journal.

FOR INVESTORS!
4

&

i'hono

Oold Avenue
640

Central

1

Ave.,

I

WANTED LOANS
and .BOO. Good real
estate security.
J. D. KFXEHrU,

Of '$2,000

211 West Gold.

HERE'S AN OPPORTUNITY
$4,500.

& Co,

Leverett-Za- pf

Second Street

WANTED,

$1,500, 2.00J and $4,000.
Will
pay 10 per cent, first mortgage
real estate,. Phone 1576-J,
or

"W.

Home

Two living rooms, dining room,
kitchen pantry,
refrigerator
room,
gas,
etc.
fireplace,
Screened
back porch,
large
screenud front porch, Large reception hall, Stairway to second floor; four large bedrooms
canvassed sleeping porch; bath:
all kinds of closets all thru
whole house; steam heat; Basement has cement floor, drain
triple laundry tubs, toilet, workroom, etc.
Sidewalks, lawn, garage, 71
feet frontage on paved street
located In the City's very best
residential section.
If you are lonking for a good
buy In a large home at;d finest
location better call at once foi
It wont last long.

SAYI
Have you been watching the
UNIVERSITY
GROW this summer. Well there
is a reason. Just ask any one
who lives up there. New homes
are started almost every day.
So now Is the time to buy your
lots as they will never be an
cheaper, .,nd the choice locations go to those who buy first.
Lots $10.00 down and $10.00
per month.
A SAVINGS ACCOUNT AND
INVESTMENT AT THE SAME
TIME.
We are always ready to show
you

8 Room

1

close-i-

n,

rooms, glassed sleeping
porch, modern, pressed brick.
Terms.
18.000.00. Central Ave., paying
3
16
The initial
per cent.
payments Is all the money
as the rents will take care
of the payments.
If you have property to sell,
list it with us.
We get results.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

ArrOKNHVM.

JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
Ro ms 15, 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.
FOR RENT Nice front room, furnace
Real Estate and Insurance.
lir,3-J- .
Phone
202 Bouth High.
Leverett-Zapt
heat.
&
966-Co,
Phone
108
S.
Third.
FOR SALE Mane btcycL cheap.
AND WCKOKONS.
PHYSICIANS
FOR RENT
FurnlsneC rooms. 218
South Edith.
FOR RENT Dwellings
REALTORS.
BARBER-MAITLAND
CO,
South Walter, phone 1667-- J.
DB, 8. L. BURTON,
GENERAL AGENTS.
FOR BALK Set double mtrneee, at Bell
Disease of tno Stomach.
FOR RENT Furnished
118 S, 4th 8t.
Phone 744.
brick FOR RENT Three furnished rooms,
HELP
WANTED
and Gold Avenue.
l.lvery Barn.
Street
Second
' Suite,
9. Harnett Building.
house. Phone 2272-1011
modern.
North
.First
"Let Us Show Tou."
FOR SALE Male pup, two monthe old.
Phone 640.
DB S. C. ( I.Alt KE,
FOR RENT 1 room" house furnished, FOR KENT Frunt room suitable for twi
Hale.
Phone 1815-&
Franklin
Co.
modern. 1100 South Walter.
Eye, Ear, Nosu and Throat.
gentlemen. 827 North Fifth.
WANTED
Tailor foi nushelman work.
7e
IOR BALK Threshing machine,
8d & Grid Rea-UorBarnett Building.
Phone 657
Phone 838.
FOR RENT Furnished bouse In high- FOR RENT Large room with sleeping
Apply Meyer & Meyer.
P. O. Box 412, City.
Office Uours
two
and
rooms
lands;
214
FOR
RENT
sleeping porch.
North Walter.
porch.
WANTED
TRY BUDDY'S MILK. BEST IS TOWN
12
AUTOMOBILES
6 p. m.
to
wheel
to
with
Apartments
and
boy
a
Messenger
m.,
i
1451-Phone
The Economist."
FOR RENT Furnished room, gentleman
Phone 84JI-R- 4.
ffORRENTi :uruisned,(iernJaM
DR. MAKGARhT CAR IVY It Hi 111,
FOR
SALE
Houses
FOR RENT Two-rooSALE
FOR
with
416 North Fourth.
eouage
Chummy
roadster,
cheap.
preferred.
WANTED
BABE
Water motoi,
Errand boy, over school age, menu, lie Norm Heventn.
FOR
Office Grant Bldg., Room It. Phon 571
Inquire at
Phon 1473-- J.
glassed sleeping porch, furnished. 814 FOR RENT
must have bicycle. KIstler-ColllstFOR SALE
brick house, oh
Co. I OK RENT Well
Residence 112 iSast Central.
Morning Journal office.
Neatly furnished rooms, at
East Santa Fe.
rurolshed clean apa.-t- FOR SALE Two Ford front wheels. Call
North Edith. Phone 8401-R607 south second, pnane 148Q-- J.
WANTED
Phone 71.
A
lock
and
FOB SALE Second-htin- o
good
at
wagons and FOR RENT Leverett-Zap- f
Bouttr
menis
gunsmith;
ifidiin.
ui
eo. give
Fe.
East
Santa
(14
it
rooms.
FOR
BALE Modern furnished bungalutv,
hot water beat; i.
u.Msilliu
position for the right man. Write FOR KENT Small furnished
light rim. aheap. 1202 North Arno.
Second
special attention to rentals.
A-- l
FOR
apartment.
SALE
conFord
T.
414 West Silver.
111 North Fourth, Alnicar,
sick:
children.
W.
corner
M.
Harry
touring
garage;
Johnson,
1124
lot
Owner.
SHERIDAN, M. D."
South
1215 West Roman. Inquire Apartment
FOR SALE Thirty-gallo- n
barrels, new and Gold, phone 640.
dition. 710 North Second.
Walter.
Furnished roum, turnace buquerque, N. M.
v
Southwestern Junk Co.
(2.50 each.
FOR RENT Furnished
Practice
lanilted to
cottaso FOR RENT
1919
conFOR
SALE
FOH
first
SALE
class
I WILL cunduct all house furniture FOR
Paige,
heat; no sick, 107 South Walter.
Residence, 711 north Four- GEN1TO. CKIWl.V
with sleeping porch. Phone 213S-or
FOR SALE One almoet new Yale girl'
RENT Modern apartment; three
DISEASES,
See
dition.
at
American
street:
sales
teenth
6
at
for
a
nlca
Garage.
AUCTION,
cent
location,
per
infmi,. AN1 DISEASES OF TUB SKIN
FOR RENT Furnished, room and kltcii- rooms, completely furnished. Inquire
bicycle, cheap. Call at 228 West Gold call 1203 East Copper.
FOR 8 ALE Model N Hupmoblle; good within.
enette. 1724 West Central. Phune 25 commission. C. VV. SUTHERLAND. CITY ouv &Qsi coai.
In r.uinMtl.n
WaMRnpmiin IjhA,ahw
FOR BALE One
Moore's hot blast FOR RENT ' Four-roocottage, furAUCTIONEER, phone 211 at 6Uft West
condition and cheap, phone 888-FOH
SALE New three-roohouse
s.
In
with Cltlaensi Rank ftltlg.
HKNT-r-NlcB.
FOR
nished.
two-rooRENT
Three
furnished
house Ceatral avenue.
Phone 88S.
Highlands. A.
Mllner,
furnisned
(fOK
heater; good as new; reasonable. 1616 113
5
SALE
leeplng porch. Dr. Burton, suite S,
Bulck touring car,
West Central ave.
south Edith.
keeping rooms. In the rear tit North WAN I'tD Spanish-speakin- g
apartment, with sleeping porch) and FOR
flrst-cla- a
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
stenograCo., Barnett building.
CHIROPRACTORS
am south Walter.
Datn.
house and sleep Fourth.
BARRELS FOR SALE Fifty-gallo- n
bar FOR RENT Two-roostate
pher;
salary required and expe
FOR SALE By owner,
city.
house,
1002 West Cen
ing porch: well furnished: 126. 1121 e UK RENT Front room, suitable for rience with application; young man pre- AT THE WASHINGTON
rels; clean and sanitary; also fruit Jars.
A-- I
modern ; good location. xiv: cabjIFn,
one or two gentlemen.
South Edith. Inquire 1201 South Walter.
SUM South ferred.
sis west Btiver.
tral, small apartment, furnished. Call WANTED Flv used Ford touring care; 84.500; condition;
Bernalillo Mercantile Comoany.
Chlronmotor,
easy terms. 918 Forrester.
cash
600
pay
South
highest
1
prices.
at apartment No. 1.
ind 20 Armljo Building.
FOR RENT Furnished 8 room modern Second.
5
Bernalillo, N. M.
FOR SALE Used tractors,
and
Second.
FOH SALE Five-roocement buuga U. S. BNUK, 1).
oottage with two screened norches at FOR RENT Two front rooms for light FOR SALE Well located, well adver FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
with gang plows. Hardware Depart
C,
low: etrictlv mndtrm lot 50 by 800;
HIS South Arno.
rooms and bath. 401 South Seventh, FOR SALE OR TRADE Ford speedeter
ment J. Korber ft Co.
(01 West
Inquire at 1006 South
housekeeping; no children.
Phono Connection.
tised office business In Albuquerque
In fine mechanical
817 garages; cash or time, 1439 West Ceo- - 202 Chiropractor.
oondltion.
Sliver.
noons
2 and
West
Central
small amount of cash will handle; light phone 1644-8i ONLY, holds 20 acre-o- il
i.
lease. Wrlti Edith.
tral.
South Arno.
. .
r
for
W. M. Stephenson, FOR RENT Modern three, four, five and FOR
healthseeker.
good
work;
proposition
(or particulars.
FOR
RENT Furnished
RENT
Furnished
also
four
Four-roorooms)
apartment,
FOR SALE
FOR
moaern
SALE
Oldsmoblle
run
frame
-Addrees
roadster,
care
Ban Antonio, Texas.
houses and apartments; some
Journal.
WANTEDBusiness,
222
rooms.
Miscellaneous
North
rooms; modern; no sick; adults, 3104
light
house; best Oondltion; good
only 650 miles, At a bargain at Morfurnished. W. H. McMllllon. 208 West Third, housekeeping
A long-terWANTED
farm tenant for North Second.
FOR SALE Six toot show case. $20.00. Gold.
Fourth ward. Address J. J. location;
row Auto Co.
O., care WANTED White Angora rabbits.
Call
farm and grazing land, in ex FOR RENT
FOR RENT Two rooms with sleeping
Remington typewriter, good condition.
Journal,
at 706 South Third.
Very desirable flat, partly FORD FOR RENT
Drive it yourself.
FOR RENT Two-roo112 West Silver.
house and aleep- 810.00.
porch with private family. 1300 North Icellent mountain valley 24 njllea from
FOR
office.
front
BALE
suitable
lor
1073-lurmsneo,
200
Owner leaving town; good WANTED Lady's
South Broadway, phone
b
bicycle; must
ing porch, partly furnished: water and First, phone 310-five-roonuuviuvi ui, guuu ut'i"" lumiy lur cai- - 518 West Central.
.
hAM.'
iuuii uun before the season light
sui
driver' license required.
reasonable. Phone 830-15 per month.
Call 712 FOR RENT Modern
Opens;
titty shotguns and rifles to South paid,
room, ad tie; would consider desirable convalescent FOR RENT Twu furnisned looms for FOR SALE Some extra gon usea cars. basement; newly decorated; garage; lot WANTED Will
sleeping
High.
cash
for
pay good
.
elect from. 118 West Onld.
price
208 M
North Second. if a capable orchard man: would also
Joining bath.
nimiy Tie rniutn Arnn
housekeeping; adults; no sick
eome used furniture.
easy rerma, Mcintosh Auto Co, 0
Phone 120-FOR RENT Furnished modern four- - Averlll
rent either of two good houses on land. 74light
BALE
FOR
South Second.
Apartments.
FOR SALE By owner, five-rooWeet Central. '
Everbearing
strawberry
framo WANTED Washing and ironing to tali
room house, sleeping porch and bath.
B.
H.
Address
refer
Hammond,
giving
M.
atucco:
J.
II
hundred.
i
no
per
FOR RENT Room, nicely furnished;
Easter, garage. University
plants,
hu ffrn!
RENT APARTMENT Two rooms FOR SALE 1921 Hudson sport model.
home. 1314 South Walter,
Heights. Inquire 224
Box 658, Alba FOR
phon
Boulevard road, Old Albuquerque.
sick; gentleman preferred. 408 North ences andN. experience.
closet, lawn and tree; Third ward! S173-and aleeplng porch, furnished or un
South Edith.
worth 52.800, will sell for 81,850. china
M.
querque,
Arno, phone 1928-riM'iie IB03-8128-FOR SALE My equity in new Singer FOR RENT Two
furnished
Phone
4S0-Phone
WAN iED Watches, clocks and Jewelry
houses, four and five
machine
for
Femole
one
also
110;
emgood
sewing
FOH RENT Two large rioms, kltcheu- - FOR SALE Studettatter Six. 1917 Model, FOR SALE By owner, modern el tit- rooms, In highlands, 136. Phone, water SLEEPING ROOM with use of bath;
to repair. 117 Suuth First, phon 917-- J.
naif alee mattress. 131s South Edith.
Phone WANTED
bouse. Fourth ward; a good buy
Good family cook.
preferred.
otto and glassed-l- n
ployed gentleman
Phone
and electric lights free. 1C0I South Elm. 1524-sleeping porch. 604
first cjass running condition, good forroom
Brasstield, the Watch Man.
714 East Coal.
home
or
1049-investment:
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and coi phone 2129-nrlnad
west iron, phone Z3I0-Hhi:
or
will
In
take
tlr.es, 8850.00,
good Ford
WANTED Party to live on and car for
terms. 1027 Forrester.
' tag cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
mod- - payment, phone 2407R2.
WANTED Wet nurse, 1115 North Fifth, FOR RENT Desirable three-rooHOUSES FOR RENT List your vacant FOR RENT Front room, furnished;
small ranch; no rent. Inquire L, Dli- 233
swayne
vate entrance, connecting bath.
Dairy. Phone 1915-1917-ern furnished apartment;
best real FOR SALE Two Bulck light sixes, 1918 FOtt SALE Five-roohouses with us for rent. We give
modern.
phone
huue,
I lota,
llngham, Bernalillo, N. M.
370-sleeDlnz
nnrnh.
M5-FOR SALE Iron bed, mattress
seotlon.
denco
glassed
and them special attention. Leverett-Zan- f
Phone
& North High, phone
1750
WANTED Oirl for general housework;
and 8860; Ford truck.
models,
WELDING AND CUTTING of metals;
FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping
springs; also steel folding cut and Co., phone 840.
no wasning.
Ford truck, worm drive. porche.621garace and lawn; amm
am isortn Tnirteentn.
FOR RENT
Furnished
$200; one-to- n
apartments
alao welder supplies and carbide for
East Central.
city.
mattress. 622 West Lead, phone 3001-three rooms with bath, Albuquerque 8400. 118 West Gold.
porch furnished for light housekeepFOR RENT Two-rootwo
N. M. Steel Co., Inc., phone H47-WANTED
to
Girl
do
wash
dishes
and
cottage,
3
East Central.
One
FOR SALE One mattress (double), used
room and sleenlna sal.
WANTED Sedan automobile of medlu.n FOR SALE
must speak English; come Hotel, II H North second.
sleeping porches, furnished. 130: light ing. 60$
housework;
MAX
BARGAIN 8TORB, at' 315 South!
50x142
lot. 1219 H,h ai.u
poroh.
unonly few weeks and not by sick. Steel and water paid; bath and telephone. 320 FOR RENT Room, furnished
611
must
in
be
condi
Two
FOR
rooms
for
RENT
work.
South
good
make;
and
'priced
ready
Broadway.
glassed
JUBt What It COSt: Vnitf ntvn
First, will pay tb hlghet prices for
AA
frame reclining chair, 1801 East Cen South Broadway.
furnished .Call 71 4 H West Central, WANTED
and
stat
full
whore
for
tion;
particulars
second-hanSleeping
porch
light
d
housekeeping.
to
and
also
w.
your
and
w. bock, general delivery.
Lady bookkeeper
clothing, shoe
2139-tral.
car can b seen. Address Sedan, oare areas
FOR RENT Oct. 10th, nicely furnished afternoons, phone
furniture. Phone 858
wait on customers.' Call at office of S21 South Walter. Phono 1870-- J.
FOR SALE Four-rooFOR SALE Cabinet Vlctrola, Fathe; has
Journal.
frame
Two-roohome. University Heights, four rooms. FOR RENT Nice sleeping roomwith Greenhouse.
912
rwellltig,
South
RENT
FOR
furnish
Henry. Ives,
modern,
FINISHING It I
attachment for playing all records; lars sleeping porch, all modern. Areola
sleeping porch, furnished; A- -l repair; BETTER KODAK
bath and telephone privileges. Phone Fourth.
ed apartment with garage, hot and FOR SALE In good mechanical condi
better. Return postage paid on mail
718 East Iron, . phone heating system.
balance. 125 per month; price
1928-twelve records.
209 North Edith.
176.00 per months-Acold water. 481 South Broadway.
tion, Oakland Big Six; very small down term,
monifi
Tb
order.
Barnum
7hXH-.- l.
110
ana
Room
BARN
1224
a
JIOARD
Studio, H! West
reasonable,
South'
High, corner lot. Central.
dress H. K. care Journal.
terms; a real bargain.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
FOR RENT Two-roomodern funnell payment and toeasy
Albuquerque, N. M.
1 Albuquerque Business FOR
SALE Beautiful
YOU Will Ilnd uur Navajo rugj, the FOR RENT Unfurnished, a new four- new '
Call from I
rates by day ur week. Over Pastime
ed
1117
no
Wast
sick.
,
SOS
apartment;
Bnslnesa
South
College,
Mackay
'
modern pressed brick horn; corner HIGHEST oash price paid for secondCollege.
room house, 120 per month. Inquire Theater, 21 1H West Central.
cheapest and best. 121 North Elm.
Kent one block west Robinson park.
in oireei, ioa Aiiaeies.
hand bicycles. Bring ue your old wheel
and 117 North Mulberry, 310 North Broadway. ' Grande , Wagon FOR RENT Two
phone 2129-M- .
Wa- - vbulld lots; hardwood floor
throughout; built-i- n
A three-rooFOB RENT
beautifully furnished WANTED
a
one' RADIATOR SPECIALIST
and
get cash. Broad Bicycle and Trad. ;
phone 1730-- J.
or
lrl
American
North
feature; furnace, gas, lawn and fruit and
Yard,
II
Young strong
Broadway.
rooms In modern home. - Apply to Mrs.
radiator
for speedsters, put
room
special
Co.. 220 South Second, phon
furnished
modern.
788.
ing
apartment,
to assist with houseworks good home 0 Booth
TOMATOES for canning, fresh pick, field COR RENT Modem apartment
new cor In your old on, or repair it trees; terms; owner. 121 West Sliver.
house. Fred Ham, 121 North Second.
Hotel
First
Savoy
Inquire
. run,
8
ana
excellent training for the right glrL ortlce.
while they last Ho per pound;
W
seven rooms and bath, two screened FOR RENT Front bedroom; private endo welding. Guarantee Auto and SV OWNER,
In
modern
house
no less than titty pounds delivered. porches, well furnished and close In, In
Phone 670. 11)0 West Central.
renovated, 83.60 and up,
Radiator Co., at O. K. McCabe, 215
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fire- MATTRESSES
FOR RENT Three-rootrance;, adjoining bath; to employed
furniture renalred and narked, itmvi
Address Blatt's, care Journal.
apartment and North Third, phon 1S70-quire John Lehner, rpom 20,
Armljo man; no 'sick. 316 South Seventh.
place, large screened
three repaired. Ervln Bedding Co.. phon 471.
Male
porches,
ami
Female.
sun
close
with
flrenlace,
large
porch
T5Tt BALE Three comparimaut. tei building, phone 477.
light airy bed room with extra large
In highlands; modern; reasonable. Phone
RENT Two large rooms, furnished WANTI
Gregg shorthand teacher.
BUSINESS CHANCES
closets; front east on large lot with FURNITURE repairing, uiiholsterlng, bed
gallon demountable steel tank, suitable FOR SALE JOR JUSNT By owner, six- - FOR
for light housekeeping; no sick or
the Modern Business College.
Call 136I-and picture frames, bronzing, enamelxor use n wagon or truca lor naming v
lawn, tree, etc; everything In excellent
room brlcTt, corner lot, shade trees. small children.
PSTt"
603 North Fourth;
BALE
after 4 p. m.
FOR RENT On furnished housekeep
(laraga, best location in oondltion; term
ing, car cushions, hall cushions. Satiswater, oil or gasoline. Phone 42.
If desired. Phon
screened porches, cemented basement.
town, Phone 57.
and
1977-- J.
faction guaranteed.
ELUIN
HOTEL Sleeping .rooms
Ing apartment of three rooms and
J. H, Austin, 1201
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions fine location, 14,100; terms; five-roo- m
norm first, pnnne 1Z70-FOR SALE Ranches
bath; also on furnished suite, two rooms FOH SALS Small grocery store, doing FOR ' RAt.fr. M.w
housekeeping apartments, by the day
K
prevent fallen insteps, cures all foot brick, partly furnished, screened porohea, week
and bath. Inquire mornings, lot South
or month. 60IH West Central.
rent.
IKi
business;
good
WANTED
cheap
lawn
and
shade
Careful
101.80
e
month.
F.
Kodak finishing.
.........
Leather
trees,
per
troubles, II. Thomas
Keleher,
s'uu 'teALti Trade or reiu, eiginy-aci4uvui anu sleeping
Fourth.
North Arno,
628 West New York.
Twice dally eervioe.
FOR RENT One desirable room In a
Phonil057-J- .
Co.. 40 West Central.
Remember, satisporch, lawn and tree, two large olosets
house; fine
ranch, water, five-roohrfTha,
faction
close
FOR
Send
RENT
gen
Ore
In)
saw modern furnished WANTED To take charge of and man
guaranteed.
employed
private
your finishing
place for chickens; seven miles east of
utucfc, iitrpmco, jarge screenea
FOR SALE .22 Special Remlntngton re FOR 43ALE 13,600 will buy this mod tleman
to
no sick. 107 West Gold. town,
n
a
established
firm
Hanna
reliable,
1780-glassed-lfour-roooff
preferred;
Adhous
or
Phone
.
large
sleeping
apartment
new
with
ern
for
porch
kitchen,
.
two
without
new
age
rooming
(alary.
home;
large porches
peatlng rifle; good condition; also
Henna Master PhmngraDhers.
eonvenelent to eanatorluma. Ap- drees J. S., care Journal.
furniture; never used by sick; reasonlot 60x143, FOR RENT Nice large room Id modern FOR SALE Eight-acr- e
12 gauge single barrel shotgun, full ana garage and store-rooranch, one and porch;Woedlawo
1811
able
East
Apartments,
car
east
easy
oh
car
ply
terms;
take
price:
street
906
home,
to
convenient!
might
line, at No,
FOR SALE One of the beat bualneve
one-ha- lf
meals; furnace
choke, ehell ejector. 814 uj North eighth facing
mtlee west of Barelat bridge.
1576-FOR RENT Miscellaneous
North Twelfth,
10. 101 Bouth on main .ditch, new adobe bouse and central, phone
City Realty Co., - 207 heat. Room vacant-Sept- ,
tl5 8outh w, in,, iiibi. imminent, jrtrune 9fe-- J
properties In Albuquerqu.
KODAK box camera, Weno Hawk-ey- e
67.
Arno,
Phone ISo4-- J
mile FOR RENT Nicely furnished apartment First (treet. Iaqulr at Savoy Hotel of. GOOD PROPERTY, by owner, who ,s FOR HENT Planes
Tnodel In good oondltton; take pictures West Gold, phone
garage, water In house,
for light housekeeping.
.4
lenvlnfi. rl,v.
Two rooms fie
FOR RENT Two' modern
from school house. Phone 2404-JI 3 Inches square; price 13.00. Also
v,
V
bu
resilience FOR RENT On rage. 623 North Third.
WANTED
n
Position
and
glassed-lrooms
near
sleeping
with
for
poroh,
screw
No.
beautiful
12,
separate
letter
housekeeping,
high
press,
bed
SALE
cheap.
large
living rooms, four
Photographic studio, good
TRADU
FOR RENT Newly decorated store room,
Equity In small entrance; not and eold water; bath ad- FOR
18S0-208 FOR SALE OR
Phone 128-To do huudewo'rk.
WANTED
1308 Sou'lh school; no sick. Phone
location in Albuquerque; will acrlflco .uun,, iwu giassea sleeping porche.
?Sx7
518 West Central.
five minutes rlne
feet
Improved ranch,
138-212 North for
North Arno.
would
conalder
waiter.
quick sale; reasons for selling, have furnace;
HEMSTITCHING and plcoting attach
from corner Second and Central; good joining.., Telephon
room, 25x90;
pressed brick horn In good location as FOR RENT
ether business. Address
ment, works on any sewing machine, WANTED Position nursing. 411 .West FOR RENT Nice, large, well ventilated orchard and garden tract; Improvements
plenty light; very desirable for echool,
On South Second, two
'payment.
room; private entrance; adjoining bath, oould not be replaced for full purchase
Santa Fe.
easily adjusted. Price I J. 60, with In
FOR SALE Rooming house, nine rooms. part
iodew or club room.
m
BIS West Central.
mm
bllfllnMa rArnSM
alan
FOR
SALE
In modern house; no sick; no children.
Livestock
K..,w
,A.iA
Gem Novelty Co., Box 1031, TRAINED NURSE, Colorado
.daxiuV
structions.
115
t,v,l,n,,
B. Garcia,
furnished, in good
condition; long
price.
Boyth second,
registered. Phone 1114.
desirable for aoartmnnte
inn, hp.
Corpus Christ I, Texas.
ease; a profitable Investment. Address feet,
wants private cases. Phone 1920-FOR SA LIB
1222 W.t Central.
ranch, one FOR SALE Milk cows. Phone J406-RTYPEWRITERS
M. C, care Journal.
FOR SALE 76,000 feet lumber ready for BARBER will work In homes oA sanato- - FOTt RENT Clean,
comfortable, light
miles from Los Lunas. N.
and one-ha- lf
OR SALE A large number of all klnus
1 vVevvKH Elts All iiiakts
.iv'erha'uiial
FOR
ItiO
SALE
and
saw
rooms:
with
timber
furnished
mill
reasonable
In
Income
market:
M. ; all fenced and tinder ditch; part
airy
plenty
property, two chine,
Devlin. Phi Z307-reasonable.
of
Established
SALE
busi
FOR
west215
grocery
rlums;
rabbits,
Grand.
Ex- Albuquerque
furnlshad houje located on one
Typewriter
on railroad; MUST BE SOLD by October
rates; one. block from Santa Fe shqps. cultivation, balance
In pasture; good
ness, in good residential district. In of email
and
FOR
SALE
Ribbon
Two
ver ma
milk
oows.
for
th
142a
fresn
repaired
corner
rs
beat
West Gold. Albu TOUNO MARRIED man, well educated, S2 south Third.
1, 8. R, Wltcher, 22
In
rooms down stairs,
outhern Highfour
bouse,
large
reason
for
sickness
Fourth
ward;
selling,
908-139 Bouth Fourth.
J
Boutn Broaiway.
wishes position. W, Kadlsb, Gen. Del, FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
Blake.
Lot 50x142. Live In on and let change, phone
Gsorg
Bears, Thoreau. N. M.
qoerque. W.-In one rooms good out buildings;
in family.
For particular address post-offi- land.
the rent pay for th balance, at
Albuquerque, New Mex!
ner
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
light housekeeping: also one furnished bearing fruit trees, all kinds: also grspte FOR SALE On team, one wagon, one
hoi IH.
oent.- - Th prlc .1 only 33750, one-ha- lf
AMERICAN
ei names, inquire Z0I West Sliver,
OOOD for all kinds of roofs, II per galLady wlahes position aa room for sleeping. Call 1737 West Cen and berries; two good wells of water, one
TWO-S- I
OR Y BRICK rooming house cash.
This I a big snap for someone
I Bell.
lon.
miles to depot; will give
and one-ha- lf
housekeeper, or any kind or worn. tral, phone 1749-The Manzano Co. lit South
,
between business oenter and railroad wh wants a hom and a small Incom
North Third, Rm. 8.
reasonable terms. ' Address Los Lunas. N. FOR SALE Jersey milk cow, four year
Try a built vp 223
Walnut, phone 1834-J- .
High-clas- s
FOR
or
RENT
north.
oornor lot; IS rooms.
uom,
on
it will pay you 20 per cent, on your
.
M. Box I.
TIME CARDS
WB AUDIT, CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and
mot, will last as long as the buHdlr.
old; will be fresh October 16. Call at 10hop,
south and ast exposure; south eleep-In- g
Tou must see this to apof them furnished;-- a money maker; investment
v
eV
WILLIAMS
ZANd.
!04 West Santa
.
keep books.
lot and furniture only preciate It.
porch; private horn In best real- -'
801
tor
South
Edith
price
Inquire
room
hou,
Mellnl building. Phone T01-PERSONAL
FOR- SALE Saddle,
dentlal district. Phone 970.
buggy and work Ss.800; part terms. Address P. O. Bos or phon 157S-FOR SALE Five hundred shares of City
WIDOW with boy, 13, wants position
E. N. Wilson. 485, City.
VlSITIN'd" BTrtBERoneSoJ?"
horse; . 125 to 175. 241S-Rfurnished, nicu
Electrto Railway, below par. Dr. R.
as cook or housekeeper;, no objection to WOODWORTIl Newly
south
of
town.
Phone
FOR SALE Furniture
Phone 2010-clean rooms and housekeeping apart BEAUTT SPECIALIST1.
X. Hint, N. T. ArmUo building.
leaving city; beat of references. Address
SALE
FOR
DRESSMAKING
buck and
does,
week
or
Breading
month. Reduced DO VOU WANT TO LEA RN SPANISH T
ments, by day,
Widow, oars Journal,
FOR SALE Furniture.
U0 North Sec
young rabbit, alao hutches, or will
summer rates. Ill Sooth Third.
"
SEE J. C ESPINOSA, fio. I, Whiting trade
ond.
for laying pullet. Phone 875-485,
LOST
Phone
FOUND
AND
building.
FOIl
RENT
twu
FOR
desirable
Wi;SlilOU.Ntl-Dall- y.
SALE Piano and furniture for flv
Unfurnished,
USB VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT.
OR SALE On team, four year old.
room house. 829 South Arno.
rooms, with glassed-i- n sleeping rooms
Train.
DRESSMAKING of all kind; expert, lady
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, stops leaka LOST French poodle, while with black
Arrive. Depart.
180: one yeartln
alao
price
colt'
1
PHRENOLOGIST
Tb Soout... 1:80 pm 1:80 pnt
Mohair top dressings Plymouth Cottage
80S South and garage;
light and water paid: ne
tailoring. Beading and embroidering FOR SALE Part furnishings and leaae No.
spots, tag sJ. Phono 1881-turnltur
and
Phone
automobll.
RIDB
3
UNIVERSITT
TO
Tl-No.
Calif.
no
10:40
am 11:10 era
for
Limited
HEIGHTS,
automobiles:
,
Williams.
Phon
I412-JEnamels,
children!
reasonable.
rent
lit
101)
sick;
on rooming house. In hlahlandL Phone
specialty.
Paint; Valspar
South' Cornell avenue, have your head,
No. 7 Fargo Fast. 11:10 am 11:45 am
Floor Paint
Satisfaction LOST
Homestead
North Second..
d
aid
and box. 1B79-PLEATING, aooordlon,
gold pin, oross sat
SALE
d
FOR
M.
head.
face
and
Sara
pure-brehand
and
two
No.
12:40
Young
Jones,
am 1:11) am
t
Tb
assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co.
pigs
Navajn.
In pearls In oenter: reward: return to FOR RENT
mall order, i N, Crane, lit Norib FOR SALE Dining room furniture, in
Duroo-Jerse- y
SKs-J- ,
s
Large room with small
101 West Central, ihon 1067-- J.
SOUTHBOUND.
boars; will furnish
Crane Apartment, phon 114.
City Electrlo Office.
room adjoining, bath, largo screened phono
good
reasonable. No. 29 El Paso Exp.
condition,
priced
pedigree for ont may be seen s,t C. W, Seventh,
10:10 pm
1104 West Slate.
LOST Blue gray mare 1C on left ehould- - sleeping porch, private entrance; suitHunter's Ranch, four miles north of Old SPECIALTY In baby olothe and schuul Phone 1938-No. 37 El Paso Exp.
11:30 am
TOU1
MONEY TO LOAN
er. Retnrn to Jim Ross place 4 miles able for two gentlemen. Phone Mrs. A. LEARN WHAT WORRIES
ns
alao
Rio
and
mend
Adon
ladle'
FOR
Grande
boulevard.
Town,
lining
SALE
clothe;
EASTBOCND,
Range, dresser, buffet,
to make things Sums your way.
e.
B, Hall, 784 East Onld. phone MT1-MONEY "TO LOAN On watches,' " dfa': south of town or notify box ( post
Mrs. Davis, U
nd
elotues.
dress
8
Hoosler
gentleman's
china
No,
cabinets
Albuquerque,
Th
and
general
1:15
1:45 pr
cabinet,
delivery.
In
no
tedi
pm
love,
health'or
money;
Navajo..
long,
,
West Iron.
rounds, guns and everything valuable
large quantity of high grade used fur- No. 4 Calif. Llimud 5:00 pm 5:40 am
FOR RENT Three large rooms, light ous lessons, but Just what yon nsed now. Phone S40-Rr'
LOST Gold pin, olover-shanoMarcus, in bwib rirst.
8. P. Eight.. t:16 pm 1:00 pm
HEM8TIT0HINO
ind ail kin5 SI niture; also gun and auto tires, 325 No.
with
and airy, nicely furnished apartment, Just aend your blrthdato and your free.
I MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
No. 10 Tb Scout ... 7:20 m 7:50 aa
school modern except beat, sleeping porch, hot will offering.
pearl In oenter, between hie-at th South First.
Prof. Coffman, Dlv. J..
pleating and braiding don
FROM
William Millinery, corner Broadway and FOR SALE Three dressers, two chlffon-tere- s,
SOUTH.
re and cold water. Telephone and water 1124 North Beoond street, Albuquerque,
and gold Jewslm liberal, reliable, eon and Twelfth street. Phone SI0-f IdentlaL
'
No. 8 From El Paao 1:15 pm
Oold, phon 1071-Now Mexico.
Gottlieb
bed
Beer, 101 North Sim ward.
mattresses
and
with
three
paid. 526 Booth knot Phono 1871-- J.
Ing high whool, wants to work for
ID
No.
El
From
Paso
t:o ass
Springs, sanitary oouch and pad, three
1 CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, dia
or call
I WANT one or two business girl or lVsATTKESS"RE NX5VATI NTS room and board. Phone K24-FOR SALE OR TRADE
No. to oonneet at Betea with No. II
SEWING MACHINES
rocking chairs, on Morris chair, china
at 111 North Walter.
monds, watches. Liberty Bonds, pianos,
school teachers to occupy a nice large
Peoo
Valley, K ansae City and!
a
Singer sewing machine, kitchen for Clovts,
Automobiles.
Lowest ratea Rothman'a FOR" SALk OR TRAD-Tw- q
choice bed-rooIn my home; will serve breakWANTED Furnished room and sleep- gE7rA?iiiNEir-yepa'i.-"s.t cabinet,
,
cabinet, phonograph, cabinet slse; Per- flulf Coast,
(117 South First
Bonded to the stats.
residence lota, corner elghtb and Lead fast and evening meal it deeired; family
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur-ing porch with board for man and
cieanea: part and auppliea for all fection oil oook atov. coal range, coal
No. ts connect at Belen with No. II
avenue. Inquire of owner, 701 South consists of
two young people: no sick. altar packing, stoves repaired. Phoni wit, la privet family; highland
C.
workk guaranteed.
all
H
Clovi
from
make;
111
and
east
West
smaller
ij
articles.
and amitk
point
many
Ada prlpf rtsulti XJHrd.
Journal
ill. Ervla Stdillogi Canem.
A.a44ri Jk
cut Jaiif Mi. MorebtaO, jUob Jit,' iit Wtit Legd. heater;
.of Clovl.
Stiver,
CANNING

tomatoes

for aale.

Copper.

Phone

2404-J-
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DEATHS AND FUNERALS

It

la with satisfaction that we can now offer large green
olives by the gallon, quart or pint, at a very low price:
gallon, $2.25; quart, 60c; pint 35c. We have Just received a
45 gallon cask of splendid large olives.

COONEY Mrs. Anna J. Cooney.
aged 23 years, wife of E. Cooney,
died at a local hospital yesterday
morning. She had been a resident
OF
of Albuquerque for a number of
FOR SATURDAY
years. She is survived by her
2:30 to 3:30
of
mother, Mrs. P. Jj McCaffery,
this city, two sisters, Mrs. Q. T.
IN
Manning, of this city, and Mrs. W.
Palmolive Soap
A. Cunningham,, of Kansas City;
5c
five brothers, J. O., J J., Tom,
Francis, and P. McCaffery, Jr., and
Denver, Colo., Sept. 23. Fifteen her
son, Edward T.
hundred Knights Templar of the
Large Glass Mixing
The body was taken to
Colorado Grand Commandery pa- Cooney.
C. T. French's parlors pending funBowls
raded through Denver's streets to- eral arrangements, which will be
15c
day They are holding their forty-sixt- h announced later.
annual conclave here. The
procession disbanded at the municMAESTAS
Martina Maestaa
Special Price on
ipal auditodum where Frank O. died yesterday morning at her resLowden, former governor of
All Dishes
street.
She
on
Arno
idence
North
delivered an address.
is survived by her parents and one
The former governor's address sister.
Funoal arrangements are
largely was devoted to recounting pending.
Crollott is in charge.
.deals of tho Masonic lodge
r.d
the Knights Templur, along with a
LEE Tho furteral of James A.
piea, for conl.nued devotion to tho
Lee, who died Wednesday morning
principles of America, unity of at
in the highlands,
purpose and a call for quality citi- millhishoapartments
held thin nfternoon from
to $1.00 Store
zenship rather than for quantity of the Coal Avenue Methodist church,
population.
win
Governor Lowden lamented the at 2 o clock, ltev. jvicumness
W. Central
321
will be at Fair-viegrowing materialistic trend of pub- officiate. Burial Crollott
in
is
cemetery.
as
lic thought, and characterized it
a grave menace to the nation's charge.
safety.
SIMMOND"
George Simmond
"We have been called upon to
local hospital yesterday
uphold the rich heritages of our died at a His home
in
forefathers the good things they morning.Ariz. Funeral was
services will
have bequeathed us," he said, "but
2
unless we &w return to spiritual, as ha hM this afternoon at o'clock
To replace that broken window
chapel. Rev.
has been our tendency, we are as u at Strong Brothers' ofticiate.
intH. S. Davidson will
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co..
nation facing great danger.
ceme
42S North First
Falrview
Phone 421.
in
be
"Nations are not necessarily Im- erment will
mortal.
the United tery.
Although
States is one of the youngest naKER Loul Sam Kee died at his
We deliver any size any
tions on the face of the globe, ws
His
yesterday morning. The
are now among the oldest nations apartment
Ariz.
where.
in
was
Holbrook,
home
Henry Transfer Co.,
following the rise and fall of emwas shipped to Holbrook for Phone 939.
It is body
pires and other republics.
in
were
Strong Brothers
for us to realize then, that as a burial.
nation there is always an impend charge.
ing danger of our being doomed.
As Americans I sometimes think
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
we are a different race of peo
DOINGS
no
are
Of
there
peo
course,
pie.
OLD TOWN SOCTETT 1IALI
or more
pies more chivalrous
Everybody Welcome.
brave than ours, that is true.
The beautiful sunsets of color
"We say we are busy. We say and shade visible from University
White
Llghtitlng Hurmonlzcrs.
we are too busy to vote at the Heights these
fall evenings are
see.
are
we
to
100
We
worth
say
going
primaries.
surely pictures
The Heiehts public school boasts
busy to vote at tho elections.
45 feet from Central Avenue.
n
"As Americans, we must realise of
girls.
sturdy boys-anDEPENDABLE WATCH
our
of
governbusiness
that the
Quite a colony or University oi
REPAIRING.
ment is, after all, the most im- New Mexico
students are now
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry.
housed on the Heights. While conportant business of all."
venient, it also gives the student
C.
the henefit of the deligrtfully pure
G. A. R. BOYS VISIT
JEWELER.
atmosphere of that section of the
107 So. Fourth Street,
CITY ON THEIR WAY
. .
. .
Several more cnolce lots wer3
ird door north of Postotfica.
NATIONAL
TO
CAMP, sold this week to prospective home

MliEDY

In ripe olives, most of you know of our good ripe olives
at 25c per pint.
Sweet potatoes have declined.
Those French table grapes are now at their best, lb, 15c.
Jovne bread you know there is no other quite so good.
Extra supply today.
Oranges have advanced in this market, 75c a box. We
anticipated this increase which places us in a position to
continue to offer the same size Sunklst oranges at 52c per doz.
Apple sales are large lOo a lb. for first class apples.

MEET

CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
H. WARD

Coal and South Walter

SIS Marble Avenue

Phone

Phone

676

Beef,

Pork and Veal.

FOX

WILLIAM

201

Phone

ouoooaoa
UUUUUPUU

CONSTANCE BINNEY

Let Us Send a Man

I

Trcscnts

v

in "TO A FINISH"

if for wall tinting and ail
"lnd
f painting call WKIGUT
Phone

I

LOCAL ITEMS

Herbert

A Very pleasing offering.
ADDED ATTRACTION

?"

221-V-

15 lbs. Sugar

100 lbs.

Potatoes
10 lbs. Silver

Lard
6

Leaf

EAT AT

,

.

.

Eastern, Puck iiiue
.,
.berries, can
eus,
Ispiiug Uaruun

can

lbs.
Crisco , .
6 lbs.
Crisco v
3 lbs.
Crisco
1 Vi lbs.
Crisco
1 lb.
Crisco
8 lbs.
9

can

Prunes

No.

...30c

pkff
Dried
pkg

Snowdrift
2 lbs.
Snowdrift

Monarch Salmon,
can
Cocktail Salmon,
can
Alaska Red Salmon,
tall can
Pink Salmon, tall

OA

t)UC

JJ

Pink Salmon, flat

Q

can
Monsoon Oysters, No.

1

Monsoon Oysters, No.

2

'

'

F. F. O. G. Clam's,
can .
Pioneer Minced Clams
can
Campbell s Soup,
can

yC

'Jjt

can Large

38c
.28c
j

,,

Sweet Corn

10c

24c
25c

12k

12ic
13c
...9c
13c

Sunbrite Cleanser.
today only, 14 cans.
Fure

ft
ol.UU

Maple

Sap

$1.23

quart

CAFETERIA

"B" Theater Realart presents
for the last time today ' The Magic
cup, starring Constance Binney
also showing for the last time to
day another reel of "The Son of
.
Tarzan."
Lyric Theater Metro pictures
present for the last time today tho
hilarious comedy drama, "Coinci
dence," with an
cast; also
for the last time today a two-patorchy comedy. "Torchy s Knighthood."
Pastime Theater Showing for
the last time today Buck Jones in
"To a Finish," a William Fox western picture; also a Sunshine comedy. "His Meal Ticket."
all-st-

rt

We deliver orders over $8.00 free small orders
delivered for 10c.
You should buy all your groceries here. By
so doing you will save money, as our prices are the
lowest consistent with quality. Twenty-si- x
years
of high quality and low prices.
Note our delivery charge, the most economical in the city. You save this charge often on one
item.

COJfTINCOTIS

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
MulRemoved.
tiple Needle Method.
SUSAN CHITTENDEN,
Electric Needle Specialist,
Art Aseptic
Beauty
Parlor,
411 East Central Phone 973--

Dressed Poultry

to
Sell

The

CmcU Macaroni

Highest
BBS Egg NoodUs,

Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

springs,
Freshly dressed
all sizes, lb.
Fat hens, 3 to 7 pounds., lb.

.....

FOR SALE BY OWNER
modern

Just finished
press brick end new
six-roo- m

five-roo-

m

modern except heat. Both in
modHighlands. Also
ern house on West Cfbld, Just
completing. Call at
821 '.VEST SILVER.

FOGG, The Jeweler
Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelry
Also , Engraving.
All
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite
Phone

903--

123 S.

J.

4th St.

'
33c
30c
64c
42c
20c

Turkeys, lb.
Young Ducks, lb
Yearling "roosters, lb.
For live or more springs or
hens we make special prices.
This Poultry is selected from
big flocks; it is also dressed
fresh on day delivered.
Albuquerque' Poultry Co.
317 South Arno.
Phone 85-Youna;

.....

We Are on the Job
Your Trunk Hauled

tor

25 Cents
Call Albuquerque

Phone

Transfer

.....

PROMPT ATTENTION TO
MAIL ORDERS.

The LEAST EXPENSIVE COAL
More heat units per pound. More pounds per dollar
That's what You Find in

CERRILL0S

EGG

COAL

In times of sunshine prepare for cold.

Place your

prder today.

IIAiili COAL COMPANY

A Screen Delight

Phone 91

CANTILE CO.

dressed springs, and
a pound; fat bens, 3
'lbs., 0ci young turkeys
64ci young ducks, 42c; yearlln
loosters, 20c. For five or mort
springs or h"ns, we make special prices. This poultry Is selected (torn bljr flocKs; it Is also
dressed fresh on, day delivered
If you buy from ua it has to be
38a

first

el'.

SHIPPERS OF
HAY AND,
ALFALFA

Co.

7

Phone 8E2-'317 8. Arnc
ALBUQUERQUE POULTRY CO

that Sparklet

with the Radiant Joy

Swift's Premium Hams,

of Youth

Directed by CHET TITHEY
Origmal storr kr Howard E. Morton
Scenario by Brian Hooker

lb.-.32c

MS

"
'

.....40e

Silver Leaf Lard, 2 lb. bucket
Silver Leaf Lard, 5 lh. bucket
Silver Leaf Lard. 30 lb. bucket
Instant Swansdown, per pkg
'
CRISCO
3 lb. can
,
6 lb. can
9 lb. can
Strictly Fresh Eggs, per dozen
Meadow Gold Butter, per lb

93a

'

..$1.79

24c

ADDED ATTRACTION i

-

5Ro

,

"TORCIIY'S

$1.12
$1.67

45o
48c

A

'

two-pa- rt

KNIGHTHOOD"
Torchy Comedy.

-

REGULAR PRICES

BROADWAY CENTRAL GROCERY
Albuquerque Stores Co., Incorporated.
No Mall Orders Taken.
Corner Broadway and Central.
Phone 138

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles. Spaghetti and

We
Sell

other Macaroni Product

B0SVELL GROCERY
612 North Fifth

Phone

RAZOR BLADES
Send or bring your dull blades for
Donble Edge
33c
v
ssc
Single Edge
(Per Dozen)
Have your razor honed and set by
experts. Work Guaranteed.
KOBZA BROTHERS
At Ruppe'a Drug Store

CO.

1A-1-

$12.50
DAIVSOU
,

.l,

i

-

HeatLittle

Full of

Ash

COAL

:

No Clinkers. '

'

4

Lot Our

v

exposed to the weather becomes slack and loses a
large. amount of Its heating quality. Order your coal from
us and get It direct from the ears or from weatherproof bins.
You will soon see the saving In your fuel bills.
When

SUGARITE, SWASTIKA;
All Sizes ' .

EGG

COAL' SUPPLY COMPANY

COAL"

GALLUP,

A'OTICE.
A series of meetings will be
held at Sixth ind Central under
the auspices of the Church of
Christ, conducted by Elders T,
B. Suepherd and G. F.
Mickey
narting SeRtember 25. The public is invited.

805-- J

Are you rrom .New york, Nevada, or North Dakota?
at our store between 2 and 4 on Saturday and get twentyIf
BiuccneB. r we want to meet you
X
i,
. ,
3 IDS.,
oweci
I .25
First Clnsa Corn IWiuiT
"
'
' .40
'
Schilling's Coffee Just arrived.
Our Hills Bulk Coffee will surely be here today.' It has
been delayed.
i
I
i Cans Domestic Sardines .
. .25
I.
PLEASE CXL AND SEE I'S.

PHONES

5

Trucks Bring" Comfort to Tour Home.

This Is Your Shoe Storel

If you care for the best of Shoes and the limit of
Service and Satisfaction that your money can secure, make this your Shoe Store.

BRILLIANT

-

i

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY,
'

Conie Here

For Men's, Women's, Misses', Children .and
Babies' Shoes that rank above the grade of ''just

Phone 35.

0.

IIUNIIiG MER-

542.

Dressed Poultry

TO 11 P. M.

Shoes.",.

-

.

'',

,

Come Here

, Los Lunas, N. M..

to

205 South First Street

Medicated Turkish Bath

1

LAST TIME TODAY

so, call

Permanently

Freshly

J. A. Skinner

FOR SALE Beautiful home or good
Inveitment.
Three blocke
from
eight-rooy
postofflce,
houae,
very lare Bleeping porch,
colonial interior, white and mahogany
flnlah, beautiful utalrway and reception hall. For particulars call 111
Weat Gold, 13 to S p. m.

Tickets of six baths, Including
body massage, for $10, for balance of this month.
Trained
Nurse and Masseuse.
MKS. TEltm DEAMER, Prop
W. Central. Phone 683-608

size,

WILLY-NILL- Y

Special Chicken Dinner Sunday
:urul.
Cornpr Fonrtr and

CITI ELECTRIO SHOE 6 II OP
I 813 South
rhone M7-6econd.
Free Gall and Delivery.

12ic

Libby's Milk,
tall can
Armour's Milk,
tall can
St. Charles' Milk,
tall can
Hebe,
tall can
Red Cross Milk,
tall can

Monarch
oyrup,

ini

lC

Carnation Milk
tall can

OdC

lie

OOC
jiK
dX.UD
-

(J-

15c
and

QO

Z4C

2yc

pkg
3 lbs. Bulk Pop
Corn
Fancy Rice Pop Com
Pkg.
Loose
Wiles Cookies
Crackers. All 18o
Packages.
Pkg

32c
16c

2ac

Peas,

Instant Swan's Down

$1.41
...72c
...39c

, ..

Vi

..32c

.7

Prunes
Evaporated Apples

20c

Snowdrift
4 lbs. Snowdrift

.

Morgan peas,
can
6 lb. can Large

59c

............

. .

Snowcup

....39c
.$1.68
$1.12

Lard

'

16 lbs.

Potatoes

...92c

,

lbs. Silver Leaf

25c
50c

BRACY'S

Theaters Today

I

lbs.

Potatoes

.$1.79

lbs. Silver Leaf

Lard
1

8

..$1.79
..$2.85

Potatoes

Y

$1.00

White Colorado Potatoes
35 lbs.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
OFFICE

Theater'

YRic

Navy Blankets, new...... $3.50
.$1.03
Army Field Shoes
D. D. Breec'ies
$2.00
O. D. Shirts
,.1.2S
$2.50
Army Cots..
. $7.50
Officers' Raincoats

J.

North First.

!

1342--

Company.

WAN T

REGULAR PRICES

I

Liberty Army Store,
117 N. First.

Schuitr,

;

"The Son of Tarzan"

Thomas Creamery

ff

Magic Cup"

ATTENTION

d

forty-seve-

Royal Arch Masons of the United
States. Mr. Perry, who is the
youngest past grand high priest of
New Mexico, will represent the
grand chapter of this state.
Coal Supply Co. Phou 4 and 6.
The ltev. A. M. Knudsen, pastor
1 Guy Gromis was arrested yesterof the St. Paul Lutheran church,
day on a charge of making a com- and A. K. Johnson have returned
with his truck at the from Denver where they attended
plete turn
orner ot Central avenue and Sec- the annual Rocky mountain
synod
Hilders.
ond street. Philip Ortiz was ar- as delegates rrom St. Paul's Luth300 members of the G. A.
rested on a speeding charge.
The next meeting R. Nearly
eran
church.
much
families
learned
their
and
season
of
The first meeting of the
COWBOY SPECIALS
held Jn Albuquerque. about Albuquerque yesterday durthe D. A. It. will be held this after synod will;be
ing the half hour their special train Wrist Watches, Cameo Brooches,
noon at the home of Mrs. A. D.
Just arrived from New York stopped here en route to IndianOgle, 323 North Twelfth Btreet. Mrs.
Ruby Rings and Lavallieres
latest styles In mil- apolis where the members of tho
C. W. Potter will assist the hostess. headquarters
SEE US
Come in and see them to- party will attend the national enJ Annual children's picnic of the linery.
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP
Kahn's Store.
campment.
Odd Fellows and Rebekahs will be day.
Second St.
South
215
D. B. McKee, secretary of the
held Sunday at Alameda
grove,
home-mad- e
chamber
of
the
commerce,
cake
for
a
For
greeted
good
tars will meet at the hall at 1:30
Taxi & Baggage 158
party whicn responded by urging 158
Sunday, phone 1914-O'clock.
out the official drum corps, .which
Four dollars, full wagon load
old
some
aira
the
of
time
played
NOTICE.
amount
limited
factory, wood;
Folders One
The recognition
our on the station platform.
accorded
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
gallon and half gallon lots
of Albuquerque were presented to
' All members of the Woman's school brings to us innumerable
of' ice cream packed for city
Home Missionary society of the calls for office workers, which we each of the party by the chamber
of commerce.
It was learned that delivery.
First Methodist
church, and all are unable to fill. Is
of Los .
Others interested, are invited to atemployed In a one of the men, J. A. McKay
Every graduate
has planned to move here
tend the annual meeting of the superior position. Others who are Angeles,
enas soon as
returns from
conference
society this afternoon efficient register with our em- campment. he He has been the
correfit 3 o'clock at the church. Mrs. M. ployment department.
Rear of 313 S. Second. Phone 31.:
com
of
the
with
chamber
SCHOOL FOR PRI- sponding
M. Northrop of Los Angeles will be WESTERN
merce
for
weeks.
several
VATE
SECRETARIES..
and speak.
.present
W. S. Patterson left last night for
Phone 901-LANE ESCAPES FROM
Pueblo, to be gone about a week.
i Pay Poll Tax at M gh School.
GENTRY'S EGGS.
CITY'S CHAIN GANG
Marinua Westvelt, of the Tlag-JtaAt Champion, Hawkins, San Jose.
Automobiles for Storage.
office of the forest service, re- Skinner's,- Ideal and Pappe's. Price
$5.00 Per Month. '
J. J. Lane is in trouble again.
turned to his home last nlsht after 05 cents.
an official visit to the district headThis time he has escaped from
401
the city chain gang. Lane got out
quarters here.
JELRE'S GOOD LUCK
The Veterans of Foreign Wars
of the county jail a few days ago,
OLEOMARGARINE
will give a dance at the armory this Phone 2198-R- .
six months on a
Free Delivery after serving
evening beginning at 8:30 o'clock.
charge of impersonating a federal
Hewas arrested shortly
Reuben Perrv left last night for
officer.
HOUSE ROOMS after his release when
he entered
Ashevllle. N. C.. to attend the gen- BITTNER
a home and retired for the night in
eral grand chapter meeting of the 319 ',4 South First. Tbone
one of the bedrooms. He was given
sentence for this ofa thirty-da- y
Inquire
fense, which was turned into a
J O C R N A 1,
vagrancy charee. Officers believe
they will be able to locate the man
in a short while.

your Order We
will qo rue Rest.
TJs

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
other Macaroni Products.

DANCE TONIGHT

A story of a cattle conspiracy foiled by dauntless courage.
Also a Sunshine Comedy "II IS MEAL TICKET"
ADMISSION
REGULAR

'! The

North First Street.
Phono 11)9

WeSu Skinner's

Hol-broo- k,

JOHES

BUCK

REALART PRESENTS

-- in-

lc

PflSTiiViE

1

i

Vegetables, Fruit
and Groceries.

w

AIR COOLED.

iutton,

UM1TI

other Macaroni Product

lets

LAST TIME TODAY
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAYj

-

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

go

THEATRE

Springs. Hens, ,

DENVER

Illi-mo-

ROBERT JONES

HOMER

Phone 199
For Your Fresh

STAGE
Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

Albuquerque.. 7:45 am
in Santa Fe. . .10:45 am
4:80 pm
Santa Fe
In Albuquerque

Phone 600

7:80 pm

SINGER
TAXI
Office
Singer

Cigar

Store,

tlO West Central

No.

1

North First
Phone 29-- J

501

i

K.

MARKETS

t No. 2
421 South

Broadway

Phone 839W

Special for Saturday

......... .........
....... .........

Beef Pot Roast, lb.
. ..
13c
Plate Ribs of Beef, 10c, 3 for.
.25c
i
Pork Chops, lb
, .v.. v. . . . .30c
Pork Roast, lb
..
. . . .25c
Pork Sausage, lb.. . . .
,20c
, .20c
Spare Ribs, lb
Hamburger Steak, 2 lbs. for. .v. . . . .t. . .35c
Fresh Side Pork, lb
,
;25c
"Bacon and Hams Our Specialty."
PHONE YOUR ORDERS
E
DELIVER

For the newest models and the latest and best
style features shown anywhere.

'

Come Here

For perfect Shoe Fitting by Fitters that know how.
to provide the exact size, width and model to fit
the feet s it should be fitted.

Come Here
For the Best Shoe Values at any stated price that
'
the satne price can huy anywhere.
Men's Shoes from.
.$3.50 ;up
Women's Shoes from.
.$3.00 up'
Boys' and Girls' Shoes from
$2.85 up
Children's Shoes from... . .. .$2.00 up
Babies' Shoes from
75c up
Make this your Shoe Store and come here for all
.
your footwear.

...........
........

.....

'

IN-W-

Call us Tom and Charley

a i4

.'STCEMTRALAV

